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SOliE San Diego Gas & Electric
P.O. sox 1831 . SA DIEGO, CA 92112-4150.619/6920

October 1995
ALE NO.

TO: READERS OF TIS DOCUMNT
There are may tlugs that make San Diego a unque and desirable place to live: the weather, the
topography, its proxity to Mexico, the beaches, the ocean and its diverse environmental

life that draws people to this region.
SDG&E shares the belief with many San Diegans that growth should not result in destruction of

resources. Each of

these thigs contrbute to a quality of

the ver qualties that make this community a desirable place to live, SDG&E also believes that

our qualty of lie can be preserved while stil providing opportnities for economic growth.
In recent yeas, protection of

this region's environmental quality ha become a major plang

issue stimulating ballot intiatives, open space/preservation plans, and protective speces "listings"

under the State and Federal Endangered Species Acts. It has become apparent that environmental
protection is a major public concern and will be with us for some time. SDG&E ha recogned

Environmental Protection and Enhancement by weighng it equally in our
Corporate Goals to Quality Customer Servce. The Company is standing behid our
Envionmental Protection and Enh:icement goal by changing our maitenance and construction
methods, by participating directly on all of the NCCP plans in the region, by makng financial
the importance of

contrbutions to said plans, and by preparng this Subregional Plan that not Oiùy provides up front
nntigation for future actvities, but also allows the use of SDG&E's network of

rights-of-way and

other lands for conservation and preservation.

The primar purpose and ultimate objective of this Subregional Plan is not just to reduce
regulatory hurdles, but to mae a positive contribution toward the preservation and enhancement
of San Diego's natural resources. This plan should be reviewed and evaluated by you, the reader,
with that stated purpose and objective in mind. We, at the Company, feel that ths Subregional
Plan can fulfll our envionmental objectives and stil be good for business.

Sincerely,

ß;r'R
Project Manager

Real Estate Management and Planning Section

v

EXECUTI SUMMARY
Back2round
the Californa Gnatcatcher, as a threatened species, the Endangered
Species Act (ESA) suddenly became a signficant constraint to all forms of development in

With the proposed listing of

southern Califonua including the development of energy infastructure. The State responded by
using the recently legislated Natural Community Conservation Plannng (NCCP) program as a

tool to work with local communities to develop habitat conservation strategies to protect a wide
varety of plants and arals which included the Gnatcatcher's coasal sage scrub habitat. One of

the NCCP is to eliminate the need for future listings. The NCCP also allows for
localed admiIUstration of
the federal ESA and the Californa ESA (CESA) if certain steps are
the goals of

followed including the preparation of

habitat conservation plans pursuant to the ESA and the

NCCP.
San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) saw the potential benefits offered by the NCCP to the
region's resources and to the Company's ability to reduce regulatory processes tyicaly involved
with the maintenance and expansion of a gas and electric energy system. Therefore, the Company
launched into preparation of its subregional habitat conservation plan also known as the 50-Year
Permt. When approved, the Plan will provide for 25 years ofESA & CESA approvas with
renewals to 50 year and possibly beyond.

Provision of the Plan
The Plan covers the following activities, as well as, estimates and defines the mitigation wluch
the
the installation, use, maintenance, and repai of

may be required for the biological impacts of

existing gas and electric system and typical expansions to that system. These activities are

required to provide adequate, reliable, and safe servce to existing customers and to meet the
demands of
new growth. The Plan does not cover extraordinary expansions to SDG&E's gas and
electric system. The Plan also covers biological impacts (witrun the boundares of
the Plan area
only), associated with new electric transmission lines including interconnections that do not

project more that 30 miles outside of SDG&E' s servce terrtory, Rainbow to Santee natural gas
transmission pipeline, new gas transmission lines under 30" in diameter and less than 20 miles in
length, new substations and regulator stations with habitat impacts under 20 acres, and new
natural gas compressor stations with habitat impacts under 10 acres. Projects not covered by the

Plan wi be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, but will be evaluated by the standards set forth in
tlus plan.
Since the future cannot be accurately predicted, the Plan allows for up to 400 acres of impacts in
natural areas before requiring a Plan amendment. However, based on current technology,
construction methods and standards, population forecasts, and local agency General Plans, the
Plan anticipates only 124 acres of

grading impacts in natural areas as a result of

tyical expansion

and maintenance activities over the next 25 years (areas wruch are "natural" are not paved and do
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not conta ornamental landscaping or otherwse urbanized uses). Impacted areas may be home
to one or more of

the 110 species covered by this Plan. To mitigate these impacts, the Plan

provides the following forms of mitigation:

· The most important mitigation measure is avoidance of impacts whenever possible. To
accomplish tlus, new Operational Protocols for working in the field were developed. There
are 61 protocols, all

listed in Chapter 7 of the Plan. In addition, field crews attend a series of

on-going classes on how to behave and operate construction and maintenance equipment in
environmentally sensitive areas.

· Certain fee-owned rights-of-way will be available for use as widlife corrdors in order to
connect the region's conservation areas. SDG&E will also allow the use of certain rights-ofway held in easements for such corrdors with the consent ofthe underlying land owner.

· Mitigation Credits of approximately 240 acres will be established upon commencement of the
Subregional Plan. The bank will be debited to mitigate for actual impacts as projects are
realed. The wildlife agencies wi determine the extent and quality of any impact. If needed,

the Mitigation Credits will be replenished.
· Restoration and enhancement are also available as mitigation measures, sometes instead of
debits to the Mitigation Credits, and other times in addition to such debits. Restoration wil

be used in some cases regardless of other forms of mitigation.

The benefits to SDG&E are that the permt processing tyically required by the ESA & CESA
wi not be required. However, the widlife agencies will stil monitor projects, evaluate impacts,
and prescribe mitigation in a much more time-effcient process. The Plan sets up a framework for

the widlie agencies to fulfill their regulatory responsibilities in an effcient manner and provides
SDG&E with certainty over required mitigation.
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Purpose of this Aareement is to Clarify the Vernal Pool Mitiaation

Measures of the Subreaional Plan
SDG&E Subregional Plan - Clarification Document
1. Add to existing page vii of Executive Summary, before the section

entitled Not Provided For:
A. In 2004, SDG&E amended its NCCP/HCP, which was originally approved in
1995, to incorporate minor modifications reflecting the Company's evolving
approaches to resource management policy changes and the Company's many
years of experience implementing the plan and permit. These changes are
sumarzed as follows:

SDG&E and the Wildlife Agencies have developed a "vernal pool clarfication"
for provisions of

the NCCP/HCP which provides a basis for SDG&E to car out

a range of utility activities without delay or disruption. Ths protocol addresses
vernal pool resources located both on and off SDG&E access roads and
establishes clear standards for avoidance, minimization, and mitigation of
permanent and tempora impacts. As a result of these protocols, SDG&E and

the Wildlife Agencies anticipate that SDG&E operations and maintenance
activities, and the use of existing access roads associated with system expansion,
development of new proj ects, and emergency repairs can be undertaken without
the need for case-by-case analysis by, or negotiations with, the Servce and/or the

Deparent.
DEFINITIONS
both (1) the vernal pool
Vernal Pool: A Vernal Pool is defined herein as consisting of
basin, or ponding area, which provides the maximum area of ponded water (i.e., the
inundation area when the pool is full), plus (2) the vernal pool watershed, which is the
area surrounding the basin that provides sufficient hydrology to allow complete fillng of
the vernal pool basin in an average raifall year.

Vernal Pool Basin (Ponding Area): The maximum area ofvemal pool inundation,

extending to and including the uppermost margins of the pool area that holds water when
the surrounding watershed).
a pool is full (i.e., the ponding area itself exclusive of

Vernal Pool Watershed: The area surrounding a vernal pool basin that provides suffcient
hydrology, including adequate surace area and micro-topography, to enable complete
fillng of a vernal pool basin in an average rainfall year.
Vemal Pool Management Plan: A plan that provides a practical framework with specific

management measures for restoring, enancing, protecting, and maintaining vernal pool
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resources. The management plan shall include goals/objectives; methodology; success
invasive species which could threaten
criteria and standards, including the control of
long-term persistence ofthe vernal pools; timelines; a minimum five year monitoring
component (not to exceed seven years with at least one year in which the pool completely
populations and judge the success ofrestoration actions
fills) to document the stability of
and the effectiveness of management practices; and a process and funding mechanism for
managing adaptively, and in perpetuity, vernal pool habitat.

KEY ELEMENTS
The protocol set fort in this clarfication document reinforces SDG&E's
commitment to avoid pennanent impacts to all vernal pools during constrction of
the Wildlife Agencies that impacts to on
new facilities and confirms the assurance of
- and off-road vernal pools associated with SDG&E operations and maintenance
activities wil be authoried. Furennore, the Wildlife Agencies deem that the

mitigation measures described in ths protocol are consistent with the Subregional
Plan.
. Under the SDG&E Subregional Plan impacts to vernal pools will be avoided

durg constrction of new facilities, and new access roads, thoughout the area
covered by the Plan. Impacts to vernal pools related to other covered activities

are authorized, including operations and maintenance activities occurng withn
and outside the footprint of existing access roads; use of existing access roads to
support system expansion; and emergency repairs. In such cases, SDG&E will:
I. Avoid impacts to the maximum extent practicable, including rerouting
existing access roads when feasible.
2. If avoidance of all impacts to vernal pools is not practicable, SDG&E wil
minimize impacts by implementing the measures described in this
Clarfication Document (Section 7.1 11).

. Durng operations and maintenance activities occurng outside the footprint of
existing access roads, pennanent and temporar impacts may occur. Permanent
and temporary impacts to those vernal pools will be minimized and mitigated.

. Vernal pool surveys to determne if covered species are present or absent will not
be conducted. Durng operaions and maintenance activities occurng within and
outside the footprint of existing access roads, pennanent impacts wil be mitigated
at a 3:1 ratio. At SDG&E's discretion, some access roads containing road rut
vernal pools wil be graded on an as needed basis; other roads wil be maintained
on a regularly scheduled basis.

3

. Mitigation may be satisfied through either on-site restoration of

vernal pools or

the use of areas pre-approved by the Wildlife Agencies. Mitigation credits, as
approved by the Wildlife Agencies, may be accumulated and used through
advance creation, restoration, and enhancement of vernal pool basin area. The
areas pre-approved by the Wildlife Agencies for creation, restoration, and/or
enhancement of vernal pool basin area will be of high quality (e.g., Carmel Mesa
and Otay Mesa) and will support species covered by the Plan. Pre-approved
vernal pool mitigation areas must be managed and monitored pursuanUo a
Management Plan approved by the Wildlife Agencies.

2. Add the words "VERNAL POOLS" to the descriptive text in the bottom sketch
in Figure 4. Add new drawings to Figure 4 that assist SDG&E in avoiding

impact to the pools. SDG&E to provide.

ix. Veroal Pools

This vernal pool protocol reinforces SDG&E's commitment to avoid permanent impacts
to all vernal pools during constrction of new facilities and new access roads, and
confirms the assurance by the Wildlife Agencies that impacts to all vernal pools
associated with SDG&E operations and maintenance activities are authorized under the
Subregional Plan. Furhennore, the Wildlife Agencies deem that the mitigation measures
described in this protocol are consistent with the Subregional Plan.
SDG&E intends to avoid impacts to vernal pools durng new constrction. Durng

operations and maintenance activities occurng outside the footprint of existing access
roads, permanent and temporar impacts may occur provided that they are mitigated

consistent with ths clarfication document. Temporar and pennanent impacts will be
minimized. Durng operations and maintenance activities occurng within existing
those roads, permanent
access roads, which may include grading and/or crownng of
impacts may occur. At SDG&E's discretion, some access roads containig vernal pools
wil be graded on an as needed basis; other roads will be maintained on a regularly
scheduled basis.

Other than pre-activity surveys, no vernal pool sureys will be conducted to determine
presence or absence of covered species. Mitigation for pennanent impacts will be fixed
at a 3: 1 ratio for all impacts.
When required, mitigation may be satisfied through either on-site restoration of vernal
pools or the use of areas pre-approved by the Wildlife Agencies. Mitigation credits, as
approved by the Wildlife Agencies, may be accumulated and used through advance
creation, restoration, and enhancement of vernal pool basin area. The areas pre-approved
by the Wildlife Agencies for creation, restoration, and/or enhancement of vernal pool
high quality (e.g., Carel Mesa and Otay Mesa) and wil support
basin area wil be of

4

species covered by the Plan. Pre-approved vernal pool mitigation areas must be managed
and monitored pursuant to a Management Plan approved by the Wildlife Agencies.
In the event that SDG&E Activities impact vernal pools, the following mitigation
measures will be implemented.

Temporary Impacts
Off Road

SDG&E Activities, such as but not limited to, placement of strctures, insetting poles,
poles anchors and stubs, and underground facility access may have temporary impacts on
off
road vernal pools (Chapter 2, Proposed Activities, provides a complete list ofSDG&E
Activities). In those cases, SDG&E will restore those pools pursuant to the followig
protocols:

1. Seed from vernal pool indicator plants shall be collected from the pools that wil
be impacted when the plants have dred and before the seed disperses, and
scattered in the affected vernal pool when the SDG&E Activity is completed.
Seed collection may not be possible when precluded by weather or physical
constraints, such as the Activity occurrng at a time of year when no seed is
present. If SDG&E needs to work in vernal pool areas under wet conditions,
vehicular and foot traffic wil be directed away from the pools. If vehicular and
foot traffc canot be directed away from the pools due to constrction
requirements, other impact miiumization measures shall be used, such as the
Installation of steel plates or fabric mats. A qualified biologist will be present to
ensure that all minimization measures are implemented.
2. Vernal pool inoculum shall be collected only when it is dr to avoid damaging or
destroying fairy shrmp cysts. A hand trowel or similar instrent should be used

to collect the sediment. Soil should be collected in chuns. Once the Activity is
completed, the sediment will be replaced in the bottom of

the distubed pool.

3. If seed has been scattered and/or inoculum sediment has been replaced, a qualified

biologist will monitor the vernal pool for successful restoration, for two
subsequent wet seasons. Successful restoration wil be determined/defined as the
vernal pool species (or theatened/endangered species if
continued presence of
present) roughly comparable to the pre-distubance condition. Furthermore,
covered species identified in the pre-activity survey must be observed to fully
mature, with fai shrmp producing cysts and plant species producing seed.
Unsuccessful restoration wil be considered a permanent impact and will be
mitigated at a 3: 1 ratio at a pre-approved vernal pool mitigation area. If measures
1 and 2 above cannot be implemented, mitigation wil occur at the pre-approved
vernal pool mitigation area at a 3:1 ratio.
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Within Road

vehicular traffc cannot be directed away from
vernal pools due to construction requirements, impact minimization measures shall be
used, such as the installation of steel plates or fabric mats. A qualified biologist wil be
present to ensure that all minimization measures are implemented.

During new construction activities, if

Permanent Impacts

SDG&E Activities, such as, but not limited to road maintenance may have unavoidable
pennanent impacts on vernal pools (Chapter 2, Proposed Activities, provides a complete

list ofSDG&E Activities). To mitigate for those impacts, SDG&E will undertake the
following measures:
1. Restoration Reportingl - If SDG&E does not mitigate at a pre-approved vernal
pool restoration area, then Wildlife Agencies' concurence on an acceptable
mitigation site is required prior to any impacts to vernal pools. Recognizing that
restoration effort may var somewhat, SDG&E shall prepare a vernal pool
restoration plan for each Activity based on a generalized approach for vernal pool
restoration, with which the Wildlife Agencies have previously concurd (Refer to
Attchment 1). If fuher refinements to this generalized approach are necessar

on a case-by-case basis, the Wildlife Agencies wil respond to the restoration plan
the Wildlife Agencies do not comment withn 30 days,
withn 30 days. If
SDG&E wil proceed with its proposed Activities.

2. Mitigation Ratio - Impacts to vernal pools, with or without Covered Species
present, will be mitigated at a 3: 1 ratio for all impacts. Mitigation may occur
onsite provided that a sufficient number of degraded pools exist in the vicinity
and have been approved by the Wildlife Agencies for restoration and lor
enhancement. Oterwise, mitigation will be implemented offsite at the pre-

approved vernal pool restoration area. Mitigaton credits, as approved by the
Wildlife Agencies, may be accumulated and used through advance creation,
restoration, and enhancement of vernal pool basin area. The areas pre-approved
vernal
by the Wildlife Agencies for creation, restoration, and/or enhancement of
pool basin area wil be of high quality (e.g., Carel Mesa and Otay Mesa) and
will support species covered by the Plan. Pre-approved vernal pool mitigation
areas must be managed and monitored pursuant to a Management Plan approved
by the Wildlife Agencies.
SDG&E may relocate an existing access road to minimize potential impacts to vernal
pools. This rerouting would only be done ifit was possible without compromising
operational integrty and safety. The mitigation value of the rerouted road would be at

1 Restoration of degred vernal pols on a pre-approved restoration ar is considered appropriate as mitigation for
permnent impacts. Steps wil be implemented to ensure that hydrologic function is not significantly impaired.
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1 lleve1.2 Under such circumstances, the mitigation requirement for impacts to vernal
pools, with or without Covered Species present, will be the net of

the total new impacts to

vernal pools or pool complexes less the vernal pools or complexes being avoided within
the existing roadway. The net impact will be mitigated at the pre-approved vernal pool
mitigation area at a 2: 1 ratio at least 1: I ratio of which is creation.
Impacts to vernal pools with or without Covered Species present that occur on military
lands will be mitigated at a pre-approved vernal pool mitigation area at a 3: 1 ratio.
Monitorin2: and Reportin2:

Restoration of

temporar impacts to vernal pools shall be accomplished by a qualified

ecologist/iologist and managed (including monitoring) for two subsequent wet seasons.

Restoration for pennanent impacts to vernal pools shall be accomplished by a qualified
ecologist/iologist and managed and monitored for a minimum of five years, but not to
exceed seven years with at least one year in which the pool completely fills.

SDG&E's Subregional Plan Anua Report will include a vernal pool section that tracks
and reports the amount and type (temporar or permanent) of impacts to vernal pools,
and reports the status of restoration/enhancement efforts.
4. Add new Avoidance and Minimization protocols to Chapter 7.1 as a new
Section 7.1.11 Vernal Pool Complexes:

Avoidance and Minimization Measures:
62. SDG&E will avoid pennanent impacts to vernal pools in the constrction of all
new Facilities, including new access roads, thoughout the area covered by this
Plan.
63. Ifthe Wildlife Agencies recommend relocation of an access road that bisects a
vernal pool area, SDG&E wil take into account cost and operational
considerations and detennine within 30 days whether to relocate the road. When
roads are relocated to avoid vernal pools, the realigned road wil be clealy
demarcated and barers wil be placed to prevent vehicle access on the old road.
64. For all construction activities occurrng adjacent to vernal pools, SDG&E will
work with a qualified biologist having local experience with vernal pool
resources, to site roads or facilities in a maner that avoids potential impacts to
vernal pools. (See Figure 4.) All vernal pools adjacent to the project footprint,
plus a five-foot buffer (where feasible), will be fenced with orange safety fencing
to ensure no people or equipment impact the vernal pools durg constrction
the roadway to prevent
activities. A silt fence wil be installed along the base of
2 This language is consistent with and replaces paragraph 2 of Artcle ix Vernl Pools of the Subregional
Plan.
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increased erosion or sedimentation during construction in vernal pool areas.
Gravel bags wil be placed along the bottom of the fence to minimize erosion or
sedimentation into vernal pools, and removed upon completion of construction.

65. During operations and maintenance activities occurrng within the footprint of
existing access roads, which may include grading and/or crowning of

those roads,

permanent impacts to vernal pools may occur. To prevent water from ponding on
existing access roads, SDG&E wil grade and crown roads using a grader. Other
mechanisms may be employed that achieve the same result Thereafter, the roads
wil be maintained on a regular basis as determined by SDG&E, to prevent future
ponding, thereby minimizing native plant and animal species from becoming
established. Roads in vernal pool complex areas within MCAS Miramar and the
Torrey Hils, Otay Mesa, Canel Mesa, Del Mar Mesa, and Tierrasanta

communties in the City of San Diego may be less frequently graded to preserve
habitat value, but wil be graded as needed to preserve safe and reliable access to
SDG&E facilties.
66. During modifications and maintenance of existing access roads, or the creation of
new access roads adjacent to vernal pools, a qualified biological monitor, having
local experience with vernal pool resources, shall oversee and monitor all such
activities occurng adjacent to vernal pools. The biological monitor shall:

the crew on the location of
sensitive resources and constrction boundaries.

. Hold a pre-constrction meeting to brief

people
protective fencing to prevent encroachment of
or equipment into vernal pools during construction activities and to ensure
that no fence posts are placed within vernal pools.

. Direct installation of

. If it is not feasible to place protective fencing without impacting vernal

pools, dunng the dr season sandbags will be placed along the perimeter

the vernal pool and removed post-construction (or prior to the on-set of
the wet season).
of

An environmental sureyor will ensure that fencing to protect vernal pools is
appropriately placed and is maintained in good condition for the duration of the
project. (See Figue 4.)
67. When vernal pools are located above gas lines and repair work is necessar, work
areas wil be minimized and soil will be stockpiled for replacement after repairs.
new facilities, including access roads adjacent to vernal
pools, a biological monitor will document all accidental or unanticipated impacts
to vernal pools. The impacts wil be provided to the Wildlife Agencies in a postconstruction report with 30 days ofproject completion.

68. During constrction of

69. To the extent feasible, all construction equipment shall be fueled and maintained
at least 100 feet from the nearest vernal pools.
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VERNAL POOL CLARIFICATION

This signature page is attached to the Final Vernal Pool Clarification document to
identify that the Vernal Pool Clarfication approved on May 26, 2004 by the United
States Fish & Wildlife Service and Californa Deparent of Fish and Game shall be
applied to SDG&E projects that have the potential to impact vernal pools within the
Subregional Plan Area.

Date -l~" /6 Ý
erese our e, istant Field Supersor

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serice
Carlsbad Fish & Wildlife Offce

Dale 7/'?Lo'f
Gail Presley, Couse tion Planng Progr anager
California Department ofFish and Game

\2nm~s~

,i

Date 7/£ ( / ÂOO tf

SDG&E

Manager, Land Planing & Natural Resoures

Not Provided For

Projects which are currently subject to permts from the Californa Public Utilty Commssion
(CPUC), Coastal Commssion, Energy Commssion, State Lands Commssion and several other
stte and federal agencies will continue to be. Therefore, many projects wi be subject to the
Calorna Environmental Quality Act & National Environmental Policy Act reviews. It is
intended that the subsequent envionmental reviews use this Plan to evaluate the impacts to
covered species and their habitats.
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1 Introduction
San Diego Ga & Electc Company (SDG&E) is a Calorna public utity providi

natu gas, electrc, and other servces to cusmers with its serce tetory, which
includes San Diego County and portons of Orge and Riverside Counties. SDG&E's

abilty to provide these servces depends upon the inon, operation, matece
and repai of an evolvig ary of public utty facilties located thougout its servce

terrtory and, to a lited extent, beyond. For exaple, SDG&E's electrc and natu gas
servce is provided by mea of two essentialy searte systms. The electc system

includes ste electrc generg plants, electrc trmission lies, elecc substtions,
and an electrc distbuton network (See Figue 1). The natu gas syst includes

compressor sttions, trmission pipelines, reguator sttions and dibuton pipelies
(See Figu 2). Reguar maitenance and repai of these syst is performed to prolong

life and to ense adequae, sae, and reliable servce. The location and tye
new Facilties is dependent upon the serce demads ofSDG&E's cusomers load
of
centers whie existg Facilties are not. However, both are subject to the regutory
authority and requiments of the Californa Public Utiities Commsion (CPUC), the
Caiforna Energy Commssion (CEC), and varous other federa and stte agencies.

their usefu

Over the pas several years, the natu

lands and wildlife habitats in San Diego County,

Orge County, and Riverside County (Moreno Compressor Staon only), have been

subjected to increaing pressues from varous land development acvities. The Natu
Communty Conseration Plang Act (NCCP), authorig comprehensive

habitat and multiple wildle species, is Calforna's
respnse to the ever increasing numbe of species protected and beg considerd for
manement and conservation of

protection under the state and feder endagered species acts. In recgng the need to
develop a comprehenive management plan for the sensitive biological resoures of

region, agency wildlife biologist, constig and reseach biologist, landowner,
Cogh il 1995 Sa Diego Ga & Elc Coy
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the

businesses, and representatives of conseration groups have proposed a conservation

stategy which includes the estblishment of a habitat preserve system intended to ensure
long-term habitat surval and individua species viability.

SDG&E's Activities may impact cert senitive plat and an species or their
habitat whch may include species listed as theatened or endangered by the United States
Endagered Species Act (ESA) or the Californa Endagered Species Act (CESA). To
ensure imlementation of approprate avoidace, IJinimi7.ation, or mitigation meaures

for these potential impacts, SDG&E ha prepar ths Subregiona Pla followig the

multiple species and habitat conservation plang approach authorid by ESA and the
Californ NCCP. The intent of ths Subregiona Plan is to identify SDG&E's existig
and prospective Activities as a public utiity which may have an impact upon Covered
Species or their habitat and to defie those meases SDG&E will employ to avoid,
the overall

rninirni7.e or mitigate any such impac. SDG&E's plan is a signficant par of

regiona conservation plang sttegy for two reasons: 1) It wi provide a net
improvement in habitat vaues by providig founona resurces for the estlishent

of connectig corrdors between habitat preserves; and 2) It ca be used for other regional
public serce providers as a modeL.

Over the last several years, a number of local governents have been workig to develop
comprehensive habitat and multi-species conservation plan with the boundaes of

their respective jursdictions, generally referred to as "Habitat Conseration Plan."

the area

Ultitely, a network of such plan wi be implemented thougout much of

which is or whch may be afectd by SDG&E's operations and covered by SDG&E's
Subregiona Plan (See Figue 3). Both SDG&E's Subregiona Pla and the Habitat

Conseraton Plan will max the protecton and conervation of widle and haitat
by utig the comprehensive multi-species and haitat conseration approach.

However, une the Subregiona PLan Habita Consrvation Plan othere address the
unque muncipal concern oflocal governent: local goverent's interest in local land
development and other land use acvities with feder and stte widle consertion

madates.
In contr SDG&E's public utlity operations and servce span the jursdictiona
boundaes of a large number of local governents and provide benefits to the State as a
whole. SDG&E's operaons as a public utity are, therefore, matters of sttewide
the
concern. To ensur unorm, adequate, safe, tmd reliable opetions for the benefit of
State's citins, SDG&E's operation are reguated at the stte level priy by the
CPUC but also by varous other ste agencies, rather th at the loca leveL.

Accordigly, ths Subregiona Plan balances SDG&E's Activities necessar to meet the

contiuig and growig demands of its cusomer for elecc and gas servce with federa
and stte wildlife conservaton madas.
The applicabilty of

Habitat Consrvation Plan wil be trggere by loca permt

applications fied by persons seekig to purue project faling with the reguatory
authority of such loca governents. However, becuse SDG&E's projects do not fall

with the reguatory authority of loca goverents, none of the underlyi Habitat
Conservation Plan wil be suitable to address the parcular and unque issues raed by

2
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public utilities. SDG&E has resolved ths problem by developin ths Subregiona Plan

in coordiation with the United States Fish and Wildlfe Service (USFWS) and Californa
Deparent ofFish & Game (CDFG) addrssing SDG&E's activities and their potential
impact upon Covered Species or their habitat thoughout the arèa of its operations.

Ths Subregiona Plan wil cover all ofSDG&E's Activities conducted with the area
the
descrbed in Figue 3 (Subregional Plan Area), and will fucton independently of
Habitat Conseration Plan of local goverents, which may also cover any par of the

Subregiona Plan Ar. lbs Subregiona Plan taes into consideration the objectives of
such loca Habitat Conservation Plan and coordies the implementation of ths
Subregiona Plan with the proper fuctionig of such local Habitat Conservation Plan, as

they become effective, to ma the benefits to Covered Species and their habitat.
lbs Subregional Plan will describe SDG&E's Activities tht have the potential to impact
Covered Species or their habitat and which wi be subject to the provisions of ths

Subregiona Plan. The natu and extent of such potential impac wil be identified
together with those protectve and conservation measures SDG&E wi widerte to
avoid such impacts and, where impacts are unvoidable, to minim17.e and mitigate the

same. Protective and conservation measures will include (a) the implementation of
Operational Protocols estblished in coordiation with USFWS and CDFG, (b) assistg
USFWS and CDFG to estblish widlfe corrdors whch interconnect one habitat
presere or wildlife conservation area to another utili cert rights-of-way, and ( c)

by causing the conveyance of valuable habitat land to a widlife maement agency for
conservtion purses.
SDG&E, USFWS, and CDFG have, concurent with the effective date of

ths Subregiona

PLan entered into a long term Implementig Agreement which descrbes the legal rights
and obligations of such pares regardig the implementation and maitece of ths

Subregiona Plan. The Implementig Agrement authoris SDG&E to conduct its
Activities with the Subregiona Plan Area provided the same are performed in

conformty with ths Subregiona Plan. Such authoritions are memoriald in permts
issued by USFWS and CDFG, purt to ESA, CESA an NCCP. Such pets

authori SDG&E Activities and any resultig Incidenta Take of Covered Speies or
impact to their habitat. The Subregiona Plan and the Implementig Agreement can be
amended to pert the addition of areas with which SDG&E conducts its opertions
and which are not yet covered by the Subregiona PLan such as the desert regions.

Finy, the Implementig Agreement wil provide assurces by USFWS and CDFG
that, absent Unforeseen Circumces, the terms and conditions of SDG&E' s Activities

authorition and Permts includig, but not lited to, the requid mitigation meaures,
will not change durg the term of the Implementig Agreement. The long term durtion
and constcy of

the Implementig Agreement and, therefore, of

ths Subregiona Plan

benefit SDG&E both by straming the permt process, enablig the ealy and effcient
plang of avoidace and mitigation measures in projec design and by implementig a

more cost-effective approach to wildlife conservation. Covered Species and their habitat
will derve long term benefits from the implementation of the Subregiona Plan.
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1.1 Purpose
ths Subregional Plan is to establish and implement a long term
The purose of
agreement between SDG&E, USFWS and CDFG for the preservaton and

conservation of Covered Species and their habitat, while allowing SDG&E to
develop, inl, mainta, operate, and repai its Facilties which are or become
necessar to provide electrc, natual gas and other Services to the customers

sered by SDG&E with the Subregional Plan Area.
Because of

the evolving and continuing natue ofSDG&E's operations with the

Subregiona Plan Area, SDG&E, USFWS and CDFG have determed tht a
comprehensive multiple species and habitat conservation plan under ESA Section
10(a) and NCCP will most effectively preserve and enhance Covered Species and
their native habitats. The long tenn multi species and habitat plang approach

avoids the less effective, less effcient and more costly process of obtag
federal and state Incidenta Take permits on a spcies-by-species, project-byproject basis.
Ths Subregiona Plan is intended to meet the legal prerequisites ofUSFWS and
CDFG for their issuace ofESA and CESA Incidenta Take perts for all

Covered Species and their habitat. Specifically, ths Subregional Plan (a)
authories the incidental tae of listed and other covered species, such tae being
incidenta to the otherwse lawfl Activities of SDG&E, (b) minizes and
mitigates the impacts of such incidenta tae to the maxmum extent possible, (c)
assues adequate fudig for the implementation of ths Subregional Plan, (d)
authories incidenta tae will not appreciably reduce the likelihood of the

surval or recovery of any listed species or candidate species in the wild, ( e)
imposes measures to be implemented by SDG&E as requiements for or
conditions of the authorization and permts granted herein which will be met by
CGght ~ 1995 Sa Diego Gas & Eliic Co
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SDG&E, (f) generally satisfies and fulflls all measures requied by USFWS as
being necessar or appropriate for the puroses of ths Subregiona Plan,
including any measures determined to be necessar by the pares to deal with

unoreseen circumstaces, (g) wil provide for the conservation and protection of

Covered Species and their habitat with the Subregional Plan Area, as if each of
the species, subspecies, or populations were listed under ESA, and (h) satisfies all
legal requiements necessar for CDFG to issue a Management Autorization for
Covered Species under Fish & Game Code Sections 2081 and 2835, and NCCP
Section 2825.

Cogl Cl 1995 Sa Diego Ga & EIecc Company
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1.2

Issues
Natural Resource Issues

Impact to Covered Species and their habitat is one of SDG&E' s priar
envionmenta concern associated with its utility operations. The area of
Southern Californa wmch includes the Subregional Plan Area conta the
lie in the continenta Uiuted States.

lughest diversity of plant and anal

As a result of the rapid pace of urbanzation in the lat haf of the twentieth
centu, SDG&E's Subregiona Plan Area also has the lughest number of

plants and anmals in the continenta United States which have become
protected or are proposed for protection under ESA or CESA.
In the absence of multi-species and habita conservation guidelines,

contiued urbantion and other land uses pose signficant risks of
extrpation or extction of Covered Species. SDG&E's implementation of
stadad operating procedures to avoid or mini impacts to natual
resources is a major focus of ths plan.

Land Use Issues
Sever profound differences exist between the natue and extent of

impacts to Covered Species or their habitat which may be caused by
agrcultual and tyical urban development from those which may be

caused by the operation of a gas and electrc public utility lie SDG&E.
Agrcultu and urban development usualy occur on established parcels
of land with generay perment impacts to Covered Species and their
habitat as the same are replaced with the project. Agrcutu and urban
Coght f) 1995 San Dieg Gas & Elec Compy
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development occurs in checkerboard fashion over the available land. With
some limted exceptions (e.g., the inquent intalation of electrcal

substations or natual gas regulator stations), most utilty projects are
linear in natue requiring limited grading; therefore, impacts upon Covered
Species and their habitats caused by the operations of an electrc and gas
public utility like SDG&E are avoided entirely or are only minmal
or temporar. The potential exists, however, for slight habitat

frgmentation by virte of the presence of the utilty and its access roads
which may faciltate unpproved intrion into an ecosystem.

In addition to San Diego County, southern Orange and Riverside Counties
contiue to experence strong socio-economic growt pressures, causing
equaly stong pressures to be exertd on the regional ecosystem's long

term viabilty. Consequently, the followig land use and operationa
issues were examed withn the Subregional Plan Area in the prepartion
of ths document:

· Impacts of adjacent land uses, parcularly real estate development,
on the Covered Species and their habitat which exist in SDG&E's
easements and fee-owned rights-of-way and other land holdigs.

· Exig conditions in SDG&E's easements and fee-owned rightsnatu resources and degree of

of-way and other land-holdings of

habitat protection and conservation.
. Land use compatbility.
· Coordination with Habitat Conservation Pla.

· SDG&E's Subregiona Plan strtegies which include avoidace,
mization, mitigation, and plan implementaon strtegies.

· Impacts to Covered Species from operation & matenace

activities.
· Impacts to Covered Species from new constrction.

Coght ~ 1995 Sa Dieo Gas & Elec Co
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1.3 Approach
Neither CESA nor ESA had been enacted when much of the SDG&E public
utility Facilties were planed and constrcted. In 1993, SDG&E cooperated with
USFWS and CDFG to develop and implement Operational Protocols designed to

avoid impacts to specified species and their habitat. However, certn instlation,
maitenance, operation and repair Activities could not be modified to avoid an

Listed Species. For these Activities. Incidenta Take permts
were either sought by SDG&E from USFWS and CDFG though either ESA
Incidenta Take of

Section 7 and CESA Section 2090 consultation procedures where the appropriate

federal or state nexus occured, or though the ESA Section 10 or CESA Sections
2081/2084 process.
The protection, preseration and conservation of endangered, theatened,

candidate species, and other sensitive species and their habitats under ESA,
CESA, NCCP and other wildlife acts on a species-by-species basis ha resulted in

limted success. For SDG&E. such an approach is far too cumbersome and
incomplete to adequately identify and conserve the biological and physical
resources upon which each such species is dependent. In fact. the implementation
of specifc protective measures for one species, in the species-by-species/projectby-project approach, may actuly cause deleterious conditions to another species.
Habitat Conservation Plan, such as the SDG&E Subregiona Plan which
incorporates comprehensive protection or conservation measures needed for

multiple species and their habitat, will most closely approximate an ecosystem
conservation approach. It is intended that the biological and physical resources
compriing sensitive habitats (ecosystems) be preserved intact to the greatest

extent possible. All species with maned habitats wil be aforded greater
protections th before.

eoglt ~ 1995 San Diego Ga & EledJ\: Coy
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1.4 Seiping
Applicable Law
Federal
The federal Endagered Species Act (ESA), 15 U.S.C. Section 1531 et

seq.. provides for the protection and conservation of fish, wildlife and
plats which have been listed as theatened or endangered. Activities
otherwse prohibited by ESA Section 9 and subject to the civil and
crmi enforcement provisions of ESA Section 1 1 may be autonz for

approprite federa agency action pursuant to ESA Section 7 and for other
non-federa actions pursut to ESA Section 10.

Oter federa1aws enacted with the intent to protect and conserve Listed

Species of fish wildlfe, plants, and their habitats include, but ar not
limted to, the following:

. The Migrtory Bird Treaty Act (including the protective provisions for
game and wild birds). The Migratory Bird Conservation Act, and the
Migrtory Bird Huntig Stap Act, 16 D.S.C. Section 701 et seq., are
intended to protect birds and restore their necessar habitat. Oterwse

unawf activities whch may impact such birds or their habitat may
be authorized in accordance with applicable regulation, by permt or
other entitlement, as appropriate.
. The Nationa Environmenta Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 4321

et seq., mandates tht federal agencies consider the environmenta
impacts of their actions, with the intent of avoiding or mizing any
Coght €I i 995 Sa Diego Ga & Eleec Compay
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such impact prior to conducting federal projects (including the
authorization of
private projects).
. The Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.C. Section 1251
et seq., provides for cert protections to wildlife relating to the
dischages

~

of

pollutats into the waters of

the United States.

Similarly, the Californa Endagered Species Act (CESA), Californa Fish
and Game Code, Section 2050 et seq., provides for the protection and
conservation of fish, wildlie and plants which have been listed by the
State of California as theatened, endagered, or as candidate species.
Activities prohibited by Section 2080 and subject to the civil and cral
enorcement provisions of Section 12000 et seq., may be authorid for

appropriate stae actions pursuat to CESA Section 2090 et seq. and for
other persons pursuat to CESA Sections 2081 and 2084.

Other stte laws enacted with the intent of protecting and conservng fish,

wildlife, plants, and their habitats include, but are not limited to, the
following:
. Fish and Wildlife Protection and Conservation, Californa Fish and

Game Code, Section 1600 et seq.. requirs that stte agencies, public
utilities, and other persons notify CDPG before conductig any project

which may adversely afect aquatic habitats of fish or wildlife.
. Native Plant Protection Act (NPP A), Californa Fish and Game Code,

Section 1900 et seq., is intended to presere, protect and enhance
endagered or rare native plants.
. Natu Communty Conservation Plang Act (NCCP), Californa

Fish and Gae Code Section 2800 et seq. autories agements
between CDPG an any peron for the comprehensive magement
and conservation of

habitt and multiple wildlife species and permit, as

appropriate, as a par of such plan, the Incidenta Takg of Listed
Species and cadidate species under Sectons 2830 and 2835.
. Californa Envionmental Quity Act (CEQA). Californa Public

Resomces Code Section 21000 et seq., is intended to requie stte
agencies to consider envionmenta quataive factors, including the
conseration of fish, wildlife and plant species and the preservation of
representations of all plant and anma communties for futue
generations prior to conducti any project.

Coynglt 0 1995 Si Diego Ga " Elcdc Company
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Pursuant to ESA Section 10(a), USFWSmay issue permits, under such

term and conditions as the Secreta may prescribe, for acts otherwse in
any

violation ofESA Section 9 to enhance the propagation or surival of

afected species or for the tang of any species incidenta to an otherwse
lawfl activity. Furer, for theatened species, the Secreta may issue
such regulations as necessar to provide for the conservation of such

species under ESA Section 4( d). Similarly, CESA Section 2081 enables
CDFG to grant management authorization for the tae of theatened,
endangered or candidate species subject to such term and conditions as it

may prescrbe. NCCP authorizes CDFG to enter into ageements with any

person to develop and implement a natul communty conservation plan
to provide comprehensive maement and conseration of multiple

wildlfe species and their habita. Any such plan may authorie the tag
of candidate, theatened or endagerd species whose protection and
conservation is provided for in any such plan puruat to NCCP Sections

2830 and 2835.
1.4.2 Coordination

As a result of urbanzation, agicultue and other development, the amount
of habitat remaig to support Covered Species is rapidly dwidling. The
effective protection, preseration and conservation of Covered Species is
dependent upon the implementation of effective and properly fuctionig

conservation plans for the habitats and ecosystem essential to the
suvabilty of such species.

Habita Conservation Plan are now being prepared by vanous local

governents or governent entities with the Subregiona Plan Area
such as the City of

San Diego's Multiple Species Conseration Program,

San Diego Association of Governents' Multiple Habitat Conseration
Program the County of

San Diego's Multiple Habitat Conservation and

Open Space Plan, and the South Orange County NCCP Subrgional Plan.
Loca land development is regulated by local governent though
enactments of land use, zonig and penntting ordiances pursuat to their
police powers derived from the Californa Constitution. Local Habitat

Conservation Plans will be adopted, implemented and enforced puruat

to these sae laws. Persons whose development activities fall with the
jurdicton of these local governents will then be authori to tae

species/bitats caused by their acvities. Local governent authority to
tae authorization issued

tae specieslabitat comes from the issuce of

by USFWS and CDFG, pursuat to the State and Feder ESA and the

NCCP Developer compliance wil be supervsed by local goverment,
USFWS, and CDFG.
SDG&E' 5 land use Activities, the regulation of such Activities, and its

Subregiona Plan, are unque. The CalifomiaConstitution, though Aricle
Cogh ~ 1995 San Diego Ga & Elecc Co
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XI, created and empowered the CPUC with the exclusive jursdiction to
regulate the afairs and operations of public utities. Pursuat to Section 8

of Aricle XII, the enacttents of local governents which attempt to
regulate public utilty operations, in matters over which the CPUC ha the
power to reguate, are invalid.

The CPUC's exclusive jursdiction to reguate public utilties recognis
the statewide interest in preserving for the benefit of

the State's citizens

unorm, safe, and reliable utilty service. Were the converse tre, and if
local goverments were alowed to reguate the activities of public

utilties, public utilities would be subject to a mosaic of divergent local
requirements from as many local governents as there are in the

Subregiona Plan Area. SDG&E serves a statewide interest.

Ths Subregion Plan and the Habitat Conservation Plan govern dierent
activities and different persons, often in the sae area. The identified
Activities in the Subregional Plan ar reguated by varous stte agencies,

pnily the CPUC, while the activities identified in the Habitat
Conservation Plan are subject to local regulation. In effect the

Subregional Plan, goverg Activities serv a statewide interests, acts
as an overlay across area also covered by Habitat Conservation Plan,
thereby governng activities of
the
muncipal concern. As a result of
cooperative effort of varous local governents and public bodies withn
San Diego, Orange. and Riverside Counties, a reserve of habitat is being
established which includes reserve core aras, naow endemic reserves,
and connecting corrdors. These reserve area would be maned

prily for lited plants and anals, with a varing goal of maitag
at least 60 - 90% of the natual lands as high quaity habitat, dependig on
the subregional plan and jursdiction. The corrdors are designed to

mainta connections between the pri reseres and to support

supplementa populations between reserves. Ths Subregional Plan is
designed to be consistent with the local habitat conservation plan and the

overl preserve plang effort.

1.4.3 Activities Covered by Plan aDd Those Requirig Further

CEQAlP A Coverage
There are two broad categories of actvities covered in the Plan: Operation

and Maitence (O&M) and new constrction. O&M pert to existing
facilties and does not requie permits; therefore, CEQAlP A review is
also not required. The Plan recognzes that O&M activities can, at ties,
have impacts. To mitigate for O&M impacts the Plan conta an
extensive1ist offield protocols designed to minmie disturbance to

habitat. The company ha also commttd to allow us of selected
trssion rights-of-way for wildlife corrdors. lbs use of rights-of-

way for corrdors is specificay intended to mitigate O&M activities and

nothg else.
Coght ~ 1995 811 Diego Ga & Elecc Compay
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New construction may be subject to CEQA pursuant to the Public Utilties
Commssion (PUC) rules, in particular the new General Order 131-d. This
Plan is intended to cover tyical expansions of the system needed to serve
new load, insure reliability, modernze older less effcient facilities,
underground existing overhead lines, and to comply with new safety, air,
and water quality standards, as well as other retrofits imposed by new
governent regulations. Those aforementioned activities that would

normally be addressed by CEQA will stil be subject to CEQA.
This Plan is not intended to exempt such projects from CEQA or NEP A,

should the State or Federal Act pertain.
The Plan covers the following activities, as well as, estimates and defies

the
the existing gas and elecric
system and typical expansions to that system. These activities are required
to provide adequate, reliable, and safe servce to existing customers and to
meet the demands of new growth. The Plan does not cover extraordinary
expansions to SDG&E's gas and electric system. The Plan also covers
the Plan area only), associated
biological impacts (within the boundaries of

the mitigation which may be required for the biological impacts of
installation, use, maintenance, and repair of

with new electric transmission lines including interconnections that do not

project more that 30 miles outside of SDG&E's service terrtory (200 kV
and less), Rainbow to Santee natural gas transmission pipeline, new gas
transmission lines under 30" in diameter and less than 20 miles in length,
new substations and regulator stations with habitat impacts under 20 acres,
and new natural gas compressor stations with habitat impacts under 10
acres. Projects not covered by the Plan will be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis, but will be evaluated by the standards set forth in ths plan.
Since the future cannot be accurately predicted, the Plan allows for up to
400 acres of impacts in natural areas before requiring a Plan amendment.
However, based on current technology, construction methods and
standards, population forecasts, and local agency General Plans, the Plan
anticipates only 124 acres of grading impacts in natural areas as a result of
typical expansion and maintenance activities over the next 25 years (areas
which are "natural" are not paved and do not contain ornamental
landscaping or othelWse urbanzed uses). Impacted areas may be home to
one or more of the 110 species covered by this Plan. To mitigate these
impacts, the Plan provides the following forms of mitigation:
. The most important mitigation measure is avoidance of impacts

whenever possible. To accomplish this, new Operational Protocols

for working in the field were developed. There are 61 protocols, all
the Plan. In addition, field crews attend a
listed in Chapter 7 of
series of on-going classes on how to behave and operate
construction and maintenance equipment in envionmentally
sensitive areas.
Cogh ClI99S San Diego Ga & Elecc CopllY
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. Certain fee-owned rights-of-way will be available for use as wildlife

corrdors in order to connect the region's conservation areas.
SDG&E wil also allow the use of certain nghts-of-way held in
easements for such corrdors with the consent of the underlyig
land owner.

· Mitigation Credits of approximately 240 acres will be established
upon commencement of the Subregional Plan. The credits will be
debited to mitigate for actual impacts as project are realized. The

wildlife agencies will detemune the extent and quality of any
impac. If needed, the Mitigation Credits will be replenished by
additional land conveyance.

. Restoration and enhancement are also available as mitigation
measures, sometimes intead of debits to the Mitigation Credits,
and other times in addition to such debits. Restoration will be used

in some cases regardless of other fonns of mitigation.

1.4.4 Term of Plan
The Plan covers a tenn of25 year with options for renewaL. Involved

paries agreed that 25 years should be the maxum term because of
possible major changes in technology, development patterns, and

projecttons and legislation affecting land use and the environment. Afer
25 years, the Plan wil be reevaluated, and, if appropnate, extended. The

Mitigation Credits will be replenished as needed.
Covered Speces

The progr anticipates approximately 124 acres of

habitat will be temporanly or pennanently impacted under tlus program. A
maxmum of 400 acres of Covered Species habitat could be temporary or
peranently impacted under the lO(a) permt for this program.

Coght ~ 1995 Sa Diego Ga & Elecc Coiny
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2 Proposed Actions
2.1 Maintenance and Construction Actiities

SDG&E constcts new utility infasctue on an ongoing basis to
maitan unform, adequate, safe, and reliable electrc and gas service.
SDG&E also conducts maintenance and repai activities on existg
Facilties. Typical constrction, maintenance and repai activities for each
tye of

Facilty are described in tls secton. Operatonal Protocols to be

used by SDG&E field personnel to avoid and minimie the potential

impacts of intallation. maitenance and repais for each tye of facilty
are contaed in Section 7.12
2.1.1 Overhead Facilties

Overhead Facilities are utilizd in the transmission and distrbution
electrcity. Generally, overhead conductors (wires) are
lattce towers.
supported by wood or steel poles, or by steel

of

2.1.1.1 New Overhead Facilty Alignment
New overhead facilties will, to the extent possible, be
designed to minimize habitat fragmentation and disrption

of wildlife movement and breedig area. Ths will be
Facilties in habitat and
accomplished by avoiding siting of
by utilizng dead-end/spur roads rather than linkng

facilties tagentially, to the extent possible3. When
2 Extnsions of SDG&E ga and electc trsmision and disubution facilties proided to see a parcular cuomer coitute a
tht customer and an no subject to this Subregiona Pla the Implementing Agement. or the Pennits.
rrojec of
"t th extent possible" meas without violating CPUC stads or jeopadizng the stral and operational integrty of
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the

facilties must be sited in undistubed or habitat areas, they

will, to the extent possible, be sited in lower quality habitat
(See Figure 4).

2.1.1.2 Placement of Structures
Steel
lattice towers are installed using concrete foundaions.
Wood poles are intaled using direct bural or concrete

foundations. Maintenace will be performed and repairs
may be required to restore stctual integrty or

inadequacies in a foundation or transmssion strctue
causd by erosion or other occurences.

2.1.1.3 Placement of Electrical Equipment on Structures
Towers and poles support a varety of electrcal equipment
including inlators and conductors. Insators are attched
directly to poles, or to ars mounted on the strctues. The
insulators are instaled by worker who climb the stcte

or access the stctue in bucket trks. Once the insulators
are intaled, a helicoptr is often used to inta a small
rope. The small rope is used to pull in a bigger rope or
cable which is then used to pull in the conductor.
2.1.1.4 Insetting Poles

"Pole insettg" places poles in-lie between existig
strctues. The new poles provide additiona stengt to

support new or heavier conductors. The new poles are also
used to achieve necessar wie clearances. Insettg is an
effective method of fully utilizig existig electrc line

stctues and alignents which often defers the need for
new stctues, lies and alignents.

2.1.1.5 Equipment Repair and Replacement

Poles or towers may support a varety of equipment such as
conductors, insulators, switches, tranformers, lightning
aresters, line junctions, and other electrcal equipment.
Ths tye of equipment may need to be added, repaired, or
replaced in order to mainta unform adequate, safe, and
reliable servce. Due to dae, changes in conductor size,

or the like, an existig tranmission strctu will be
removed and replaced with a larger/stronger stctue at the

sae or nearby location.
2.1.1.6 Pole Anchors and Stubs
Anchors, guy wires, and stubs are used to support poles.

Generally one end of a guy wire athes to the uppe
porton of a wood pole. The other end atches to the top of

a stb or to an anchor bured in the ground. These anchors
Ccgb ~ 1995 San Diego Gas &. Elecc Compy
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can be in or out of alignent with the pole line. In order to
mata pole stabilty, new anchors or stubs, replacement
anchors or stubs may be needed. Stubs can either be made
of wood or steel and sometimes require concrete

foundations.

2.1.1.7 Insulator Washing
In some areas prone to atmospheric moistue, condensation
combines with dust on porcelai insulators can create an
electrcal discharge. Ths dischage, known as "arcing",
poses a signficant risk of serice outages. Tls risk can be
substatially reduced by periodic washig of the inslators.

The process of wahig insulators involves drving a water
the facility. A lugh pressure hose
trck to with 60 feet of
is used to spray water at the inulator.

2.1.1.8 Tree Trimming
Tree trmmng plays a crtical role in maitang reliable
lines is
a potential cause of power outages and is also a source of
electrcal power. Tree limb contact with electrical

possible igntion and as such a potential fire hazd.
Constat vigilance in tree trmmng practices, regardless of

habitat tye, is necessa to mainta proper lie clearces.
2.1.1.9 Use of Helicopters
Helicopters are used in the visua inspection of overhead
facilties. Each electrc transmission line is inspected

several ties a yea via helicopter. Helicopters are also

occasionaly used to deliver equipment, position poles and
towers, str lines and position aeal markers as requied

by Federal Aviaton Admistrtion reguations.

2.1.2 Underground Facilties
Underground Facilties are priarly utilized in the transmission

and distrbution of natal gas. Conduit containg electrcal
conductor may also be placed underground. New electrc
distrbution lines are alost always placed underground in public

steets.

Co 0 1995 Sa Diego Ga k Electc Copay
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2.1.2.1 New Underground Facility Alignment
New underground facilties wil be designed to minimize
habitat fragmentation and disruption of wildlife movement
and breeding areas by avoiding siting facilities in habitat
and by utilzig dead-end/spur roads to the extent possible.
When facilities must be sited in undistubed areas, they
will, to the extent possible, be sited in lower quaity habitat.

2.1.2.2 Underground Facility Access
Underground Facilties are regularly inspected visually and
mechaically for any conditions which can potentially
impair their fuction. Inspections involve driving along the

top of/or parllel to the underground Facilty. Access roads
from public streets are utiized to reach the underground
alignent. Access road maintenance is therefore a key

component in intaling, matag an inpectig
underground Facilties.
2.1.2.3 Protection of

Underground Facilities in Waterways

Underground inastrctu may cross a varety of shalow
waterways ranging from blue-lie streams designated on
United States Geological Service maps to agrcultual
irgation ditches. When the integrty of
the Facility is
theatened due to scowig, meaes to protect the Facilty

and to minize fue erosion must be taen. Typical

maitenace activities utilized to protect the underground

Facilties include grading, addition offùl matena1 to repai
erosion dame, repai of adjacent slopes with placement of
rip-rap or concrete, compaction of soil, vegetation control
of species with invasive root strctues. and other activities
as necessar. These meass may be accomplished by

had or by equipment or machiery. Vegetation is allowed

to grow over the underground Facilty where it wil reduce
erosion by wid and water. and stbilze the soil.

2.1.2.4 Trenching
Trenchig is required in order to inl, replace, reposition,
or repair underground Facilties. The width of

the trench is

the underground Facilty and the

dependent on the depth of

the side slopes. Underground Facilties ar
typicaly bured 3' to 5' deep. Facilties which are bured
stbilty of

over 5' deep require side slopes of 1: 1 or the use of shoring.
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2.1.2.5 Line Markers
Underground inasctue instaled on private propert or
out of
the public right-or-way is marked above the ground
methods, including "Transmission Line
though a varety of
Markers" (paddle-shaped markers attched at eye level to

the
underground facilities, the markers contain safety waring
messages for digging contractors and the genera public.
steel post). In addition to markig the location of

Underground alignent occasionally rus perpendicular to
a waterway or other terai which prevents walking or

drving along the alignent for inpection puroses. In

these instaces, a line-of-site free from vegetation from
marker to marker must be mataned for visual inpections

at a distce.
2.1.2.6 Use 0/ Helicopters and/or Fixed Wing Aircraf/or Visual
Inspection
Gas tranmission lines are inspected by ground patrol or
from the ai.

2.1.3 Other Ground Disturbance

Many tyes of ground distubance are necessar in order to instal.
protect, mainta and repai Facilties. These tyes of distbances
generally occur in, but are not liited to, the utility rights-of-way

and existing access roads.
2.1.3.1 Access Roads

Access road comprise par ofSDG&E's Facilties. Costeffective and effcient instalation, matenance, and repair
of its Facilties depend upon the availability of adequate
access roads. Most gas and electrc transmission facilties,

and some distrbution facilties, requi access roads. New
access roads will, to the extent possible, be designed to
minmize habitat fragmentation and disrption of wildlife
movement and breeding areas though the utilzation of
dead-end/spur roads rather th linng facilties

tagentialy. When new access roads must be sited in
undistubed areas, they will, to the extent possible, be sited

in lower quaity habitat (See Figure 5).
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2.1.3.2

Access Roads Crossing Watenays
Access roads may cross a variety of shallow water ways
ranging from blue-line streams designated on United States

Geological Service maps to agricultural irrgation ditches.
Culverts may be added when utilzation of an unculverted
access road would alter the natural flow of a waterway.
When the integrity of the access road is threatened, the
culverts wil be kept clear of vegetation, sediment, and

debris to protect the access road. Sedient deposited in the
area wil be removed by hand or through the use of eah

moving equipment. Other construction and activities
include ban stabilzation and repair of subsidence damage.
These activities may be accomplished through the placement

of rip-rap and through the use of earth movig equipment
within the access road area.
NOTE: A Streambed Alteration Agreement is stil required
from CDF&G, however, no additional biological mitigation
other than what is defined by this Plan shall be required for
Covered Species. Refer to Implementing Agreement and

clearance by ACOE/404 permt.

2.1.3.3 Slopes
Cut and fill slopes are constructed to create

pads/foundations for utilty structures or access roads.
Slopes may require erosion repair.
2.1.3.4 Staging & Other Work Areas

Staging areas are for the temporary storage of large
construction equipment and materials used in construction,
maintenance, and repair activities. They can also serve as
equipment turn-around areas, wire pulling sites, equipment
parking areas, component assembly areas, equipment
laydown areas, equipment and material storage sites, and
temporary soil stockpile sites.

2.1.3.5 Geotechnical Remediation
Geotechnical remediation is necessaiy when geotechncal

failure wruch may threaten the integrty of a Facility such as
an electrical structure or a pipeline is immnent or has

occurred.
2.1.3.6 Geotechnical Testng

Geotechncal tests are conducted to determne soil stabilty,
water table, engineering design values, and for the

depth of

presence of

hazardous waste. Testing may involve sample

drillng, monitoring wells, excavation pits, or trenches.
Cogh Cl199S San Dic:o Ga & Elecc Coy
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Access roads are required for ths equipment over existing
or potential project sites.
2.1.3. 7 Pest Control

Pest control at electrc and gas facilties is necessar to
ensure system integrty. Facilities requiring pest control are
electrc substtions, gas regulator stations, gas valve boxes,

and utility equipment yards (pest control is not necessar
withn electrc trmission nghts-of-way). Non-native

rats, mice, and other rodents have been known to cause

electrca short with substation trsformers, eat though
gas metering equipment, and eliminate the effectiveness of

gas valve boxes. Forttely, SDü&E facilities are not
normally attactive to these pest. Therefore, a limited
program of pest control is able to kee the rodent

population down. Pest control is more common to
facilties located adjacent to urbaned areas where food is
more plentifu. When necessar, pest control measures will
be used in accrdace with the wrtten recommendation of
a licensed, registered Pest Control Advisor. Pesticides wil
only be applied by a licensed applicator in accordace with
label precautions and applicable law in a maner that does

not har native plants or anal.
21.3.8 Fire Control Areas

A clearng of 10 feet in any diection, measured
horizontaly, from the outer circumerence of any pole or
tower is needed for constrction and is required by law to

be mataned for fire protection afr consction. Ths
cleag forms an imagina cylindrcal space surunding
each pole or tower. At ground level, all flamble
materials tht wil propagate fire ar removed. Withn such
10' radius and to height ofto 8' from the ground, dead or
dyig trees or foliage, or the dead, diseased, or dying limbs
or foliage are removed. Where such trmmg results in the
removal of more than 50% of any such tree or foliage to
meet fire saety requireents, such tree or foliage is

entirely removed. These fire control measures can aid in
the prevention of fire caused by arcing and ca protect the

Facilties from failure due to a fire in a surounding area.
Areas cleared of vegetaon ar also required around gas
line valve complexes and cathodic test sttions for fie

protection.

2.1.3.9 Vegetation Control
Vegettion must be controlled on access road, road
shoulder, drge stctues, around tranformers,
Cogb (& 1995 San Diego Ga & Elecc Compan
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buildings, fuel tas, switch and transformer yards,
substations, regulator stations, and other Facilities.
Vegetation is controlled to faciltate the constrction and
use of road, to allow inspection and maintenace of

infastrctue and Facilties, to expose hads such as ruts
to drvers, elimite noxious weeds, prevent fires, and to

provide safe working areas.

2.1.3.9.1

Mechanical Removal
The simplest method of removing vegetation
is by hand, such as the removal of isolated
large shrbs or trees growig in areas where
the roots could damage Facilties or where
vegetation size restcts visua inpection.

Rag is a mean of removal usually used
only to gather debris in preparation for
disposal. Mowig will be used to control
vegetation where low vegetation is desirble

for erosion control. Clearng an ar of
vegetation by gradng will also be used
where no other mean are appropriate.

2.1.3.9.2

Herbicide Spraying

Herbicide spraying, although not commonly
employed by SDG&E, may be used around
buildings and where bare ground is required
for fire control. Herbicide spraying will not
be conducted where it will damage known
populations of Covered Species of plants.
The tyical regimen for herbicide use
includes the application of pre-emergent

herbicides durg the fall and witer and
spot application of contact herbicides durg
the growig season. All herbicides will be
applied by a registered applicator in
accordance with label precautions and
applicable law.
2.1.4 Substations and Regulator Stations

Electrc Substations connect the electrcal transmission system to
the electrc distrbution system, and reduce the electrcal voltage to

the distbution system in order to maita safe reliable electrc
serce. Substtions are designed and operated to meet the safety

stadads required in the CPUC Genera Order 131-D for electrcal
systems. Reguator stations connect the natu gas trssion

system te the natual gas distbution system, and reguate the

Al rigl re
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supply of gas to that distrbution system in order to mainta safe,

reliable natual gas servce. Regulator staons are designed and
operated to meet the safety stdards required in the CPUC
General Order 1
12-D for natual gas systems. Tls Plan mitigates
up to 20 acres of habitat impacts associated with new substations

and regulator stations.

2.1.4.1 Substation and Regulator Siting
To the extent possible. new substations and reguator
stations will be sited to avoid natu areas in order to

minize habitat fragentation and disruption of wildlife
movement and breeding areas. When natual areas must be

distued, facilties will, to the extent possible, be sited in
lowest quaity haitat. When facilties must be sited in a
preserve area they will, to the extent possible, be sited at
the preserve rather

the outer bounda of

th in the cente

(See Figure 6).
2.1.4.2 Staging and Other Work Areas

The distubed areas with the propert line of a substation
or reguator station may be used as a staing ara for the

tempora storage of large constction equipment used in

consction and maitenace activities. Ths propert may
also serve as equipment tu-around areas. wie puling
sites, equipment parkig. assembly, and storae sites.

Staging areas are used for equipment lay-down areas and
pads for equipment positionig durng constrction. Ths

utilization is intended to be tempora.

2.1.4.3 Fire Control Areas
Bruh mangement around substtions and regulator
stations consistig of a 30'-wide fie break free from natu
vegetation is desirable. Fire-control clearances are

maitaed on a yealy basis.
2.1.4.4 Geotechnical Failure Protection and Remediation
Geotechncal remediation is necessa when geotechncal

failure is emient or ha occured, and theatens the
integrty of a Facility such as a substtion or a reguator
sttion. Preventative maitenance includes slope

reconstrction and the repr or addition of dranage
stctues and retag walls. Access is needed to varous

sites proposed for electrca substations and gas regulator
stations for the purose of obtang engieerig design
infonnation on the soils.
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2.2 Emergencies
As a result of natual disaster, stochasc factors or vandalism, emergency repais

to Facilties may be warted. Emergency repai may also be requied to
prevent the occurence of a Facilty failure. Conditions in th category are those

that potentially or imediately theaten the integrty of the SDG&E system
including: brokenleang pipes, downed lines/poles, slumps, slides, surace fault
ruptues, erosion, major subsidence, or other natual disaster. Emergency repairs

will be taen immediately as required. As a result, in considenng potential impact
to Covered Species or their habitat, adjustments for time of day or seasonal
constraits may not be possible in the interest of system integrty and public
health and safety.

Emergency work will be perfonned by SDG&E crews and/or contract crews
under the diection of SDG&E and in accordace with the Operational Protocols

and mitigation contaned in Section 7.
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3 Biology
Tms section describes the biological informtion used to assess potential impacts of tms
Subregional Plan. It identifies the habitats that are the subject of

the Subregional Plan and

provides a description of potential impacts to Covered Species or their habitat caused by
Actvities.
the Subregional Plan are derived from a
The biological data utilizd in the development of
variety of sources, including a number of conservation program being prepared by local
governents in Southern Californa. The sources of SDG&E's biological data and

inormtion are set forth in Section 3.1
Table 3.1

list the species and habitats for which tms Subregional Plan is intended to

provide protective and conservation measures over the term of

Agreement.

All ngl i- 3 i
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the Implementing

3.1 Dala Base References
The data bases for the regional conservation progrs coverig all of San Diego
County and pars of

Riverside and Orange Counties provide the biological basis

for ths Subregiona Plan. Vegetation and habitat evaluation maps were used to

provide the basis for decision-makng on potential presere boundaes. The thee
habitat conseration planng areas in San Diego are shown on Figue 7.

For the puroses of

ths Subregiona PLan the tenn Covered Species is as defied

in the Implementing Agreement. Covered Species which are not listed ar

included because in most cases they will benefit from the habitat conservation
actions to protect Listed Species. Furermore, if any of the unisted species are
listed in the futue, they will be protected as a fuction of the Implementing
Agreement associated with the Subregional Plan.

Covered Species are listed in Table 3.1 Figues 3.1a - 3.1i follow Table 3.1 and
indicate the approxiate locations of selected sensitive species near SDG&E
rights-of-way. These figues are to provide a rough indication of potential areas
of impact for workers conducting preacvity sureys consistt with the

Operational Protocols (see also § 7.1). These maps will be periodicaly revised as
the quaity of data improves.

3.1.1 Multiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP)
The biological data base and inormation which comprise the scientific
San Diego's Multiple Species Conservation Program
basis for the City of
(MSCP) were developed over six years, begig in 1989. It will be
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updated periodically as the research and monitorig programs which

the MSCP are cared out. The MSCP

accompany the implementation of

covers about 581,000 acres in southwestern San Diego County. The
MSCP biological data base was developed by Ogden Environmenta in
cooperation with the USFWS, CDFG, local jursdictions in the San Diego,

and varous consulting and academic biologists. It also relies in par on
the Californa Natual Diversity Data Base and other records of suey.

the
The Subregional Plan is based in par upon ths data base. A map of
draf preserve plan area is attched as Figue 8a. The vegetation map is
attched as Figure 8b.

3.1.2 Multiple Habitat Conservation Program (MHCP)
1bs data base was developed under a similar process to the MSCP data
base. The stdy ara covers approxitely 658,000 acres in the
nortwestern porton of San Diego County. The vegetation map is
atthed as Figure 8c.

3.1.3 San Diego County Multi-Habitat Conservation and Open Space Plan

(MCOS)
1bs data base remai wider development, though basic biologica
inormation has been gathered on habitat tys and other basline
inormation. lls data base is being developed under a similar process to

the MSCP data base. It covers the centr mountaous section of San
Diego County west of the desert. The vegetation map is attched as
Figure 8d.

3.1.4 South Orange County NCCP Subregional Data Base

1bs data base was also developed under a similar process as the MSCP

data base. It covers the southern section of Orange County, largely
comprising the Racho Santa Margarta Company propert and adjacent
conservation lands, and adjoinng the Camp Pendleton Mare Corps Base
west of Riverside County. A map of the draf plan area is attched as
Figure 9.

3.1.5 Riverside County Habitat Conservation Plan (RCHCP)
Ths database was developed to address the recovery plan for the

Stephen's Kagaroo Rat. A smal portion ofSDG&E's system is in ths
Plan area. The RCHCP intends to expand its scope into a multi-species
program. A map of the dr plan area is attched as Figue i o.
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TYPES OF HAITAT WITI SUBREGIONAL PLAN ARA

.

Southern Foredunes

.

Southern Coastal Bluf Scrub

.

Maritim Succulent Scrub

.

Coastal Sage Scrub

.
.

Alluvial Fan Scrub

Chaparral

.
.
.
.
.
.

AlIi Marsh

.

Freshwater Marsh

.

Coas Live Oak Riparian Forest

Southern Maritime Chaparral

Coastal SagelChapa"al Mix

Grassland
Meadow/Seep
Southern Coastal Salt Marsh

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Dense Engelmann Oak Woodland

.

Big Cone Spruce

.

Jefrey Pine

.

Eucalyptus Forest

Riparian Forest

Riparian Woodland

Riparian Scrub
Open Oak Woodland

Open Engelmann Oak Woodland

Coast Live Oak Forest

Black Oak Fores
Torrey Pine Forest

Mountain Conifer Forest
Coiiiter Pine Forest
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.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.

Tecate Cyress Forest
Inland Water

Shallow Bays
.Disurbed Wetlands

Non-Vegetated F/oodchannel

Beach-Slltpan

Disturbed Habiat
Agricultural
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MITIGATION

I. Scrub & Chaparral Species

See Protocols (Section 7.1) and Habitat Enhcement Measures (Section 7.2)

IT. Grassland Species

Native grasslands: Over gas lines, same as vernal pool, except remove bunch grases and
replant, otherwse span with distrbution and tranmission lines.

Non-nave grlands: See Protocols (Section 7.1) and Habitat Enhcement Measures
(Section 7.2).

ITI. Beach, Marsh, and Wetland Species

Constion in mash aras, soft sand, or open water in most cases will be accomplished

helicopters for the delivery of material, poles, personnel, and
platform. Road should be avoided to the extent feaible.
though the use of

IV. Narrow Endemic Species
Take of

cert naow endemic Covered Species is to be avoided. Take authoritions

for these spcies will be limited to emergencies and unavoidable impacts from repairs to
existng facilties. The first priority is avoidance, if impact is unvoidable, then state-of-

the-ar conservation practices will be utilized to detenne best mitigation method

consistent with Operationa Protocols. For repairs to existig facilties which could result
in an impact, a biologist would be called in. Take of the "species to be avoided" may not
occur for non-emergency repai work witlout firs conferrg with the USFWS and
CDFG. For new projects, kill or injur of such anal species or destiction of such
plants or their supporting habitat would not be covered by the Plan and Implementing
Agreement

V. Riparin Species

See Protocols (Secton 7.1, especially 7.1 .7)

VI. Forest Species

See Protocols, sae as Riparan (Section 7.1, especially 7.1 7)

Al ñgl i- 4 :3
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VII. Open Water Species

When workig in open water: Typically, a wooden platform is fabricated on dr land
then delivered by helicopter. The platform in two pieces. ha a 1/2 circle for the pole cut

into the edge of each. The platform has "feet" to keep it above the water. The platform
would have other holes to prevent suction durg removal. Personnel, materials, tools,

and replacement poles would also be delivere to the platform by ai.
Temporar distubances in the work ara would be limited to a 10' radius around the pole

hole.

vi. Raptor Species

SDG&E will coordinat with widlife agencies when new or expanded facilties ar
planed in signficant bird movement corrdors. The followi methods will be
considered for implementation on a cae by case bas for use in the proteon of rators
from electrocution associated with perchig/nestg activities on distrbuton and

trmission stctues: Pole mounted bir pehes, inverted .'V" raptor. gu, Bird-be-

Gone™, saw-toothed meta bird guds, insulated jumpers. or other. These methods will
be employed on select strctues in areas known to be inited by sensitive rator

species when the likeliood of electrocution is high or has been historically documented.
Where nest interfere with safe operation of trssion syste, avoid removal in

month Janua - June.
Wood Poles
Pole MOWlted Bird Perch
. Constction from 2" x 6" treated lumber, atthed to the top of wood pole caring

voltages from 12kV - 138kV (pacifiCorp EV 101)

Invered .'V" Raptor Guad
. Constrcted of poly pipe and attched to cross ar between inulators with

galvand stel clamps
Wood or Steel Poles
Bird-be-Gone
. 4' long rows of

plasc spikes attched to cross ans

Sticky Solution
. Sticky solution on cross ars or wires, birds don't like the feel

Steel Lattce Towers
Met Bird Guad
. Saw-toothed bird gud. of22-gauge sheet meta, atched to the cross ar of

te, tagent, and angle towers, cag voltages of 69kV and above

Al ripi ra 44
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IX. Vernal Pools

SDG&E will avoid vernal pools and their watersheds in the construction of new facilties,
including roads. When pools are located above gas lines and repair work is necessar,

work areas should be mirumized and soil should be stockpiled for replacement afr
repairs. For new gas lines, avoid through routing changes. For access roads, stay witmn
existing footprint, no new roads through vernal pool areas.
Under certain circumstances, SDG&E is prepared to consider rerouting an existing access
road which passes through a vernal pool area as potential ßUtigation for the impacts of
utility Activities on vernal pools that cannot be otherwse avoided pursuant to the
Operational Protocols in the Plan, such as in an emergency. Tms rerouting would only be
done ifit was possible without compromising operational integrity and safety. The
mitigation value of

the rerouted road would be at 1: 1

leveL.

x. Stephens' Kangaroo Rat
Take of
the Stephens' Kangaroo Rat (SKR) is only permtted for SDG&E in the Multiple
Habitat Conservation Progrm (MHCP) planning area in northern San Diego County for
operation and maintenance activities until the MHCP is approved. Afer that time, and
provided that SKR is conserved within MHCP, Take for new construction Activities will

be permtted under the ters of this Plan. Tms condition only applies to the SKR

populations in San Diego County; Riverside County has an approved Take process and
mitigation protocol. Furtherore, SDG&E's facilties in Riverside County alreay exist,
and no new impacts are expected.
Note: Operational Protocols (Section 7.1) and Habitat Enhancement Measres

(Section 7.2) are generally applicable to all of the habitat.

Cogb 0 1995 Sa Di Ga & Elcce Co
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TABLE 3.1 COVED SPECIS liT
II
¡r~t;~?tt
1

2

SPECIES NAME & STATUS

PUWst~i\;:/':::t\t::/::::-':::?::::i:'."" .'.
San Diego thornmint
!AclUthomintha ilicifolia)
C1/PEJst 1 B, R-E-D 2-3-2

.. .

Shaw's agave
!Agave shawÌl)

RANGEWE AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTON I
DEGREE OF EXSnNG
.
OF SPECIES _ ~OTEcnON

HABITAT TYPES
..

......

n_.

Clay soils in chaparral, coastal
sage scrub, valley and foothill
grasslands, and vernal pools.

CONSERVATION PLANNING IMPLICATIONS
... .:":"
.::",:",::"::",,,:,,"::':.:..)::':'

dd,'/:.:

....:..: '." ,":'. ...........:.... .c'.:/."

San Diego County and Baja California,
Mexico. Known currently from
approiåmately 30 populations that are

CESA, NPPA, and CEQA. Plan's

Adequately cOl1erved by the Plan because impàcts wil be avoided unless deemed

Operational Protocols would not
be in place to avoid impacts as a

necessary for emergencies or repairs. Permi"r.g pursuant to Section 404 of the

tyically small and endangered by urban
pressures.

first pnonty dUring SDG&E

MmGAnON
...

...
..

"'.''..,

.

"

I,IV,IX

federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 1.': the California Rsh and Game Cgde
may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and/oi COFG jurisdictional areas.

açtivities.

Coastal bluff scrub and coastal San Diego County and Baja California,
sage scrub.
Mexico. Only three, small, disjunct

Regionally sensitive species/Ust 2,

populations occur naturally in the U.S. Has

R-E-D 3-3-1

been introduced to other localities.

CEQA. Plan's Operational
Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts wil be avoided unless deemed
Protocols would not be in piece to necessary for emergencies or repairs.
minimie or mitigate impacts as a

I,IV

first priority during SDG&E

actvities.
3

San Diego amrosia
Regionally sensitive specieslUst 1 B,

Chaparral, coastal sage sçrub,
valley and foothill grasslands,
and vernal pools. Often in

R-E-D 3-3- 2

distrbed areas.

Aphanisma

Sandy areas in coastal bluff

!AphlUisa blitoides)

sCNb and coastal sage sçNb.

!Ambroa pumi/a)

Riverside and San Diego counties and Baja
California, Mexico. In San Diego County,

CEOA. Plan's Operetona

currently known from 4 scatered
populations.

minimize or mitigate impacts as a

first pnority during SDG&E

actvities .

4

5

CEQA.

Regionally sensitive species/Lst 1 B,

Central California coast to Baja California.
Mexiço. May be extrpated in San Diego
County and .everely declining throughout

R-E-D 2-2-2

its mainland U.S. renge.

first pnority during SOG&E
activities.

Plan's Operational

Protoçols would not be in place to

Volcanic soils in chaparral and

Scanered populations occur on Otay. San

CEQA.

!Arctøstrhylos otiYlUis)

cismontane woodland.

Miguel, end Jamul, mountains in San Diego
County .

Protocols would not be in place to

R-E-D 3-2-3

Plan's Operational

minimize or mitigate imp_çts as a
. first priority during SDG&E

activities.
6

Dal Mar manzanita

Southern maritime çhaparral.

!ArctøstrhyJo gllinduJli var.

Infrequent in coastal San Diego County

federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the California Rsh and Game Coda
may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and
lor CDFG junsdiçtional areas.

Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts to San Diego County
populations will be avoided unless deemed necessary for emergencies or repairs.

I,IV

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
generally be very small, and the Plan minimins or mitigates (in that order) any
potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves

I,VII

habitats to maiåmum exent practicable iind prKsrves cQtridors connecting habitats

thereby providing for genetiç material exchange and opportnities for natural
population expansion. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may ¡nçlude the
sDecies.
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

FESA (assuming federal acton
associated with take), CEaA.
generally be very small, and the Plan prioritize,; avoidance, minimization, end
Plan's Operational Protocols would mitigation (in that order) for any potential impacts. The Plan preserves popUlations
not be in place to avoid impacts
and habitats to maximum extent practicable end pteserves corridors connecting

from Del Mar to Carlsbad.

cralia)

I,II,IV,IX

Permittng pursuant to Section 404 of the

minimize or mitigate impacts as e

Oty manzanita
Regionally sensitive species/Lst 1 B,

Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts will be avoided unless deemed

Protocos would not be in place to necessary for emergencies or repairs.

PEtust 1 B. R-E-D 3-3-2

is a first priority during SOG&E
activities.

i

habitats thereby providing for génetic material exchange and opportunities for
natural population expansion. It may also restore ind reclaim habitats that may
include the sDecies.

7

Coast dunes milk-vetch
!Astnga/us tener var. tiii)
C1 JPE/Lst 1 B. R-E-D 3-3-3

Coastal bluff scrub and coastal HistoricaHy occurred in San Diego,
Monterey, and Los Angeles counties.
-Presumed extrpated in San Diego and Los
Angeles counties.

dunes.

CESA, NPPA, and CEQA. Plan's

Operational Protocols would not
be in place to avoid impacts as a

Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts will be avoided unless deemed
necessary for emergencies or repairs.

II.

iV

first prionty during SDG&E

ectivities,
8

Encinitas baccharis

Sandstone soils in chaparral.

(&cchars vaassa.)
PE/CE/Ust 1 B, R-E-D 2-3-3

San Diego County endemic. Restricted
approximately 13 known localities.

to

FESA (assuming federal action
associated with tae), CESA,

Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts will be avoided unless deemed
necessary for emergençies or repairs.

I,IV

NPPA, and CECA. Plan's Operational Protocols would not be in

place to avoid impacts as a first
9

10

Nevin's barberry

Sandy or gravelly soils in

(&rbers neviniil

chaparral, cismontane

C1/PE/Lst 1 B. R-E.D 3-3-3

woodland, coastal sage scrub,
and riparian scrub.

Thread-leaved brodiaea

Clay soils in coastal sage
scrub, cismontane woodland,
valley and foothill grasslands,
and vernal pools.

(Brdiaea filiflia)
PT/CE/Lst 1B, R-E-D 3-3-3

i priority during SDG&E açtivities.
Los Angeles County south to Riverside, San CESA, NPPA, and CEQA. Plan's
Operational Protocols would not
Bernardino, and San Diego counties.
Populations are relatively stable although
be in place to avoid impacts as a
first prionty during SDG&E
faw in number. No extant natve populations are known in San Dieao County.
activities.
Interior valley regions of Riverside and San FESA (assuming federal action
associated with take), CESA,
Diego çounties. Rftaen populations are
NPPA, and CEOA. Plan's
known from San Diego County, 6 from

Riverside County, 2 from San Bernardino

Operational Protocols would not

County, and 1 each from Los Angeles end

be in place to avoid impacts as a
first priority during SDG&E

Orange counties.

activities.

Adequately conserved by the Plan because imp~cts wil be avoided unless deemed

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
generally be very small, and the Plan prioritizes avoidance, minimization, and
mitigation (in that order) for any potential impacts. The Plan preserves populations
and habitats to maximum extent practicable ami preserves corridors connecting

habitats thereby providing for genetic materiil Bicchange and opportunities for
natural population expansion. It may also resto.fa and reclaim habitats that may
include the speCies. Vernal pool populations wiil be adaquately conserved by the
Plan because impacts to vernal pools wil be avuided unless deemed necessary for
emergencies or repairs. Permittng pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean

Water Act and/or Section i 600 of the C.liforri~ Fish and Game Code may be
necessarv for impacts to ACOE and/or COFG iuiisdictional areas.

Co 0 1995 Sa Di Ga It Elc Co
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I,IV, Vi

necessary for emergençies or repairs. Permitting pursuant to Section 404 of tha
federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 01 the California Rsh and Game Code
may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and/or COFG jurisdictional areas.
I,LL, VI,IX

TABLE 3.1 COVERED.SPECIS LIT
~p~;;:: NAME &. STATU:.. ........ .... ... HA:ITAT TYPES

11 Orcutt's brodiaea Clay soils in close-coned
lBdililN orcutt;') coniferous forests, chaparral.
Regionally sensitive species/Ust 1 B. cismontane woodlands.

R-E-D 1-3-2 meadows, valley and foothil

RANGEWIDE AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTION
OF SPECIES

"., ..: ...:.. ..

Riverside and San Bernardino counties to

CONSERVATION PLANING IMPUCATIONS ~ MmGATION

DEGREE OF EXSTING
PROTECTION

11
...,..:.........................:...:..... '..:.....:.
Effects of Plan on species ara considerad insignificant because impacts would I. Vi, IX

CEOA. Plan's Operational

Baja California, Mexico. Found in numerous Protocols would not be in place to
localities in San Diego County.

grasslands. and vernal pools.

generally be very small. and the Plin minimizes or mitgetes (in that order) any

fit priority during SDG!lE

potential impacts that occur to the species' haitats. The Plan also preserves
habitats to maximum exent pricticable end preserves corridors connecting habita

activities.

ther~by providing for genetic material exchange aml opportnities for natural

minimize or mitigate impllts as a

popUlation expansion. It may also rastore and reclaim habitats that may include the
species. Vernal pool populations wil be adequately conserved by the Plan because

impacts to vernal pools will be avoided unless deemed necessary for emergencies or
repairs. Permittng pursuant to Section 4(4 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or

Section 1600 of the California Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts
to ACOE and/or CDFG iurisdictional areas.

12

Dense reed grass

Chaparral.

(CaJamogrstis koe/erioid"s)
Regionally sensitive species

13

Dunn's mariposa lily
(Calchorus dunnu)

CRJLt 1 B, R.E-D 2-2-2

Plan's Operationlll Protocols would Effects of Plan on spiicies are considered inSignificant bacause impacts
not be in place to avoid impacts
generallv be very smaD. and the Plan minimizes or mitgates (in that order) any
potantial impacts that occur to the species' habitat. The Plan also preserves haitat
Diego County and approximately 3 localities as a first priority during SDG!lE

Orange and San Diego counties. Known

would i

from approximately 25 localities in San

Gabbroic and metavolcanic
soils in close-coned coniferous
forests and chaparral.

in Orange County.

activities.

to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitat thereby
providing for genetic material exchange and opponunities for natural population
expansion. It may also restore and reclaim habitat that may include the species.

Southern Peninsular Range of San Diego

CESA, NPPA. and CEOA. Plan's

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant becausa impacts would i, Vi

County and adjacent Baja, California,

Operationa Protocols would not
be in place to avoid impacts as a
first priority during SDG!lE

generally be very small. and the Plan prioritizes avoidance, minimization. and

Mexico. Known from approximately 8
localities in San Diego County.

iitivities.

mitigation (in that order) for any potential impicts. The Plan preserves populations
and habitas to maxmum extent prllticable and preserves corridors connecting
habitats thereby prOviding for genetic material exchange and opportunities for
natural population expansion. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may

include the sDecies.

14

Payon's jewelflowet
(Cauliinthus simuliins)

Regionally sensitive species/Ust 4,
R-E-D 1-2-3

15

Slencer-pod jewelflower
(Caulanthus stfmocarpus)
CR

Sandy. granitic soils in
chaparral and coastal sage

scrub.

Riverside and San Diego counties. Known
from approximately 19 localities in San
Diego County and 4 localities in Riverside
County.

Chaparral. especially on burns. San Diego County to northern Baja
Calfornia. Mexico. Widespread but
sporadic distribution.
-

CEOA. Plan's Operatonal
Protocols would not be in place to

minimie or mitigate impacts as a
firs priority during SDG!lE

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would I
generally be very small. and the Plan miniizes or mitigates (in that otcer) any

potential impacts that occur to the spacies' habitats. The Plan also preserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable an preserves corridors connecting habitats

actties .

thereby providing for genetic matenal exchange and opponunities for natural
population expansion. It may also restore li reclaim habitats that may include the
sDecies.

CESA. NPPA¡ and CEQA. Plan's

Effects of Plan on species are conside,ed insignificant because impacts would i

Operatonal Protocols would not
be in place to avid impacts as a
firs priority during SDG&.E

generally be very small. and the Plan prioritizes avoidance. minimization. and
mitigaton (in that order) for any potential impicts. The Plan preserves populations
and habitats to maximum extent precticable and preserves corridors connecting
habitats thereby providing for genetic material exchange and opportunities for

activities.

natural popUlation expansion. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may
include the sDecies.

16

Laeside ceanothus
(Ct/Mothus clft/U$)

RegionaDy sensitiva spacies/List 1 B,
R-E-D 3.2.2

17

Wart.stened ceanothus

San Diego County and Bajii California,
Mexico. Currendy known from

Regionally sensitive species/Ust 2,

approximately 17 localities in San Diego
County.

Orcutt's spineflower

Chaparral. close-coned Endemic to San Diego County. Only

(Choriziinth. orcuttanii)

aoniferous forests, and coastal site known to be extant: Oak Crest Park in

PE/CElLst 1 B. R-E-D 3-3-3

Co 0 1995 Sa Diea Ga It Elecc Co
Al riah i-

Chaparral.

(Cnnothus ve"ucosus)
R-E-D 1-2-1

18

Acid igneous rockland in close- Western San Diego Count to Baja
coned coniferous forests iind
California, Mexico. Restricted to Crest and
chaparral.
El Cajon Mountain region in San Diego
County. Specimen collected from Baja
California, Mexico may be a hybrid.

sage scrub_ Encinitas.

one

CEOA. Plan's Operational
Protocols would not be in pi

Effects of Plan on species are

lice to

considered insignificant because impacts would I. VI

generally be very small. and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any

minimize or mitigate impacts as a
first priority during SDG&..E

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats

activities.

thereby providing for genetic material exclinge and cpponunities for natural
population expansion. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the

sDecies.
CEOA. Plan's Operational
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts
Protocols would not be in place to generally be very small. and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any
minimize or migate impacts as a potential impacts that occur to the species' habitat. The Plan also presarves habitat
first priority during SDG&E
to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitat thereby
activities.
providing for genatc material eXChange and opportunities for natural population
expanson. It may also restore and reclaim habitat that may include the species.
FESA (assuming federal action
associated with take), CESA,
NPPA, and CEOA. Plan's

Operational Protocols would not
be in place to avd impacts as a
first priority during SDG&E
activities.

Adequately conserved by th Plan because impacts will be avoided unless deemed
necessary for emergencies or repairs.

would I

I. iV. VI

TABLE 3.1 COVERED SPECIS LIT
.

SPECIES NAME &. STATUS

HABITAT TYPES

RANGEWIDE AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTON
OF SPECIES

I
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Ocean bluffs, coaslal sage

San Diego anc Orange counties. Two

Plan's Operatonal Protocols would

scrub.

known localities in San Diego County and
11 known in Orange County.

not be in place to minimize or

generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any

mitigate impacts as a firs priority

potentiii impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves
haitats to maximum exent practicable and preserves corridors connecting
hatiitats thereby providing for genetic mater¡ii exchange and opportunies for

chryiiciinthal
Regionally sensitive species

during SDG&.E activities.

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

i

naral population expansion. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may
include the soecies.

20

Salt marsh birds-beak
(CordyJthus maritimus spp.

Coastal dunes and coastal salt San Luis Obispo County south to Baja
marshes.
California, Mexico. Restricted to 2 extant

martimusJ

populations in San Diego County and

FE/CElst 1 B, R-E-D 2-2-2

possibly 2 in Orange County.

FESA (assuming federal action

Adequately conserved by the Plan because i~acts will be avoided unless deemed

associated with takel, CESA,

necessary for emergencies or repairs. Permming pursuant to Section 404 of the
federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the California Fish and GlIe Code
may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and'or CDFG jurisdictional areas.

NPPA, and CEOA. Plan's
Operational Protocols would not be

II,IV

in place to avoid impacts as a firSt
priority during SDG&E activities.
21

Orcutt's birds-beak

Endemic to San Diego County and Baja

CEQA. Plan's Operational

California, Mexico. Restricted to a few
localities in southwestern San Diego

County. Otay River populations are only

Protocols would not be in place to
minimize or mitigate impacts as a
first priority during SDG&E

vigorous, extant U.S. populations.

activities.

Close-coned coniferous forests

Orange County, San Diego County, and Baja

CEOA. Pln's Operational

and chaparral.

Regionally sensitive species/List 1 B.

Ciiifornia. Mexico. Known from 6 localities Protocols would not be in place to
in San Diego County and 6 lociiities in
minimie or mitigate impacts as a

R-E-D 3-2-2

Orange County.

(Cord/an

Coastal sage scrub.

thus orcuttanus)

Regionally sensitive species

lUst 2,

R-E-D 3-3-1

Effects of Plan on species are considered

insignificant because impacts would

generally be very small, and the Plan minimzes or mitigates (in that order) any
potential impac:ts that occur to the species' habitat. The Plan also preserves

habitat to mamum extent practicable and preserves corñdors connecting habitat
thereby providing for genetic material exchange and opportnities for natural
poplation exansion. It mav also restore and reclaim habitat that may include the
I soecies.

22

Tecate cypress
(Cupr.ssus forb.sii

first priority during SDG&E

actes.

Effect of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

Vi

generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves
habtats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corñdors connecting
habtats thereby proviing for genetic material exchange and opportunities for
natrii population expansion. Ii may also reSlore and reclaim habitats that may
include the sDec:ies.

23

Short-leaved dudleya
Torrey sandstone in chaparral
(Oud/.ya blochmaniaa ssp. bravifo/ial and coastal sage scrub.
PE/CElLst 1 B, R-E-D 3-3-3

Between La Jolla and Del Mar in San Diego

Count. Known from approximaely 6 but
not more than 8 lociiities.

action
Adequately conserved by the Plan becau-limpacts wil be avoided unless deemed
assciated with tael, CESA.NPPA, necessar for emergencies or repairs.
and CEOA. Plan's Operatonal

' FESA (assuming federal

I,IV

Protocols would not be in place to

avoid impacts as e first priority
durino SDG&E actvitias.

24

Many-stemed dudleya

Often clay soils in chaparral.

Los Angeles. Orange, Riverside, San

(Oud/iiya multicaulisl

coastal sage scrub, and valley

Regionally sensitive specieslUst 1 B,

-and foothill grasslands.

Bernardino, and San Diego counties. Known Protocols would not be in place to
only from Marine Corps Base Camp
minimize or mitigate impacts as a

R-E-D 1-2-3

CEOA. Plan's Operatonal

Effects of Plan on species ere considered insignificant because impacts would
generally be very smell. and the

i, II

Plan minimizès or mitigates (in that order) any

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting
habitats thereby proviing for genetic: material exchange and opportunities for
natural population expansion. Ii may also restore and reclaim habitats that may

Pendleton in San Diego County, numerous

first priori during SDG&E

localities. in Orange County.

activies.

Southern San Diego County and

CEOA. Plan's

northwestern Baja California, Mexic:o.
Known from approximately 60 loc:alities in
San Diego County.

Protocols would not be in place to

generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or migates Iin that order) any

minimize or mitigate impacts as a
first priority during SDG&E
ac:tivitias.

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The PlEIn also preserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting
habitats thereby providing for genetic material exchange and opportunities for
naturii popUlation expansion. It may also pestore and reclaim habitats that may
include the species. Vernal pool popUlations wil be adequately conserved by the
Plan because impacts to vernal pools wil bii Elvoided unless deemed necessary for

include the soecies. :
25

Variegated dudleya
(Dud/IIVa varegate)

Chaparral, cismontane
woodlands, coastal sage

Regionally sensitive species/List 1 B,

scrub. valley and foothil

R-E-D 2-2-2

grasslands, and vernal pools.

Operational

Effects of Plan on species ire considered insignificant because impacts would

emergencies or repairs. Permittng pursuan'i to Section 404 of the federal Clean
Water Act and/or Secton 1600 of the California Fish and Game Code may be

26

CEOA. Plan's Operatonal

Sticky dudleya

Rocky areas in coastal bluff

San Diego. Orange, and Riverside counties.

(Oud/eya viscidal

scrub, chaparral. and coastal

C1/Lst 1 e, R-E-D 3-2-3

sl!ge scrub.

Protocols would not be in place to
Known from 10 populations in San Diego
County. 4 localities in Orange County, and 1 minimize or mitigate impacts as a

location in southwestern Riverside County.

necessarY for imDacts to ACOE and/or CDFI~ iurisdictional areas.
Effects of Plan on species ere considered insignificant because impacts would
generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates lin that order) any

first priority duñng SDG&E

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan iiso preserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting

activities.

habitats thereby providing for genetic material exchange and opportnities for
natural population expansion. It may also ",store and reclaim habitats that may
include the soecies.

Cogh 0 19" Sa Dieg Gas It Elecc Co
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~

SPEQES NAME 8r STATUS

HABITAT TYES

OF SPECIES PROTECTION

CONSERVATION PLANNING IMPLICATIONS
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Palmer's ericameria
(Ercamria pa/mflri ssp. ptlmtml

Coastal sage scrub.

Southern San Diego County and Baja Plan's Operational Protocols would Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts will be avoided unless deemed

California, Maxico. Known from 10 not be in place to minimize or
necessary for emergencies or repairs.
populations in San Diego County. mitigate impacts lI a first priority

R-E-D

MITGATION

'H H"H H.... . '.. .'. ..'::":::::":' ...

'''LAriSf\".:.. q... :.:.::,:..,:..,.;:,.:..:..,..",.. ..... ...

Regionally sensitive specieslUst 2,

28

RANGEWDE AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTION DEGREE OF EXSTIG

I,IV

during SDG8rE activies.

2-2-1
San Diego button-celery

Coastal sage scrub, Valley and

(Erngium lUistu/atum var. piirishii

San Diego and Riverside counties and Baja

foothil grasslands, and vernal

FE/CElUst 1 B, R-E-D 2-3-2

California. Mexico. Known from 65

pools.

localities in San Diego County; many of
these are remnants of once larger

populations.

FESA (assumng federal acton
assocated with take!. CESA,
NPPA. en CEQA. Plan's
Operatona Protocols would not
be in place to avoid impacts as a
finit priority during SDG8rE

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

activities.

include the species_ Vernal pool populations wil be adequately conserved by the

I.II,IX

generally be very small, and the Plan prioritizes 2voidance, minimization, and

mitigation (in that order) for any potentiel impacts. The Plen preserves populations
end habtats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting
habitats thereby providing for genetic material exchange and opponunities for

natural population expansion. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may
Plan because impects to vernal pools wil be avoided unless deemed necessery for
emergencies or repairs. Permittng pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean

Water Act and/or Secton 1600 of the California Fish and Game Code may be
necessary for impacts to ACOE and/or CDFG jurisdictional areas.

29

Coast wallflower

Coastal dunes.

(Ermum IIphiJum)
Regionally sensitive species/Ust 1 B.

31

San Diego barrel cactus
(hrocacrus viridBscflns!
Regionally sensitive species/Ust 2.
R-E-D 1-3-1

Chaparral, coastal sage sCNb.

maritime succulent scrub. and
valley and foothil grasslands.

Palmer's grapplinghook

Clay soils in chaparral, coastal

lHarpagonella palmeri)
Regionally sensitive specieslUst 2.
R-E-D 1-2-1

sage scrub. and valley and

foothill grasslands.

necessary for emergencies or repairs.

Protocols would not be in place to
minimize or migate impacts as a

San Diego County and Baja California.
Persists in numerous, fragmented

CEQA. Plan's Operatonal
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impiicts would
Protocols would not be in place to generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any
minimize or mitigate impacts as a potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves

populations in San Diego County. its
highest densities occur on Otay Mesa.
partcularly nonheast of Brown Field and at
the east end of Wruck Canyon.

firs priori during SDG8rE

Los Angeles, Orange. Riverside, and San
Diego counties, on San Clemente Island. in

CECl. Plan's Operatonal

activities.

habitats to maximum exent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats
thereby providing for genetic material exchange and opportnities fot natural
population expansion. It may also restore and raclaim habitats that may include the

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
Protocols would not be in place to generally be very small. and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any
minimize or mitigate impacts as a potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan aiiio preserves
first priority during SDG8rE
habitats to maximum extent practiciib1e and preserves corridors connecting habitats
activities.
thereby providing for genetic material exchange and opponunities for natural
population expansion. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may incluce the

Arizona. Baja California. and Sonota.

Table Mountain near Jacumba. Otherwise

most populations are small and scattered
alona the coast.

species.

Clay soils in coastal sage

Southern San Diego County and

CESA, NPPA. and CEQA. Plan's

scrub and valley and foothil

PE/CE/Ust 1 B. R-E-D 3-3-2

grasslands.

nonhwestern Baja California, Mexico. Most
U.S. localities for this species occUt in the
vicinity of Chula Vista.

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

lHemizonia conjugens!

Operational Protocols would not

generally be very small, and the Plan prioritizes avoidance. minimization, and

be in place to avoid impacts as a
first priority during SDG8rE
activities.

mitigation (in that order! for any potential impacts. The Plan praserves populations
and habitats to maximum extent practcable an preserves corridors connecting

Close-coned coniferous

lL-tflchinia csrdiophyl/a)

forests. chaparral, and

RegionaUy sensitive species/Ust 1 B.

Orange, Riverside, San Diego counties and
Baja California, Mexico. Restticted to one

cismontane woodlands.

population on Iron Mountain in San Diego

habitats thereby providing for genetic material exchange and opponunities for
natural population expansion. It may

also restore and reclaim habitats that may

County.

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
Protocols would not be in place to generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any
minimize or migat impacts as a potental impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves
first priority during SDG8rE
habitats to maxmum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats
CEQA. Plan's Operation81

activities.
Close-coned coniferous

San Diego County and Baja, California.

forests. chaparral, coastal

Regionally sensitive speciesfUst 1 B.

sage scrub, and valley and

R-E-D 3+2

Mexico. Known from four localities in San
Diego County (Otay Mountain, the Jamul

foothiii grasslands.

Mountains, San Miguel Mountain. and

Donohoe Mountain!.

Al riii n:

I, VI

thereby providing for genetic material exchange and opponunies for naturel

population expansion. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the
sDecies.
CEOA. Plan's Operational
Effects of .Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
Protocols would not be in place to generally be very small. and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any
minimize or mitigate impacts as a potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves
first priority during SDG8rE
habitats to maximum extent practic8ble and preserves corridors connecting habitats
activities.
thereby providing for genetic meteriiil exchange and opponunities for natural
popuiation expansion. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the
species. Three of the 4 populations are currently in designated open space.

CoøJ 0 1995 Sa Di Ga A Elecc Ca

1.11

include the soecies. .

Hean-Ieaved pitcher sage

Gander's pitcher sage
(bptlchiniii gsndtlni

1.11

I

Otay tar plant

R-E-D 3-2-2

34

1.11

soecies.

,

33

m.iy

first priori during SDG8rE
activities.

Mexico. In San Diego County several
thousand individuals grow on the slopes of
--

32

Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts will be avoided unless deemed

Cruz and Montetey counties. Known from

approximately 7 localities in San Diego
County.

R-E-D 2-2-3

30

San Diego County, Santa Rosa Island. Sante CEQA. P1ii's Operatonal

I,LL. Vi

TABLE 3.1 COVERED SPECIS LIST
I # I SPECIES NAME & STATUS
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35 Del Mar Mesa sand aster

ICorethrogyne filaginifolia var.
linifolial

HABITAT TYPES

... ...., ::.'

Chaparral and coastal sage

scrub.

PTlUst 1 B. R-E-D 3-2~3

RANGEWDE AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTION DEGREE OF EXSTING ~

OF SPECIES PROTECTION

CONSERVAnON PLANNING IMPLICATIONS
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San Diego County. Restricted to a few, FESA (assuming federal action Effects of Plan on species ere considered insignificant because impacts would
disjunct populations between Los associated with take) and CEOA. generally be very small, and the Plan prioiiti;es avoidance. minimization, and
Penasquitos Canyon and Encinitas (possibly P1àn's Operational Protocols would mitigation (in that order) for any potentialinipacts. The Plan preserves populations

I

Carlsbad). not be in place to avoid impacts and habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting

as a first priority during SDG&E habitats thereby providing for genetic materi~ exchange and opponunities for
activities. natural population expansion. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may
include the species.

36

Nuttll's lotus

Coastal dunes and coastal

!Lotus nuttaRianus)

sage sc:rub.

Regionally sensitive specieslUst 1 B.

R-E-D 3-3-2

Southern San Diego County to northern Baja CEaA. Plan's Operational
California. Mexico. Restricted to
Prtocols would not be in place to
approximately 6 localities along the
minimize or mitigate impacts as II
immediate coast in San Diego County.
first priority during SDG&.E

activities.

Effects of Plan on species are considerediiislgnificant because impacts would

generally be very small, and the Plan minïrzes or mitigates (in that order) any

i. II

potential Impacts that occur to the speciei' habtats. The Plan also preserves

habitats to maxum extent pr_cticable an pieserves corridors oonnecting habitats
thereby providing for genetic material exchange and opportunities for natural
population expansion. It may also restore ai, reclaim habitats that may inc:lude the

37

Felt-leaved monardella

Chaparral and cjsmontane

(Monard"lIa hypol"uea ssp. IMat. )

woodland.

Orange and San Diego counties to Baja

California, Mexico. Known from
approximately 30 localities in San Diego
County and possibly 1 locality in Oiange

Regionelly sensitive specieslUst 1 B,

ß-E-D 2-2-2

County.

38

Willowy monardella

Close-coned coniferous

lMonlNdeUa Ilno/des ssp. vimiøtll

forests. chaparral, riparian

PE/CElLst 1 B. R-E-D 2-3-2

forests. riparian scrub. and

San Diego County to Baja California,

Mexico. Known from approximately 16
localities in San Diego County.

riparian woodland.

39

San Diego golden star
lMuD/a cliivfllandi1
RegionaUy sensitive specieslUst 1 B.

snecies.
Plan's Operational Protocols would Effects of Plan on species are considerediÌlslgnificant because impacts would
not be in place to minimize or
generally be very small. and the Plan minimizes or mitigates lin that orderl any
mitigate .impacts as a first priority potential impacts that occur to the species' tiabitats. The Plan also preserves
during SDG&.E activities.
habitats to meximum extent practcable and preserves corridors connecting habitats
thereby providing for genetic: material excha1ige and opportunities for natural

CESA. NPPA, and CEaA. Plan's

Operational Protocols would not

be in place to avoid impacts as a
first priority during SDG&E

population expansion. It may also restore Ìind reclaim habitats that may include the
sDecies.
Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts will be avoided unless deemed

valley and foothill grasslands,
and vernal pools.

San Diego County to Baje California,

CECi. Plan's Operational

Mexico. Known from approximately 112

Effects of P~an on species are considered insjgni. c" would

Protocols would not be in place to
miniínze or mitigate impacts as. a
first priority during SDG&E

generally be very small. and the Plan mi"'/1i~s or mitigates lin that order) any

localities in San Diego County.

R-E-D 2-2-2

)

activities.

Section 1600 of the California Fish and G~ Code may be necessary for impacts

Litte mousetail
lMyosurus minimus ssp. apus)

Vernal pools
(alkaline'.

RegionaUy sensitive species.'lst 3,

R-E-D 2-3-2

~
i IUIXJ

potential impacts that occur to the species'liabitats. The Plan also preserves
habitats to maxmum extent practicable at preserves corridors connecting habitats
thereby providing for genetic material excha"ge and opportunities for natural
population expansion. It may lIso restore end reclaim habitat that may include the
species. Vernal pool populations wil be .i'e'luately conserved by the Plan because
impacts to vernal pools wil be avoided un$s deemed necessary for emergencies or

repairs. Permittng pursuant to Section 4ô4 'of the federal Clean Water Act andlor

40

~
I.:~~)V. Vi

necessary for emargencies or repairs. Pérmiing pursuant to Section 404 of the
federal Clean Water Act andlor Section 15Ö of the California Fish and Game Code
may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and/llr CDFG jurisdictional areas.

activities.
Chaparral, coastal sage scrub.

i, Vi

to ACOE and/or CDFG iurisdictonal areas.
Riverside. San Bernardino, San Diego,

CEOA. Plan's Operational

Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts to vernel pools wil be avoided

Butte. Alameda, Contra Costa, Colusa.

Protocols would not be in place to

Solano. Stanislaus. and Kern counties;
Oregon; Baja California. Mexico. Restricted

minimize or mitigate impacts as a
first priority during SDG&.E

unless deemed necessary for emergencies or repairs. Permining pursuant to
Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act ~nd/or Section 1600 of the California

to several vernal pool complexes on the

activities.

~

Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE andlor CDFG
junsdictional areas.

mesas north of San Diego and on Otay
Mesa in San Diego County.

41

Prostrate navarretia

lNavarrfltie fosse/is)

PT/List lB. R-E-D 2-3-2

Vernal pools.

Riverside. San Diego counties to Baja

FESA (assuming federal action
associated with take) ant CEQA.

and Ramona in San Diego County.

not be in place to avoid impacts
as a firs priority during SDG&.E

Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts to vernal pools will be avoided
California. Mexico. Restricted to
unless deemed necessary for emérgencies 0; repairs. Permitting pursuant to
populations on Otay Mesa. Camp Pendleton. Plan's Operational Protocols would Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the California
activiti as.

Cogh ~ 1995 San Diego Gas &; Elci:c: Comp

Al ñgh reed

Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and/or CDFG

junsdictional areas. '
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TABLE 3.1 COVERED SPECIS LIT
,

SPECIES NAME 8a STATUS
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HABITAT TYPES
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Snake cholla
(Opuntis parry var. serpenrina)

Chaparral, coastal sage scrub,
and maritime succulent scrub.

Regionally sensitive specieslUst 1 B.

R-E-D 3-3-2

43

California Orcutt grass

Vernal pools.

(Orc:uts C:lÚifomics)

FE/CEllst 1 B, R-E-D 3-3-2

RANGEWIDE AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTION
OF SPECIES
. .

.....',.':. ,:.,.:,

...'. "'..,.':",:.:

DEGREE OF EXISTING
PROTECTION

CONSERVATION PLANNING IMPLICATIONS
. .
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Southwestern San Diego County into
northwestern Baja California. Mexico. In
San Diego County is known from
approximately 14 localities.

CEQA. Plan's Operational
Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts wil be avoided unless deemed
Protocols would not be in place to necessary for emergencies or repairs.

Riverside and San Diego counties and in
Baja California, Mexico. Known from
approximately 10 localities in San Diego
County and approximately 3 localities in
Riverside County.

FESA (assuming federal action
associated with take). CESA,
NPPA, and CEOA. Plan's

MITIGATION
.. :"':::..,.,::::...,':.':'..:....:'. ...

I,IV

minimize or mitigate impacts as a
first priority during SDG&E

activities.

Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts to vernal pools will be avoided

Operatona Protocols would not

unless deemed necessary for emergencies or repairs. Permining pursuant to
Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the California
Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and/or CDFG

be in place to avoid impacts as a

jurisdictional areas.

IIX

first priority during SDG&E

44

Torrey pine

Sandstone in close-coned

(Pius torr.yana)

coniferous forests and
chaparraL.

Regionay sensitive species/Ust 1 B,
R'E-D 3-2-3

activies.
Along the coast near Del Mar in San Diego

CEQA. P1an's Operational

County and on Santa Rosa Island. Known

Protocols would not be in place to

only from these two localities as natives.

minimize or mitigate impacts as a

firs priority during SDG&E

actvities.
45

San Diego mesa mint
(Pol1ogy. sbrsm.Ï1

Vemal pools.

FE/CEllst 1 B, R-E-D 2.3-3

San Diego County (Los Peñ&squitos
Canyon. Miramar, and San Diego).
Restricted to these vernal pool complexes.

FESA (assuming federal action
associated with take), CESA,
NPPA, and CEOA. Plan's

Operational Protocos would not
be in place to avoid impacts as a

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignifcant because impacts would
generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any
potential impacts that occur to the specie.' habitats. The Plan also preserves

I

habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats
exchange and opportunities for natural
population expansion. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the

thereby providing for genetic material

sDecies.
Adequately conservd by the Plan because impacts to vernal pools wil be avoided
unless deemed necessary for emergenCies or repairs. Permtting pursuant to

IX

Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the California
Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and/or CDFG
juriSdictional areas.

first priority during SDG&E

46

actvities.
Oly mesa mint

Vernal pools.

(Pl1ogyne nudiusculs)
FE/CEllst 1 B, R-E-D 3-3-2

Southwestern San Diego County and Baja
California. Mexico. Restricted to 3 to 5

FESA (assumng federal action
assocated with take), CESA,
vernal pool complaxes on Otay Mesa in San NPPA, and CEOA. Plan's
Diego County.
Operatonal Protocols would not

Adequately conservd by the Plan because imr-acts wil be avoided unless deemed
necessary for emergencies or repairs. Permtting pursuant to Section 404 of the

IV.

IX

federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the California Fish and Game Code
may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and/or CDFG jurisdictional areas.

be in place to avoid impacts 8S a

47

Smal-leave rose

Chaparral.

lR_a miutilial
CEllst 2, R-E-D 3-3-1

-.

first priority during SDG&E
activities.
San Diego County to Baja California.

Mexico. In San Diego County. restricted to
1 thicket on northwestern Otay Mesa.

CESA, NPPA, and CEOA. Plan's

Operational Protocols would not
be in pfàce to avoid'
impacts as a
firs priority during SDG&E
activities.

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
generally be very small, and tne Plan pijoritizes avoidance. minimization. and
mitigation (in that order) for any potential impacts. The Plan preserves populations

I

and habitat to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting
habitat thereby providing for genetic material ~change and opportunities for natural

also restore and reclaim habitat that may include the
sDecies.
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
ganerally be very small, and tne Plan prioritizes avoidance, minimization, and
mitigation (in that order) for any potential impects. The Plan preserves populations
population expansion. It may

48

Dehesa beargtass

!Nlins interrta)
PT/CElLst 1 B. R-E-D 3-3-2

Chaparral

San Diego County to Baja California,

19abbroic and serpentinite)

Mexico. Known from approximately 9
localities in San Diego County.

CESA, NPPA, and CEOA. Plan's

Operational Protocols would not
be in place to avoid impiicts as 8
first priority during SDG&E

actvities.

and habitat to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting

habitat thereby providing for genetic materiel exchange and opportnities for natural
population expansion.

sDecies.

Cogl Cl 1995 Sa Dies Gas &t Elecc Co
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It may also restore and reclaim habitat that may include the

i

TABLE 3.1 COVERED SPECIS liT
SPECIES NAME 1& STATUS

HABITAT TYPES

PEÄNTs"if':,::/tt//':'?:i ... ....... ..
Regonally sensitive specieslUst 4,

Chaparral, cismontane
woodland, coastal sage sCNb,
riparian woodland, and valley

R-E-D 1-2-2

and foothil graulands.

Sli Miguel savory

(s.. chand/en)

RAGEWDE AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTON
OF SPECIES

CONSERVAnON PLNNING IMPUCA nONS

Northern Baja California, Mexico; San Diego CEOA. Plen's Operational
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
County; and adjacent Orange and western
Protocols would not be in place to generally be very smal, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any
Riveriiide counties. An eiaremely rare ShNb minimize or mitigate impacts as a potential impacts that occur to the species' habitat.. The Plan also preservs
with very few recent teports.
first priority during SDG&E
habitats to maximum eiaent practicable and preserve. corridors connecting haitats

activities.

thereby providing for genetc material exchange and opportnities for natral

populaton expansion. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the
species. Permttng pursuant to Sectin 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or

Section 1600 of the Californa Fish and Game Code mey be necessary for impacts

50

to ACOe and/or CDFG 'urisdlctional areas.
Ganer's butterweed

(S."aciogandfl/l
CAlLst 1 B, R-E-D 3-2-3

Chaparral
(burned areas, gabbroic:

outcrops).

San Diego and Riverside counties. Known
from approximataly 11 localities in San

CESA, NPPA, and CEQA. Plan's
Operationa Protocols would not

Efects of Plan on species are considered insignificiit because impacts would

Diego County.

be in place to avoid impacts as a
first priority during SOG&E

mitigation (in that oreer) for any potential impacts. The Plan preserves populations

activities.

habitat thereby providing for genetic material exchange and opportnities for natural

generally be very small, and.

the Plan'prioritizes avoidance, minimization, and

and habitat to maximum extent practicable and preserves corriors connecting
populaton expanSion. It may also restore and reclaim habitat that may include the

51

Nerow-ieaved nightshade

s ecies.

Chaparral.

Southern San Diego County to Baja

(Soanum riinuilobarum)

California. Maxico. Otay Mountain is a

CEOA. Plan's Operational
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because imacts would
Protocols would not be in place to generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any

Regionally sensitive species

focus for populations of this species.
Known from approximately 30 localities in
San Diego County.

minimize or mitigate impacts as a

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitat. The Plan also pteserves habitat

first priori dUring SDG&E

to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitat thereby

actities.

providing for genetic material exchange and opportnities for natural population

expansion. It may also restore and reclaim habitat that may include the species.

52

Parr's tetracoccus

Chaparral and coastal saga

(T.tnoc:c:ii dioic:us)

SC:Nb.

Regionaly iiensitive speciesllst 1 B,

San Diego and Riverside countes and Baja
California, Mexico. Approximately 32
known localities but rare in the southern

R-E-D 3-2-2

portons of San Diego County.

CEOA. Plan's Operational

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignific:ant because impacts would
Protocols WOuld not be in place to generally be very small, and the Plan minizes or mitigates (in that order) any

minimize or mitigate impcts as a
first priority during SPC&E
activities.

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves

hebitats to maximum eiaent practicable and preserves cõrridors connecting habitats
thereby providing for genetic

material exchange and opportunities for natural

population expansion. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the
i ecies.

Cogh Cl 1995 Sa Dieg Gas ok Elcdc: Co

Al npt re
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TABLE 3.1 COVERED.SPECIS LIT
,

SPEcies NAME & STATUS

I
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Cooper's hawk
(Accipiter cooper

HABITAT TYPES

il

RANGEWDE AND LOCAL DISTRBUTION
OF SPECIES

.._....
. -.-.........
. -,.',
. ~ -..
-,..
........-...

DEGREE OF EXTING
PROTECTON

CONSERVATION PLANING IMPUCAnONS

MmGAnON
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..... . ............................,.
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Riparian woodlands.

SSC

Throughout the continental U.S. excluding

CECA and MBTA. Plan's
Effects of Plan are discountale because the species has such a widespread
Alaska, parts of Montana, and parts of the Operational Protocols would not
distribution. Also, the Plan preserves its haitets to the maximum extent
Dakotas. Winters south to Mexico and
be in place to minimize or mitigate practicable. Permttng pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act

Honduras. Uncommon migrant. winter
visitor, and summer resident in San Diego

impacts as a first priority during
SDG&E activities.

and/or Section 1600 of the California Fish ar.c Game Code may be necessary for
impa.cts to ACOE and/or CDFG jurisdictiona oreas. .

CECA. Plan's Operational

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
generally be very sml, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any
potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitat
thereby proviing for genetic material exchange and opportnities for natural
population expansion. It miy also restore ard reclaim habitats that may include the

Viii

County. Breeds in San Dieao County.

2

Tricolorec blackbird
(Agel8Ïus trcolor)

sse

Croplands, edges of fields, and California's Central Vallay, wast of tha
edges of ponds.
Sierra Nevada Mountains from San Diego

Protocols would not be in place to

County north to Lake County. Breading

miniize or mitigate impacts as a

populations in California in Siskiyou ind
Modoc counties and in southern Oregon.

first priority during SDG&E
activities.

Very common to abundant, but localized,
resident in San Diego County.

II

species. Permittng pursuant to Section 40 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or

Section 1 600 of th Californa Fish and Gan16 Code may be necessary for impacts
3

Southern Celifornia rufous-crownec
sparrow
Wmophila rufCllpl1 canflcen
SSC

Coastal sage scrub and
chaparral.

Ventura Count southeast through Los

to ACOE and/or CDFG iurisdictional areas.

CECA. Plan's Operational

Angeles, Orange. Riverside and San Diego Protocols would not be in place to
counties to northwestarn aaja California,
minimize or mitigate impacts as a
Mexico_ Uncommon to fairly common, but firs priority during SDG&E
localized, resident in San Diego County.
activies.

Effects of Plan on species are considered insgnificant because impacts would
generally be very sml, and the Plan minimiies or mitigates (in that order) any
potential impacts that occur to th species' habitats. The Plan also preservs

habita to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats
thereby providing for genetic material exchange and opportnities for natural
population expanson. It may also restore and teclaim habitats that may include the

4

Grasshopper sparrow
(Ammdrtmus sBvann.rum)

Gtasslands.

Regionally sensitive species

sDecies.
Southern Canada to the southern U.S.,

Plan's Operationa Protocols would Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
West Indies, and Mexico to Ecuador.
not be in place to minimize or
generally be very small, the species hat a somewhat broad distribution, and the Plan
Uncommon and localized summer resident: mitigate impacts as a first priority minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any potintial impacts that occur to the
may be very rare in winter.
during SDG&E activities.
species' habitats. The Plan also preserves habitats to maximum extent practicable

ii

and preserves corridors connecting habitats thereby proviing for genetic material
exchange and opportunities for natural population expanSion. It may also restore

5

Golden eagle
(Aqu;la chryetos)

Rollng foothills, mountains,
sage-juniper fl~s, and desert.

BEPA/SSC

Mountain regions of the Northern
Hemisphere. Throughout California except
the center of the Central Valley.

Uncomon resident in San Diego County.
As of 1981 the number of breeding

aEPA and CECA. Plan's
Operational Protocols would not
be in place to minimize or mitigate
impacts as a first
priority during

and reclaim habitats that mav include the species.
Effects of Plan are discountable because the species is an uncommon resident in
San Diego County, and any impacts would be extremely small relative to the large
rang of the species. Also, the Plan preserves its habitats to the maximum extent

VII

practicable.

SDG&E activities.

pairs(38) within the western half of the

Count had decreased by 33% from i 928
6

Canada goose

Fresh, emergent wetlands,

(Brnt. canadens;l1)

moist grasslands, croplands,

Regionally sensitive species

pastures, and meadows.

levels.
Alaska, Canada, nonhern U.S. Winters to
northern Mexico. Central Valley, Salton

MBTA. Plan's Operational
Protocols would not be in place to

Sea, and northeastern California. Abundant minimize or mitigate impacts as a
but localized winter visitor. Wintering
firs priority during SDG&E
popUlations have declinec in San Diego
actvities.

County due to wetland habitat loss.
7

Ferruginous hawk
(Bueo rega/is)
SSC

All ri I'

ii, II

minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any potential impacts that occur to the
species' habitats. The Plan ilso preserves hititats to maximum extent practicable

and preserves corridors connecting habitats. It may also restore and reclaim
habitats that may include the species. Permittng pursuant to Section 404 of the
federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the California Fish and Game Code
mav be nacessary for imoacts to ACOE anelor CDFG iurisdictional areas.

Grasslands, sagebrush flats,

Southwestern Canada and the western U.S. CECA and MBTA. Plan's

desert scrub, low foothils

in San Diego County, and any impacts would be extremely small relative to the large
northern Mexico. Uncommon winter visitor. be in place to minimize or mitigate range of the species. Also. the Plan preserves its habitats to the maximum extent
impacts as . first priority during
practicable.
SDG&E activities.

surrounding valleys, and
pinyon-juniper habitats.

Cc_ 0 1m Su Di Ga I; EIc Co

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
generally be very small, the species has a scmewhat broad distribution. and the Plan

Winters in the southwestrn U.S. and Operational Protocols would not

Effects of Plan are discountable because the species is an uncommon winter visitor

VII

TABLE 3.1 COVERED SPECIS LIT
SPECIES NAME & STATUS

II

9

(Buteo swBÎnsonil

Juniper.sage flats. riparian
areas, oak savannah, and

Northwestern North America to northern
Mexico. Winters to Argentina. Spring and

CT

grasslands.

fall transient in southern California.
Uncommon breeding resident in
northeastern California and the Centr

Swainson's hawk

DEGREE OF EXnNG

CONSERVAnON PLANNING IMPUCA nON

PROTECTON
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8

RANGEWIDE AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTON
OF SPECIES

HABitAT TYPES

CESA, CEQA, ind MBTA. Plan's
Operation" Protocols would not

and very rare fall migrant in San Diego County, and any impects would be extremely

be in plice to ivid impacts as a

small relatve to the large range of the species. Also, the Plan preserves individuals

firs priority duñng SDG&E

actvities.

Co-iii cacts wren

Coastal sage scrub and

Valley. Uncommon spñng migrant; very
rare fall miarant.
Southern Orange County south through San CEOA. Plan's Operational

(c.ylorhynchus brunneiciipi//us)
SSC

maritime succulent scrub.

Diego County into northwestern Baja

VII

and habitats to the maximum extent practic8ble. Permitting pursuanno Section
404 of the federal Clean Water Act an/or Section 1600 of the California Fish and
Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and/or CDFG jurisdictional

areas.

population estimetedto be less than 300

Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts wil be avoided: no direct killing
Protocols would not be in place to or injury to individuals will occur unless deemed necessary for emergencies or
minimize or migate impacts as a repairs.
first priority duñng SDG&E

pairs with highly disjunct distñbution and

activities.

California. Mexico. San Diego County

TM~

...... . .... .... .:,..':'. . ...'.... .' . . '.. ......... :'. ::...:,";';.;:'::Y'
Effects of Plan ara discountable because the species i. an unoommon spring migrant

I,IV

smil. fraamented oooulations.

10

Western snowy plover

(coastall

Sandy marine and estuarine
shores.

(Chtlrius e/exandrinus nivosus)

FT/SSC

Breeds throughout the western U.S.; Baja
California, Mexico; the coastal southeastern
U.S.; and the Bahamas. In winter, migrates
to coastal areas and south to Central and
South America. Common migrant, winter

FESA, CEQA, and MBTA. Plan's
Operatona Procols would not
be in place to avoid impact as a
firs priority during SDG&E

actvities.

visitor, and localized breeding resident in
Mountan plover

Grasslands and plowed fields.

(Chardrius montaus)
SSC

Breeds in the U.S. west of 95° W longitude
in the Great Plains and Rocky Mountain
states. Winters from the southwestern
U.S. to Mexico. including the Baja

12

Northern harrier
(Circus cyen"us)

SSC

Meadows. grasslands. open
rangelands. desert sinks. and
fresh and saltwater emergent
wetlands.

California, Mexico. Common to very
common, but extremely localized, winter
visitor.
Widêspread throughout the temperate

regions of Nort America and Eurasia.
Uncommon to fairly common migrant and

winter visitor, rare and local summer
resident in San Diego County.

II, VII

generally be very small, and the Plan pñoritizes avoidance, m!nimization, and

mitigation (in tht order) for any potential impacts. The Plan preservs individuals
and habitat to maximum extant practicable and preserves corñdors connectng
h8bitats. It may also rastore and reclaim h8bitats that may include the species.

Permttng pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section
1600 of the California Fish and Game Code miy be necessary for impacts to ACOE
and/or CDFG iurisdictional areas.

San Diego County.
11

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

CEQA and MBTA. Plan's
Operationa Protocols would not
. be in p1aca to minimize or mitigate
impacts .s a firs priority during
SDG&E activities.

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because imjacts would

II

generally be very small, the species has a somewhat brosd distñbution. and the Plan

minimizes or migates (in that order) any potential impacts that occur to the
species' haitats. The Plan also preserves habitats to maxmum extent precticable

and preserves corridors connecting habitats. It may .Iso restore and reclaim
habitats that may include the species. - .

CEQA and MBTA. Plan's
Operationa Protocols would not

Effects of Plan are discountable because the species is an uncommon to fairly

common migrant and winter visitor but a rare and local summer resident in San

VII

. be in place to mimize or mitigate Diego County. Any impacts would be extemely small relatv~ to the large range of
impacts as a first priority duñng
SDG&E activities.

the species. Also, the Plan pteserves its h8bitats to the maxmum extent
practicabla. Permittng pursuant to Sectin 404 of the federal Clean Water Act

and/or Section 1 600 of the California Fish and Game Code mi- be necessary for
imoacts to ACOE and/or CDFG iurisdictional areas.

13

Reddish egret

Brackish marshes. shallow,

Breeds on southeast coast of the U.S.; east CEQA and MBTA. Plan's

(Egret,. ruescens)

coastal habitats, and
mangroves.

and west coasts of Baja California, Mexico;

Regionally sensitive species

other parts of Mexico; and on some
Carribean islands. Winters throughout its
breeding range. but extends its range south

Effects of Plan are discountable because the species is found in very small numbers
Operational Protocols would not
(1-4 indiviualsl in the fall and winter in San Diego County. Also. the Plan preserves
ba in place to minimie or mitigate its habitats to the maxmum extent practicable. Permittng pursuant to Secton 404

impacts as a first priori during
SDG&E activities.

II

of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Secton 1600 of the Cafifornia Fish and Game
Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and/or CDFG jurisdictional areas.

to include Central America to EI Salvador.
A few reddish egrets (1-4 individuals) are

tyically found along the southern San

Diego County coast. Most occurrences are

in fall and winter. There are no breeding
14

Southwestern willow flycatcher
(Emidonax trai//ii extimus)
FE/CE

Breeds in thickets of willows
or other riparian understory.
elong streams, ponds or lakes.

records for the County.
U.S. breeding range is so. California,

Añzona, Utah. Nevada, New Mexico, and
Texas. Small, bteeding populations persist

or in canyon drainage bottoms. in major ñver valleys in San Diego County.
Migrants may be located
among any of the larger trees

FESA, CeSA, CEQA, and MBTA.
Plan's Operationl Protocols would
not be in place to avoid impacts
as a first priority during SDG&E

mitigation (in that order) for any potential impacts. The Plan preserves individuals
and h8bitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corñdors connecting

actvities.

habitats. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the species.

or shrubs in the County of San
Diego but seem to prefer damp

15

American peregrine falcon
(Faco peregrinus iinatumi
FE/CE

areas.
Open grasslands and
scrublands. cliffs and steep
terrain. sometimes urban
areas. Often found along the
coast or near lagoons and

ponds where waterfowl

aathar.

Al ri n:
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Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
generally be very small, and the Plan prioritizes avoidance, minimization, and

V

Permttng pursuant to Section 404 of the federii Clean Water Act and/or Secton
1600 of the California Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE
and/or CDFG jurisdictional areas.

FESA, CESA, CEOA, and MBTA.
Southern California as a rare visitor,
primarily along the coast. Only one pair has Plan's Operational Protocols would
bred in San Diego County since the 1950s. not be in place to avoid impacts
In winter. occurs along coastal areas and
as a first priority during SDG&E
activities.
at reservoits in the County.

Effects of Plan are discountable because the species is a rarii visitor along the coast
in San Diego County, and any impacts would be extremely small relative to the large
range of the species. Also, the Plan preserves individuals and habitats to the

maximum extent practicable. Permitting pursuant to Section 404 of the federal
Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the California Fish and Game Code may be
necessary for impacts to ACOE and/or CDFG jurisdictional areas.

VII

TABLE 3.1 COVERED SPECIS LIT

~

SPECIES NAME & STATUS

II
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RANG~DE AND LOCAL D~TRæunoN

HABITAT TYPES
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Bad .agle

Coasts, rivers. large lakes,

lHa/ilieelus /eucocepha/us)

mountains, and open country.

.. '.:. ::'.:.':.":..

Long-biled curlew

Rangeland, cultivated land.

(Numenius amercllus)

tideflats, beaches, and salt
marshes.

SSC

DEGREE OF EXISTIG
PROTECTON

CONSERVATION PLANNING IMPUCA nONS

MmGATION

...... ........ ... .' . ':'" .. :....... .......

:rf~~~~~~t~~r;~:::~;?f/~~1f~:::;:.i:~:::):~~~~:;::::::~:~:~:~:~:~tt:~;~:~:t:. :.:". ' '. ....

Alaska. Canada to southern U.S. Inland
waters in winter in southern Californie.

Uncommon winter visitor to San Diego
County.

(BEPA) FEICE

17

OF SPECIES

Southwestern Canada. western U.S.
Winters to Gustemala. Common migrant
and winter visitor to San Diego County; no
breeding records.

Effects of Plan are discountable because the species is an uncommon winter visitor
MBTA. Plan'. Operatona
in San Diego County. Also, the Plan preserves individuals and habitats to the
Protocols would not be in place to maximum extnt practicable. Permttng pursuant 'to Section 404 of the federal

BEPA, FESA, CESA, CEOA, and

avo~ i~acw as a fi~t prio~
duñna SDG&E actvities.
CEOA and MBTA. Plan's

Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the Cilifornia Fish and Game Code may be
necessary for imDacts to ACOE and

lor CDFG jurisdictional areas.

Effects of Plan on species are considered inanificant because impacts would
generally be very small, the species has a somewhat broad distribution. and the Plan

Operatonal Protocols would not
be in place to minimize or mitigate minimizes or mitigates (in that order! any poter,tial impacts that occur to the
Impacts as a first priority during
SDG&E activities.

VII

II

species' habitats. The Plan also preserves habitat to rnmum extent practicable
and preserves corridors connecting hebitats. 1\ may also restore and reclaim
habitats

tht

may

include

the species. Permtting pursuant to Section 404 of the

federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the California Fish and Game Code
mav be necessar for irnects to ACOE and/or CDFG iurisdictional areas.

18

Belding's savannah sparrow
(Perculus sendwichensis ba/dingi)

CE

Restricted to salt marshes
lagoons that
around coastal
are dominated by pickleweed
(Sa/icornia spp.)

Santa Barbara County south to El Rosario,

CESA and CEOA. Pln's

Baja California, Mexico. Localized,
permnent resident in San Diego County.

Operational Protocols would not
be in place to avo impacts as a
firs priority during SDG&E
activities.

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignifcant because impacts would
genarally be very small, and the Plan pnoritizes avoidance, minimization, and
migation (in that order) for any potential impact. The Plan preserves individuals
and habitats to maxmum extent practicable and preserves corndors connecting

III

habita. It rnay also restore and reclaim haitats that may include the species.

lor Section
1600 of the California Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE

Permttng pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and

and/or CDFG iurisdictional ereas.

19

Large-biled savannah sparrow

Open fields. meadows, salt

Alaska. Canada to Guatemala. Winters to

(PercuJus sandwchensis

marshes, dunes, and shores.

Honduras. West Indies. Scarce along the
southern California coast.

TOsrttu)

California brown pelican

lPenus occidentaHs cllifornicus)

Effects of Plan are discountable because the
species is scarce along the southern
Operatonal Protocols would not
California coast. Also. the P1en pteserve. its habitats to the maximum .xtent
be In place to minimize or mitigate practicable. Permttng pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act

impacts as a first priority during
SDG&E activities.

SSC
20

CEOA and MBTA. Plan's

Open salt water. bays, and
beaches.

Wes coast of the U.S. and Baja California,

Mexico. Convon to very common nonbteeding visitor to San Diego County.

FE/CE

and/or Section 1 600 of the California Fi.h and Game Code may be necessary for
impacts to ACOE and/or CDFG jurisdictional areas.

FESA, CESA, CEOA, and MBTA.
Effect of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
Plan's Operationa Protocols would generally be very sml, and the Plan prioritizes avoidance, minimization, and
not be in place to avo~ impacts
mitigation (in that order) for any potential impacts. The Plan preserves individuals
as a first prionty during SDG&E
and habitat to maxmum extent practicable and preserves corridors connectng

activies.

III

ii, Vii

habita. It may also restote and reclaim habitats that may include the species.

Permttng pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section

1 600 of the California Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE
and/or CDFG iurisdictional areas.
21

22

California.
Central and southern California; Baja
California, Mexico; and the Gulf of

FESA, CESA, and CEOA. Plan's
Operationa Protocols would not

Freshwater marshes, irngated

Western U.S. to Argentine. In Sen Diego

(P1egat/ chiht
SSC

tend.

County, uncommon migrent an winter

Coastal California gnatcatcher

Coastal sage scrub.

visitor; rara in summer.

Southern Los Angeles, Orange. western

Riverside, and San Diego counties south

(Polipti/ii cii/ificii caJifomicli)

into Baja California, Mexico. In 1990,
Atwood estimated that epproximetely

FTISSC

23

1,819 to 2,262 pairs occurred in southern

CEOA and MBTA. Plan's
Operational Protocols would not
be in place to minimize or mitigate
impacts as a first priority dunng
SDG&E activies.
FESA and CEQA. Plan's
Operational Protocols would not
be in place to avid impacts as a
first priority during SDG&E
8ctivities.

White-faced ibis

Ught-ooted clapper rail

Saltwater and brackish

llaIus /ongirostrs I"vipes)

marshes.

FE/CE

California. The total California population

was estimated to be 235 pairs in 1991.

24

Western bluebird

Scanered trees; open,

(8i1i611 meKiclinli)

coniferous forests; and farms.
In winter. brush and deserts.

Regionally sensitive species

be in place to avoid impacts as a
first priority dunng SDG&E

actvies.

Effects of Plan ere discountable because the

species is an uncommon migrant and

winter visitor and is rare in summer in San Diego County. Also, the Plan preservs
its habitats to the maximum extent practiceble. Permittng pursuant to Section 404
of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the California Fish and Game
Code mav be necessary for imDacts to ACOE and/or CDFG iurisdictonal areas.

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because irnpacts would
generally be very small, and the Plan prioritizes avoidance, minimization. and
mitigaton (in thst order) for any potential impts. The Plen preserves individuals
and habitat to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting

habitat. It may also restore and reclaim habitat that may include the species.
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
generally be very small, and the Ptan prioritizØ$ avoidance, minimization, and
mitigation (in thet otder! for any potential impacts. The Plan preserves individuals

and/or CDFG iunsdictional IIteas.
Southern British Columbia and western U.S. Plan's Operational Protocols would Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
not be in place to minimize or
to the mountains of central Mexico.
generally be very small, the species has e somt:what broad distribution, and the Plan
mitigate impacts as a first priority minimizes or mitigates (in that orderl any potential impacts that occur to the
Common to very common resident and
during SDG&E activities.
winter visitor in San Diego County.
species' habitats. The Plan also preserve. habitats to maximum extent practicable
habitat that mav include the sDecies.

AI rigl--

II

and habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting
habitats. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the species.
Permlning pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section
1600 of the California Fish anc Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE

and preserves corridors connecting habitat.. It may also restore and reclaim

Coptê 1995 Sa Di Ga.6 E1edcCo
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TABLE 3.1 COVERED SPECIS LIT
,

SPECIES NAE 1f STATUS

.;;.;.:.:.;...:.:.:...; "' . AN1MÄLS:~';:'."" .'.-.-,".

25 Western burrowing owl

(Speotyto cunicu/aria hypogea)
SSC

26 California least tern
(Stema antJllarum browml

HABITAT TYPES

RANGEWIDE AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTION

DEGREE OF EXTING

OF SPECIES

.'

PROTECTION
.,..-.......
... ......
.".-........-.,...
...,..,..._......,...,._.
......
....................,............

Open grasslands. prairies.
farmlands, and airfields.

Southwestern Canada. western U.S.

CECA. Plan's Operational

Uncommon and rapidly declining in
California.

Protocols would not be in place to
minimize or mitigate impacts as a
firs priority during SDG&E

Sea beaches, bays, large
rivers, bars.

Temperate and tropical oceans. Winters

MITTION

CONSERVATION PLANNING IMPUCATIONS

r.:.:/. ", .

H' ,........

Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts wil be avoided; no direct killng
or injury to individuals will occur unless deenud necessary for emergencies or
repairs.

II,IV

activities.

FEICE

south of the U.S. In San Diego County the

number of nesting pairs was 500 in i 991.

FESA, CESA, CEQA, and MBTA.
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignifiçant because impacts would
Plan's Operational Protocols would generally be very small, and the Plan prioritizes avoidance, minimization, and

not be in place to avoid impacts

mitigation (in that order) for any potential impacts. The Plan preserves individuals

es a first priority during SOGlfE

end habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting

activities.

habitats. It may also restore and reclaim habitats thet may include the species.

Iii

Permitting pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Weter Act and/or Section
1600 of the California Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE

27 Elegent tern

Shallow ocean waters, bays,

(St.,s ii/egans)

and lagoons. Strictly

SSC

associated with salt water.

and/or CDFG iurisdictional areas.

Breeds on islands off Baja California,
Mexiço and near San Oiego. Winters from
Peru to Chile. Irregularly wenders north to

San Françisco Bay. Abundant summer
resident in the single nesting colony at the

CECA and MBTA. Plan's

Effects of Plan

Operatonal Protocols woald not

generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes Ot mitigates (in that order) any

be in place to minimize or mitigate
impacts as a firs priority during
SOG&E activities.

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves

south end of the San Oiego Bay.

28 Least Bell's vireo

Riparian woodlands.

(Vieo bø/ii pusi/lus)

habitats to maximum extent practicable and

Closed-cone pine forest.

Restricted to the same distribution of the

CECA. ,Plan's Operatonal

preserves corrdors connecting habitats.

'urisdictional areas.
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

and/or COFG iurisdictional areas.
Effects of Plan on species are considered Insignificant becase impaçts would
generally be very small. and the Plan minirnii,es or mitigates (in that order) eny

larval food plant. Tecate cypress CCuprflus Protocols would not be in place to
forbiisill. in three locations in San Diego
minimize or mitigate impacts as a potental impacts that occur to the species' habitat. The Plan also preserves habitat
County.
firs priori during SOGlfE
to maximum extent practicable and preservH corridors connecting habitats. It may

Regionally sensitive species

(Brnc:hiniic:ta slUdiegoiinsis)

Seasonally astatic pools which
occur in tectonic swales or

PE

ëãrth slump basins in patches

Occurs throughout San Oiego County.

of grassland and agriculture

interspersed in coastal sage

activities.

also restore and reclaim habitat that mav include the siiecies.

FESA and CEQA. Plan's
Operatona Protocols would not
be in place to avoid impacts as a
first priority during SOG&E

Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts to vernal pools wil be avoided
unless deemed necessary for emergencies or repairs. Permttng pursuant to
Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the Californie

activies.

jurisdictional areas.

scrub and southern mixed

11

It may also restore and reclaim habitat. that miiy include the species. Permittng
pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Açt and/or Section 1600 of the
Californie Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and/or CDFG

Plan's Operational Protocols would generally be very small, and the Plan prioritizes avoidance, minimization, and
Mexico. Known to winter only in southarn not be in place to avoid impacts
mitigation (in that order) for any potential impacts. The Plan preserves individuals
Baja California, Mexico. Over 460 breeding as a firs priority during SDGlfE
and habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting
pairs or territorial males were documented activies.
habitats. It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the species.
in San Diego County in 199 i .
Permining pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section
1600 of the California Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impaçts to ACOE

(Mitours tlorntlll

30 San Diego fairy shrimp

FESA, CESA, CEOA, and MBTA.

California and northwestern Baja California,

FE/CE

29 Thme's hairstreak bunerfly

Formerly common and widespread in

on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

Fish and Game Code may be necessary for

V

VII

IX

impacts to ACOE and/or COFG

chaparral vegetation.
31

Salt marsh skipper

Tidelands and estuaries.

CPaoauina errs)

Regionally sensitive species

Santa Barbara County to the southern tip of CEQA. Plan's Operatonal
Adequately conserved by the Plan beceuse impacts wil be avoided; no direct killing
Baja .California, Mexico. Associated with
Protocols would not
be in place to or injury to individuals wil occur unless deemed necessary for emergencies or
nearly every c08ltallagoon in San Diego

County.

32

activies.
Riverside fairy shnmp

Seasonally astatic pOOls

CStriiptDc:ephs/us woottoml

occurring in tectonic swales or western Riverside County in the vicinity of
earth slump basins in patches Temecula and Rancho Celifornia, from one

FE

33

Known only from five vernal pools in

repairs. Permitting pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or
Section 1600 of the California Fish and Gam Code may be necessary for impacts
to ACOE and/or COFG iurisdictional area..

be in place to avoid impacts as a

Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts to vernal pools wil be avoided
unless deemed necessery for emergencies or repeirs. Permining pursuant to
Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the Califomia

firs priority during SOG&E
activities.

jurisdictional areas.

FESA and CEQA. Plan's

Operatonal Protocols would not

of grassland and agriculture

pool on Otay Mesa in San Diego County,

interspersed in coastal sage
scrub.

and from one pool at an undisclosed
location in northern Baje California, Mexico.

Coronado skink

Grlsslands, coastal sage

Southwestern California from Los Angeles

CEOA. Plan's Operational

scrub, open chaparral, pine
oak woodland, and conifetous

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

CEumliCIlS ski/tonianus intBrariflta/isl

County south into nortwestern Baja

generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any

forests .

islands off the Pacific coast including Los

Protocols would not be in place to
minimize or mitigate impacts as a
firs priority during SOG&E
activities.

SSC

California. Mexico. Also occurs on several
Coronados Islands. Relativelv limited

distribution.

Co.. 0 I"' Sa Dieg Ga I: EIc Co
Al ngl i-

minimize or mitigate impacts as a
first priority during SOG&E

II,IV

Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and/or COFG

potential impacts that occur to the species' h£bitats. The Plan also preserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable iind preserves çorridors connecting habitats.
It may also restore and reclaim habitats thai may include the speçies.
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TABLE 3.1 COVERED SPECIS LIT

~

SPEQES NAME 8r STATUS
: .......;:.:.:......:.......'....
;. ~:.:.:: ',:'.'; ...:~:.;....::.- ..:~.:..,..

ANIMALs';
Stephens' kangaroo rat
(Dipodomys stephensil

HABITAT TYPES

--\..:.:,::...:

.

.

Grasslands, coastlll sage scrub
or sagebrush with sparse
canopy cover, and disturbed
areas.

FEIC

RANGEWDE AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTON
OF SPECIES
....

. :'.

...

..

: ..

36

....n.

estimated to encompass 708,641 acres.

firs priority during SDG8rE
activities.

SSC

and coastal sage scrub.

south into northwestern Baja California,
Mexico. Population information lacking.

Pacific litte pocket mouse
(Pgnathus /ongimiimbris

Near the ocean where the
substrate consists of fine,
alluvial sands, and the

Historically recorded from Marina del ReylEI FESA and CEQA. Plan's
Segundo south along the coast to the
Operationa Protocols would not

CEQA. Plan's Operational
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
Protocols would not be in place to generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any
minimize or mitigate impact as a potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves
first priori during SDGIiE
habitats to maximum extent practioable and preserves corridors connecting habitats.
activities.
It mav also restore and. reclaim habitats that mav include the sDecies.

Tijuana River Valley north of the
be in place to avoid impacts as a
dominant vegetation is coastal international border in San Diego County.
first priority during SDG8rE
sage scrub or weeds.
May occur at other localities. Only three
activities.
currently recorded localities remain out of
eight historic localities: Dana Point, Orange
County and Marine Corps Base Camp

Pendleton. San Dieao County.
Coastal sage scrub and weedy Southwestern San Bernardino, western

Northwestern San Diego pocket

CEQA.

Plan's Operational

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

Riverside. eastern Los Angeles, and San

Protocols would not be in place to

generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates lin that order) any

Diego counties south into Baja California,
Mexico. Population information lacking.

minimize or mitigate impacts as a
first priority during SDG8rE

potential impacts that occur to the species' h.bitats. The Plan also preserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats.

Chamise-redshank and mixed
chaparrals, sagebrush. desert
wash. desert scrub. pinyonjuniper. and annual grassland.

Eastern Los Angeles. southwestern San

activities.
CEQA. Plan's Operatona
Protocols would not be in place to

It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the species.
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

Dulzura pocket mouse

Primarily associated with

Santa Margarita River south to northern

(ChaBtoálpus ca/ifrnicus femora/is)
SSC

mature chaparral and is less

(Chaetodipus fa/lax fa/lax)

SSC
Pallid San Diego pocket mouse
(Cha.todipus fal/ax pal/idusJ

SSC

Bernardino. central Riverside, eastern San
Diego. and western Imperial Counties.

Population information lacking.

minimize or mitigate impacts as a
first priori during SDG8rE

activities.
Baja California, Mexico. Population
common in open stands of this information lacking.
vegetation. Has been trapped
in mulefat scrub.

It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the species.
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

Protocols would not be in place to

generally be very small. and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any

minimize or mitigate impacts as a
first priority during SDG8rE

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves

activities.

Southern grasshopper mouse
(Onychomys torridus ramona)
SSC

Wide variety including various

Los Angeles pocket mouse
(Pørognathus /ongimemris

Northern Los Angeles County along the

CEQA. Plan's Operational
Protocols would not be in place to

scrublands. May be associated coastal slope to extreme northwestern Baja
California, Mexico. Population informaton
with clumps of cactus or
minimize or mitigate impacts as a
lacking.
yucca.
first priority during SDG8rE
'"

Coastal sage scrub and

sagebrush.

br.vinllus)
SSC

42

Jacumb pocket mouse

Los Angeles, southwestern San Bernardino, CEQA. Plan's Operational
and western Riverside counties. Population Protocols would not be in place to
minimize or mitigate impacts as a
information lacking.
first priority during SDG8rE

I iurisdictional areas.
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impects would

I, V

habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats.
It mav also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the species.
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats.

CEQA.

Plan's Operational

also restore and reclaim habitat that mavinclude the species.
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

(Lepus cllifornicus bennettit
SSC

grlsslands, croplands, and

the coastal slope to the vicinity of San

Protocols would not be in piece to

generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any

open, disturbed areas provided

Quintin. Baja California, Mexico. Localities minimize or mitigate impacts as a
on the eastern edge of its range include
first priority during SDG&E
Japumba and San Felipe Valley in San Diego activies.

County. Relatively common in open areas in

I

generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any

Southern Santa Barbara County, south on

coastal southern California.

I

or mitigates (in that order) any
potential impacts that occur to the species'habitats. The Plan also preserves

Coastal sage scrub, chaparral,

Coii 0 1995 Sa Dieg Ga A Elc Co
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generally be very small. and the Plan minimizes

San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit

there is at least some scrub
cover present.

I

Permittng

ectivities.
It mav also restore and teclaim habitats that Olav include the soecies.
CEQA. Plan's Operational
Effects of Plan on species are considered inSignificant because impacts would
Protocols would not be in place to generally be very small. and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any
minimize or mitigate impact as a potential impacts that occur to the species' habitat. The Plan also preserves habitat
first priority during SDG&E
to maximum extent practicable and preserves corndors connecting habitats. It may

activies.

Al npi ns

It may also restore and teclaim habitats that may include the species.

San Diego County. Population informetion
lacking.

intemationa/is)
SSC

43

i, iV

habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats.

Sagebrush.

(Pørognathus Iongimembris

I

pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1 600 of the
California Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE andlor CDFG

activies.
41

.::.:.:.. :. ..

X

generally be very smal. and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any
potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable and
preserves corridors connecting habitats.

Plan's Operational

CEQA.

o.

40

Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts wil be avoided; no direct kiling
or injury to individuals wil occur unless deemad necessary for emergencies or
repairs.

growth, often on sandy
substrates.

mouse

39

MITIGATION
'.':

....
:::
...
.....
Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts wil be avoided; no direct killng
or injury to individuals will occur unless deemed necessary for emergencies or
repairs.

... . ...

place to avoid impacts as a

Favors xenc habitats. Coastal
habitats include open chaparral California, from San Luis Obispo County

rat

CONSERVATION PLANNING IMPLICATIONS

Operational Protocols would not
be in

Weotoma /epida intermedia)

San Diego desert wood

FEISSC

3S

...,..........

....
_. ',"- ~.'.'.'.
..........~..........'...
...........
.......".
.............,...,...........................
'"
........................

FESA. CESA. and CEQA. Plan's

Darticularlv kanoaroo rats.
Restricted to the coastal slope of southem

pacifcus)

37

PROTCTION
",":.. ........................
.....

Around Siin Jacinto Valley from Riverside
County south to the vicinity of Vista in San
Diego County. Geographic range is

which is unusually small for rodents,
35

DEGRE OF EXSTING

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable and pi.,siirvs corridors connecting habitats.
It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the species.

I

1.11

TABLE 3.1 COVERED SPECIS LIST
II
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SPEQES NAME & STATUS

HABITAT TYPES

ANIMALs' '..
Mountain lion
(Fe/is con

RANGEWIDE AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTON
OF SPECIES

..........

Nearly all habitats.

c%r)

Regionally sensitive species

DEGREE OF EXISTING

... ..........'. .':.:' ,.": '.,i: .~'.: ",'. . ';".~..:,::-:".,- :.::.r:.::,";,:.~'~ ....

In California. sea level to elpine meadows,
except xeric regions of the Mojave and
Colorado deserts not supporting mule deer

Plan's Operational Protocols would Effects of Plan on species are consdered insignificant because impacts would
not be in place to minimize or
generally be very sma, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any
mitigate impacts as a first priority potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves

IOdocoi/lls hemionus) populations.

during SDG&E activities.

(Odocøiliius hemonus fu/iginafll)

Coastal sage scrub, riparian
and mountain fotests.

Southern Rivarside County lTahquitz
Valley), south on the coastal slope to tha

Game species

chaparral, grasslands,

vicinity of San Quintin, Baja California,

croplands, and open, disturbed Mexiëo. Relatively common along the
areas provided there is at least coastal foothils of southern California.

46

I iurisdictiona areas.
Plan's Operational Protocols would Effects of Plan on spcies ere consered insignificant because impacts would

not be in place to minimize or generally be very sml, and the Plan minirnzes or mitigates (in that order) any
mitigate impacts as a fitst priority potential impacts th.at occur to the species' habit.ts. The Plan also preserves
during SDG&E activities. habitats to maximum extent practicable and p~eserves corridors connecting habitats.
pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean

American badger

Drier, open stages of most

Central and southwestern North America.

CEaA. Plan's Operationa

(TlIxidea faxus)
SSC

shrub, forest, and herbaceous

Throughout most of California except the

Californa Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and/or CDFG
iurisdictional areas.
Effects of Plan on species are consdered insignificant because impacts would

Protocols would not be in place to

generally be very small. and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any

habitats with friable soils.

North Coast area. Widespread but thought. minimze or mitigae impacts liS a
to be declining in California.
first priority during SDG&E

Arroyo southwestern toad
(Sufo microscaphus cii/ifornicus)
FE/SSC

Restricted to rivers with

Formery disttibuted from southern

shallow, gravelly pools

California to the northwestern coastal
region of Baja California, Mexico. Most
remaining populations occur within, or

adjacent to sandy terraces.

Western spedefoot toad
(Sciiphiopus hammondi1
SSC

FESA and CEaA. Plan's
Operat Protn"ol", .l.o1c
be in place to avoid impacts as II
first priority during SDG&E
activities.

Water Act and/or Section i 600 of the

ii

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves

habitats to maxum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats.
It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the species.
Effects of Plan on species ate considered insignificant because impacts would

V

Ivvesmall. end the Plan-Jori avoidance, minimization, and

mitigation lin that order) for any potential impacts. The Plan preserves individuals

and habitats to maxmum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting
hebitats. It may "so restore and reclaim hlit:itats that may include the species.

Only 6 of the 22 extant popUlations south

Permttng pursuent to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section

of Ventura are known to contain more than

i 60 of the California Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE
and/or CDFG iurisdiction" areas.

a dozen adults.
In California, throughout the Central Valley

CEaA. Plan's Operational

and adjacent foothills from Santa Barbara

Effects of Plan on species are considered ins;gnificant because impacts would

Protocols would not be in place to

generelly be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any

populations occur in valley.

County south to the Mexican border.

Usually quite common where it occurs.

minimize or mitigate impacts as a
first priority during SDG&E
activities.

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves

foothil hardwood woodlands.

Occurs primarily in grassland
situations, but occasional

None

It may also resore and reclaim habitats that may include the species. Permittng

some scrub cover present.

adjacent to, the Cleveland National Forest.

48

habitats to mamum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats.
It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the species. Permittng

activies.
47

None

pursuant to Secton 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section i 600 of the
California Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and/or CDFG

habitats.
Southern mule deer

MITIGATION
. ......' ....:..

':.::..:.:.:.. .:..:..:."..........:.:'....:.......: '.' ................ .,' '.:.

Relatively common and most abundant in
riparian areas and brushy stages of most

45

CONSERVA liON PLANNING IMPUCA TIONS

PROTECTON

habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats.
It may also restore an reclaim habitats that may include the species. Permittng

pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the
California Fish and Game Code may be neceisary for impacts to ACOE and
lor CDFG

49

Southwestern pond turtle
(C/emrys miirmorafa pallida)

Wetland habitats including

SSC

ponds, and reservoirs.

freshwater marshes, creeks,

Vìcinity of Monterey south into
CEaA. Plan's Operational
northwestern Baja California, Mexico.
Protocols would not be in place to
Primarily west of the major mountain range. minimize or mitigate impacts as a
in southern California, but there is a
first priority during SDG&E
population along the Mojave River in San
activities.

Bernardino County. Very few viable

50

Orangethroat whiptail
(Cniimidophorus hyperyrhrus
belding/1

Coastal sage scrub, chaparral,

and washes; and in weedy,

Bernardino County (Colton), south to the
cape of Baja California, Mexico. Locally

SSC

disturbed areas adjacent to

common.

edges of riarian woodlands,

these habitats.

generally be very small, and the Plan minimizae or mitigates (in that order) any
potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats.
It may also restore and reclaim habitats thti may include the species. Permttng

pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section l600 of the
California Fish and Game Code may be neceflsary for impacts to ACOE and/or CDFG

populations left south of Santa Barbara

County.
Southern Orange County and southern San

I iurisdictional areas.
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

CEQA. Plan's Operational

! juriSdictional areas.
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

Protocols would not be in place to

generally be very smail, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any

minimize or mitigate impacts as a
first priority during SDG&E
activities.

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats, The Plan also preserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats.
It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the species. Permittng

pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the
California Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and/or CDFG
I iurisdictional areas.
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San Diego banded gecko

(CoIøonyx variiigafus abbotl1

Chaparral and coastal sage
scrub in areas with rock

Regionally sensitive species

outcrops.

Southern slopes of the San Gabriel

Mountains of Los Angeles County. south
throughout cismontane and coastal
southern California into northwestern Baja
California, Mexico. Also found on Cedros
Island off the Pacific coast of Baja

California, Mexico. Population information
lacking.

~øh 0 1995 Sa Dieg Ga &: Elecc Co
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CEQA. Plan's Operation"
Protocol. would not be in place to
minimize or mitigate impacts as a
first priority during SDG&E
activities.

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also praserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats.
It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the species.

V

....\

,
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.. .. ...,.

SPECIES NAME li STATUS
...
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Nortern red rattesnake

""" ,

RANGEWIDE AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTION

HABITAT TYPES
d,." d

, '.

Chaparral, woodland, and arid

habitats in rocky areas and
dense vegetation.

(Crtalus ruber ruber)

SSC

. .. .

OF SPECIES
':,.""

",- "

."". ".....,.
.....
...:........:.;.::...;.

..-................'........
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San Diego ringneck snake
(Diiidophis punctstus s;mi/is)
Regionally sensitive species

Coasta rosy boa

(Ui:anura trivirgata roseofusca)
Regionaly sensitive species

Oak woodlands and canyon
bottoms. Sometimes
encountered in grassland,

activities.

chaparral, and coastal sage

Southwestern San Bernardino County south CEaA. Plan'~ Operational
along the coastal slope into northwestern
Protocols would not be in place to
Baja California, Mexico. Populetion
avoid impacts as a first priority
information lacking.
dunng SDGliE activities.

scrub.
In or near rocky areas in

Transverse Ranges in Los Angeles and San

coastal sage scrub, chapiirral,
and desert scrub.

San Diego horned lizard

Coastal sage scrub. chaparral,

(Plryosoma coronarum b/B;nv;/Ieil
SSC

open oak woodlands and open
coniferous forests in the

mountains.

56

California red-legged frog

Dense shrubby, emergent

(Rana aurora draytonÎ1

riparian vegetation closely
associated with deep, still. or

PE/SC

...... :::

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any
potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves

I

habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves cotridors connacting habitats.
It mliy elso restore and reclaim habitats that may inciuele the species.

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would

I

generally be very small, and the Plan minimizl's Dr mitigates (in that order) any

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats.
It mav also restote and reclaim habitats that mav include the SD.ecies.

Population
information lackin...
Southern California, west of the deserts,

first priority during SDG&E
activities.
CEQA. Plan's Operational
and ranges south into northern Baja
Protocols would not be in place to
California, Mexico. Relatively common in
minimize or mitigate impacts as a
foothil areas that contain large expanses of first priority during SDGliE
Qood habitat.
activities.
Central and southern California. Has been
FESA and CEQA. Plan's

extrpated from 75% of its former range.

Operatonal Protocols would not
be in place to avoid impacts as a

Coast patch-nosed snake

Primarily chaparral, but also

(Savadore hexa/øpis virgu/tea)

coastal sage scrub and areas
northwestern Baja California, Mexico.
of grassland mixed with scrub. Population information lacking.

SSC

:.. ..

..,.,:,:.: '. 'd':''.ii':",:." ..','.'.'

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
Bernardino counties south into northwestern Protocols would not be in place to generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates lin that order) any
Baja California. Mexico. It also ranges east minimize or mitigate impacts as a potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves

slow moving water.
57

".

CEQA. Plan's Operational

to the lower desert slope.

55

MITGATION

CONSERVATION PLANNING IMPliCATIONS

.... ... ..

Extreme southeastern Los Angeles County CEQA. Plan's Operational
(Diamond Bar) into southern Ssn Bernardino Protocols would not be in place to
County snd south into southern Baja
minimize or mitigate impacts as a
California, Mexico. Relatively common in
first prionty during SDGliE

the foothil zone and on the desert slopes.
53

DEGREE OF EXISTING
PROTECTON

Santa Barbara County south to

I

habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats.
It mav also restore and teclaim habitats that may include the sDecies.

Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
generally be very small, and the Plan minimizès or mitigates (in that order) any
potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves

i

habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats.
It mav also restore and reclaim habitats that mav include the sDecies.

Adequately conserved by the Plan because impacts wil be avoided; no direct killng
or injury to individuals wil occur unless deemed necessarv for emergencies or
repairs. Permitting pursuant to Section 404 df the federal Clean Water Act and/or

first priontv during SDGliE
Section 1600 of the California Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts
activities.
to ACOE and/or CDFG iurisdictional areas.
CEQA. Plan's Operatonal
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant because impacts would
Ptotocols would not be in place to generally be verv small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any

potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The P1an.also preserves
habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corndors connecting habitats.
activties.
It mav also restore and reclaim habitats th-i mav include the snecies.
Monterey County south through the coastal CEaA. Plan's Operational
Effects of Plan on species are considered insignificant beèause impacts would
ranges into northwestern Baja California,
Protocols would no be in place to generally be very small, and the Plan minimizes or mitigates (in that order) any
Mexico. Rare or extirpated from many areas minimize or mitigate impacts as a potential impacts that occur to the species' habitats. The Plan also preserves
where it was formerly common.
habitats to maximum extent practicable and preserves corridors connecting habitats.
activities.
It may also restore and reclaim habitats that may include the species. Permittng
pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act and/or Section 1600 of the

iV, V

i

minimize or mitigate impacts as a

first pnority during SDGliE

58

Two-stnped garter snake
(Thllnophis hiimmndÎ1

streams, vernal pools and

Regionally sensitive species

along intermittent creeks.

Along permanent creeks,

Occasionally found in

chaparral or other habitats
rëlatively far from permanent

water.

f"" prri do.. SD."

STATUS

SSC ..CDFG Species of special concern
CE .. Califomia endangered
CT .. California threatened
CR '" Calforna rare
FE.. Federally listed endangered
FT .. Federally listed threatened
PE .. Federally proposed endangered
PT .. FederLY proposed threatened
ci -Enough data to support federal

R (Rarity
i =Rare but found in sufficient numbers and distributed
widely enough that potential for extinction or
extrpation is low at this time.
2.. Occurrence confined to several populations or one
extended population.
3 =

Occurrence limited to 1 or a few highly restricted

populations or present in such small numbers

listng

thllt it is seldom reported.

California Fish and Game Code may be necessary for impacts to ACOE and/or CDFG

I iurisdictional areas.

ABBREIATIONS
ACOE=U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

BEPA-Bad Eagle Protection Act
CDFG -California Depa,ient of Fish .and Game
CEQA -California Environmental Quality Act

CESA =Californa Endangered Species Act
FESA =

Federal Endangered Species Act

MBT A = Migratory Bird Treaty Act

NPPA.. Native Plant Protection Act

MITGATION

i. Scrub and chapanal species
II. Grassland species
II. Beach, marsh, and wetland species
iv. Narrow endemic plant and animal species
V. Riparian species

Vi. Forest (woodlan) species
Vii. Open water species
Viii. Raptor species
IX. Vernal pool species

X. Stephens' kangaroo rat
Ust 1 B"' Rare and endangered in California and

alsewhare
Ust 2-Rare and endangeted in California but more
common elsewhere

E (Endangerment)
1 "' Not endangered

2"' Endangered in a ponion of its range
3 .. Endangered throughout its range

Ust 3..More information needed

Ust 4=Liited distrbution (a watch list)

Copt 0 1995 Sa Di Ga A Elei Co
Al riah i-

o (Distribution)
1 = More or less widespread outside of California
2 = Rare outside California
3 .. Endemic to California

I
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3.2

Impact Assessment

the roles is to be a
developer. SDG&E mus develop and maita a region-wide network of gas and elecc

As a regiona energy provider SDG&E ha severa roles. One of

trssion, distbution and resource facilties. From the stadpoint of capita

investent, SDG&E is probably the largest developer in the SDG&E servce terrtory.

Energy development, like all development, has impacts. However, it is importt when
revewing ths document .that the reader does not confe the impacts of energ
development with tyical commercial, indusal, and residential development. Typical

development peently removes large areas of nave vegetation, chanes the
topogrphy, and cover much of the developed area with impervous suraces. Most of
SDG&E's previous and futue energy development occur above or below the ea' s

surac with very small areas of peanent distance. Impacts from energy
development include: narow and unpaved access roads, habitat tht contiues to exist
and grow in rights-of-way, energy facilties (except for generators) tht are unoccupied
and generate very little trc, and litte or no contrbution to edge effects due to

predtory pets or extensive human activity. Negative impats which may occur ar
habitat fragmentation and provision of human access to remote ar leadg to potetial

habitat.

exotic species invasion and destron of

Constrcton impacts associated with the development of energy facilties also have less

impact th those oftyica developments becaus (1) constrction projects associated
with development of energy facilties normally ar completed over a peod of days raer

than month or yea as with other development projec, and (2) conscton activities

Co 0 1995 Sa Diego Ga" Elecc Copa
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themselves have less impact, for example, equipment and materials are often delivered by

ai, thereby mimizing ground distbances.
Another significant difference between the development of energy facilties and tyica

development is. tht there is a 'greater degree of flexibilty in sitig and design when
developing energy facilities. It is not to SDG&E's benefit to site and develop facilties in
an envionmentaly inensitive maer. Doing so would not result in a meaurble
incrase to company profits. Therefore, it is in the best interest of SDG&E, its rate

payers, and sharolders for the company to adopt development and maitenace policies
designed toward envionmenta protection and enhcement. SDG&E is also a resident
of

the serce terrtory (h been for well over a centu) and would like to contiue to be

a welcome one.
3.2.1 Take of Covered Species

likely result in the Take of Covered Speies an

SDG&E's Activities will

impat their haitat when incidenta to otherse lawf activities and

ths

when conducted in fu compliance with the te and conditions of

Subrgiona Pla.
However, th Subregiona Plan is intended to avoid incidents resultig in
the Take of Covered Species whenever possible and to implement

Coverd Speies to the

meas to mimize and mitigate any Take of
mamum extent possible. Events of

Take occurg with the term and

conditions of ths Subregiona Plan will not appreciably reduce the

lielihood of the suval and recver of any Covered Speies.
Take of cer Covered Species is to be avoided. (These species ar
indicate in the Covered Speies Table 3.1.) Take autoritions for

these

so caled naow endemic spies will be lited to emergencies and

unvoidable impats from repa to existg facilties. For new project,
kill or injur of such anim species or destcton of such plants or their
supporting habitat would not be covere by the Plan and Implementing

Agrement.
3.2.2 Types or

Take

of

Covere Species

3.2.1.1 Imptl to Individual AnU1
The Take of

protect individuas and imacts to other Covered

liely occur as a result of SDO&E' s Activities.
SDG&E's Activities, including its inlation, use, matenace
Species will

and reai of its Facilties, ar more fuly describe in Section 2.
these individua may ocur in the form of
The Take of

haassment, death or displacement.
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Of

Take of Covered Species and

the aforementioned fomis of

impacts to Covere Species, harment may be the most common.
Haent of individuas of such species will occur as an
unvoidable and untentiona consequence of conducting certn

Activities and mitigation measurs, such as hum activity, the
operaton of machinery and equipment, and associated noise.

Direct killng of or injur to individuas may result from their
being strck by vehicles or equipment, or being crushed or trapped
in their burows. Displacent may occur when individual
anal move away from long-ten maitenace opertions to

surwidig areas and ar forced to compete with anmas in these
aras for food and living space. Take of Covered Species due to
these imacts will be elimite mi or mitigate to the

maxum extent possible utlizig the mitigation measurs
described in Section 7 of the Subregiona Plan.
In cen situtions, Take of ce species is authonzd only

wider the rubric of operation and maitenane Actvities. These
situtions tyically involve potential impacts from Activities on

endemc species having naow ranges in aras without an

appved regiona conservation plan.

the Stephens' Kagar Rat (SKR) is only

For exale, Take of

petted for SDG&E in the Multiple Habitat Conservtion
Progr (MCP) plang ar in norter San Diego County for

operaon and matece activities until the MHCP is approved.

Afer tht tie, an provided tht SKR is consrved with MHCP,
Take for new conston Activities will be petted wider the

term of ths Plan. This condition only applies to the SKR
population in San Diego County; Riveride County ha an

approved Take process and mitigation protocol. Furermore,
SDG&E's facilties in Riveride County aleady exist, an no new
impacts are expected.

3.2.1.2 Impact to Individual Plants
Areas known to conta Covered Species of plats have been

delieated in prelim sniveys for MSCP and MHCP and will

be flagged to elimnae or reduce impacts durg Activities in these
area. Impacts to individua plants will prianly result from
urgent or emergency reair Activities. Ths Subregional Plan

precrbes the implementation of mitigation measurs such as

spcific restoration or reclamtion. Unkown populations of
Covered Species plants, natuly occurg or intentionaly

introduced ar expected to exist with the Subrgiona Plan Area
and may also be impaced by SDG&E's Actvities. Pre-acvity
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sureys for Covered Species of plants will identify areas of
potential impact, and implementation of

the provisions for

avoidance andlorrevegetation as set fort in Section 7 oftls

Subregiona Plan will reduce these impacts.

SDG&E's Geogrhic Informon System (GIS) will contan
sensitive species and habitat data to demonstte senitive working
aras. The Environmenta Sureyor will contiue to add new data
to GIS based on prectvity sureys.

Exion of Miguel Substtion:
SDG&E own land with the bowidaes of its Miguel Substtion
proper adjacent to the Sweetwte Reseroir on which signcat
populations of Otay Tarlant "Hemizonia conjugens" ar fowid.

Expanion plan for the substtion could theate about 1,000 the Tarlant
2,000 of

the approxiately 12,00 individuas of

population on the SDG&E propert. Due to the rapidly chaging

natu of the electrc indus, it is impossible to predct with

complete certy how the substtion will be expanded, or even if
it will beme necessar. SDG&E ha commtted that impacts to
sensitive species like the Tarlant, however, will be avoided to the
extent possible.

Figue lOa shows the existg footpri of the substation
development area, with the biological resources indicated adjacent
to the substtion pads. Also outlined is one expanion scenao,

the confgmtion of which is largely detered by the geomet
the existing equipment. Any impac to the Tarlant
populations due to an expanion would be mized to the extent
of

possible. Should impacts be necesitated, they would be mitigated

with the set aside of a nearby ar of Tarlant within the Miguel
Substation propert at a ratio of2:1. The remainig Tarlant
would be retaed for mitigation use at a later date.
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4 land Use
Ths section of

the Subregiona Plan discusses existg and proposed land use activities

and policies guding SDG&E Activities within the Subregional Plan Area.
4.1 Exitig Land Use Adivities

Existing Land Uses
Existng land use activities on SDG&E owned propert, easements, and rights-ofway include instalation, operation, matenace and repair of SDG&E Facilties.

Although a good porton of SDG&E' s easements are located with urband
areas, may lage easement corrdors cross though and connect biologically

sensitive and diverse areas. In addition, a number of substtion and gas regulator
sites adjoin or contan valuable native habitats. Th Subregional Plan addresses
only proper owned by SDG&E, SDG&E easements and rights-of-way, an
Activities withn biologically sensitive areas.

4.1.1 Electric Distribution Easement Corrdors
These easements are tyically 12' in width or narower. Facilties consists

of power poles located in the center of the easement with attchments such

as guy anchors, circuit switches, stb and anchors, wires and
communcation cables. The tota percentage of the above ground
improvements in the easement area is less than 1 % over an easement 200'

in lengt. Access routes to these Facilties are not usually matained,
enabling the habitat to recver.
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4.1.2 Electric Transmission Easement Corrdors

These eaements are typically 20' in width or greater. Facilties may
consist of power poles, two-pole strctues, steel poles or lattce steel
.towers. 20'-wide corrdors conta a single pole line, while corrdors

greater than 100' in width could contan as many as five individua

trmission lines. Due to the greater span distace between strctues,
above ground improvements are approximaely less than 5% of the
easement area. Access to these improvements is normly provided via

access road.
4.1.3 Gas Transmission Easement Corridors

These easements are nonnaly 40' in width or naower. Above ground
valve boxes, cathodic stations,
pipeline identification markers and leak detection devices. Above ground
imrovements are minor and consist of

improvements are approxitely less th 1 % of the eaement area

Access to these improvements is provided via access roads.
4.1.4 Electric Substations and Gas Reguator Stations.
These Facilties are located along or at the termnus of

trsmission

easement corrdors and are usualy surounded by landscaped areas or as
ope space areas. It is essential for sae and reliable servce that access
roads be mantaed in a condition which assues tht these Facilities can
be operated, as necessar, on a 24-hour basis.
4.2 Proposed Land Uses

Forecasng the need, location and exact natue offutue energy projects is
accomplished by interretig the projected growt plans from the varous local
and regional agencies. SDG&E identifies futue "load centers" based on the
locations, densities, and tyes of grwt indicated in general plan and population
forecass. The curent system design ofSDG&E's energy network is a response
to those plan and forecas. Many rights-of-way and substtions were purhaed

with spac for expansion in the interest of servg futue "load centers" that could
be predicted from agency plan.
Major preservation plan, curently being prepared under NCCP legislation, wil

afect the existg growt foreca to the extent tht signcat shift in load
center sie and loction are expectd. The results will dictate a reevaluation of

the

system design needed to serve ths region. Some rights-or-way and substations

tht were intended for expanion may be fully utilizd. Existig urban area may

now need to be served with additional utility improvements to accommodate
development intensifcation.
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Therefore, SDG&E wil not be able to accurately predict the extent of these "load
center" shifts until the varous preservation plans are completed and agencies
modifY their growt plans to reflect new patterns of growt and preservation.
Ths Subregional Plan assumes that San Diego will continue to grow, but does not
assume where the growt will occur. However, the plan does assume that growt
will mean expansion of the energy system. The predictions pertnig to miles of
gas and electrc tranission lines, number of substtions, and amounts of other

energy facilties have ben based on histoncal data
Each new SDG&E project will be subject to CEQA and, if

thre is federal

involvement, NEP A. Exact impacts and mitigation will be determined at that
time. At ths time, the plan only estiates distubances to habitat baed on past
experiences. However, those preparg th plan have estimated that more

mitigation than is necessar is being provided to prevent a shortall as projects are
needed.

Ths Subregional Plan may be amended by SDG&E when Genera Plan in the
region are updated. At that tie, the company can better predict what kinds of

facilties will be needed and where to serve futue growt areas.

In a limited numbe of cases, there are existing tranission corrdors capable of
accommodating additional electrc and gas trsmission facilities. These

transsion corrdors are shown in fluorescent green on Figure 1 la. The vacant

positions in Orage County are attched as Figue 11 b.
4.3 Projected Grading Disturbances

SDG&E has estimated a tota of 124 acres of both temporar and perment

grding disturbances over the next 25 year. Section 4.4 discusses how ths
calcultion was made. It is importt to note tht not all of t1s aceage
distubance would occur with habitats considered native, sensitive, or slated for
protection. Neverteless, ths estiate should be considered valid because it

covers both native and distbed area, and as a result reflects the worst case
scenao. Specifc estimates of native habitat distubances ca only be quatified
though individual review of each SDG&E Activity just prior to its occurence.
4.4 Methodology for Estimating Grading Disturbance

The estimate for total grding distubances was based on projecting 7 typical
SDG&E activities over the coure of 25 yeas. Estimates of individua gring

distubances were based on previous experiences by SDG&E.
4.4.1 New Substations
Approximately 8 acres of permanent grading distances may result from

the consction of four new electrc distbuton substtions. Of the
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estimates provided, ths is the only one in whch gradng distubance over

native habitat is probable. Individualy, each substation could impact 2
acres of habitat.
The tyical substation site is 4.5 acres in siz. Of

ths amount, up to 2

acres accommodate improvements for substation tranfonners, control
house raks, fencing, roads, and tránmIssion feed strcturs. The

remaig land is devoted to setbacks, landscaping, open space access, and
fire break where required. Figue 12 depicts the tyical layout for each
substtion.
4.4.2 New

Electric Transmission Lines Requiring New Rights-or-Way
Approximately 35 acres of gradig distwbaces may result from the

constrction of 7 new trsmssion lines. Ths acrage amount is the
result of each new line requirig an entirely new right-of-way corrdor and
associated access road system. The above figue represents the aggregate
of two different types of new trmission lies. Each tye is described as
follows:
. New electrc tranmission,~: 3 new tranmission lines would be

supported by either steel lattce towers or steel poles. Each new line
would tyically require anew right-of-way 100' in width and 4 miles

in lengt. Each would begin and terminate at diferent substations or
at existg transmission lines. Typica ground distubances for each

2.4
miles of 12' wide access road and 2 temporar wire pulling pads (50'x
200' each). Figue 13 depicts this confguation.
line would include grding 18 stctue sites (25' x 100' each),

. New electrc trsmission,~: 4 new trsmission lines would be
supported by wood poles. Each new line would typically requie a

new right-of-way 100' in width and 4 miles in lengt. Each would

begin and termnate at different substations or at existg trmission
lines. Typical ground distbances for each line would include grg
60 strctwe sites (20' x 20'),2.4 miles of 12' wide access roads and 4

temporar wire pulling pads (50' x 200' each). Figu 14 depicts
ths confguration.

access roads do not typicaly traverse the entire right-ofway becaus of impassable terrai and the use of existig access roads.

Note: New

4.4.3 New Electric Trasmission Lines Within Existing Rights-or- Way
Approximately 23 acres of grading distbaces may result from the

constrtion of 10 new trmission lines placed with existing rights-ofway. Ths acreage amoWlt is the result of each new line be able to utiliz
existig access road Inastue. The above figue reresents the
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aggregate of two different tyes of new tranmission lies placed withn

existig rights-of-way. Each tye is described as follows:
. New electrc transmission, steel: 4 new transmi$sion lies would be
supported by either steel

lattice towers or steel poles. Each new line

way that is 100' in width
and 4 miles in lengt. Each would begin and tenninate at different

would tyically utilize an existig right of

substaions or at existing trmission lines. Typica ground
distubances for each line would require the grading of 18 strctue

sites (25' x 100' each),.57 miles of 12' access roads and 2 temporar
wire pulling pads (50' x 200' each). Figur 15 depicts ths

confguation.
. New electrc trmission,~: 6 new trmission lines would be

supported by wood poles. Each new line would utilize an existng
right-of-way that is 100' in width and 4 miles in lengt. Each would
begin and tennate at different substations or at existng transmission
lines. Typical ground distuances for each lie would include grading
60 poles sites (20' x 20' each), .57 miles of 12' wide access road and
4 tempora wire pulling pads (50' x 200'). Figure 16 depicts this

confgurtion.
Note: New access roads do not tyically travere the entie right-ofway because of impassable terr and the use of existing access roads.
4.4.4 Transmission Line Recondudoring
Approximately 11 acres of gring distbances may result from the
reconductoring (replacement of
Most of

wire) of 16 existing tranmission lines.

this distubance is the result of creting pulling pads for wi

spool trcks. The above figue represents the aggregate of two different
tys of

trission lines. Each tye is described as follows:

. Tramission Line Reconductrig,~: 8 tranmission lines
supported by stellattice towers or steel poles may be reconductored.
Each line would tyically be withn an existng right-of-way 100' in

width and 4 miles in lengt. Each would begin and termte at

different substations or existing tranmission lines. No new access
roads or tower sites would be required. Typica ground distuances

for each line would be limited to tempora establisluent of 2 wie
pulling sites (50' x 200' each). Figue 17 depict this confguration.

. Tramission Line Reconductorig,~: 8 trmission lines
supported by wood poles may be reconductored. Each line would be
withn an existig rights-of-way 100' in width and 4 miles in lengt.

Cogh (! 1995 Sll Diego Ga & Eleic Coy 8 i
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Each would begin and termate at diferent substations or at existing

transmssion lines. No new access roads or poles sites would be
required. Typical ground disturbances for each line would include
establishment of 4 wire pulling (50' x 200' each). Figue 18 depicts

ths confguation.
4.4.5 Individual Minor Repairs, Overhead Electric Transmission or

DistnbutioD
Approximately 20 acres of grading distubances may result from 240

varous minor operational constrction and maintenace repairs.
Generally, these activities will occur with existing nghts-of-way that
contan both electrc distrbution and trmission facilties.

A tyical exaple of an incident might be the replacement of a wooden

power pole mocked over by high wids. Repai requiements would

require grdig to accommodate a new access road (150' x 12') to the site
and temporar constrction pad (40' x 40') for repai and intaation of
the replacement pole. Figue 19 depicts the tyica confgurtion of an

individua repai incident.
4.4.6 Gas Line Repairs

Approximately 19 acres of grding distubances may result from 3 tyes
of gas line repairs involving leas, erosion and relocations. The above
acreage is an aggregate of 3 types of

repai described as follows:

. Gas Line Lea Repair: 5 leak repai incidents are projected.
Constction crews would excavate an area around the pipe so that a
sleeve could be placed over the leak. The tyical trench would be 10'
x 100' and would be suounded by a tempora constrction ara of

50' x 200'. Figue 20 depicts the tyical confguaton of an individua
lea repai incident.

. Pipeline Relocation: 2 relocations are projected. Relocations due to

pipelie failur are rare. A new pipeline alignent and necessar
consction equipment would require a tempora consction area of

50' x 300'. Figue 21 depicts the tyica conf~ation of an individual
pipeline relocation.

. Ga Line Erosion Reai: 25 repai incidents are projected. These
repai are usualy the result of strea eroding the ear from around
pipelines and leaving them dangerously exposed. Typica

50' x 100' so tht unwanted fill
materal can be removed and replaced with reompacted matena1,
improvements requie an area of

erosion control blanets an or protecve rip rap rock. An additional
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temporar consction area of 150' x 200' would suround the
improvement area and would be used for grading equipment, trnching

machies, cranes, crew trcks and storage. Figue 22 depicts the
tyical confguation of an individual gas line erosion repair.
4.4.7 New Gas Transmission

Approximately 8 acres of grding distubances may result from the

constrction of one or more new gas tranmission lines. Ths acreage
the need for entirely new right-of-way corridor and
amount is the result of
associated road system.
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FIGURE

Typical Substation Impact Diagram
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Detail "e"
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See Detail "eii
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See Detail liB"
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Note: 6/10 Mile of access road is needed

for every mile of right-af-way
Detail "A"

Refer to Table 7.4 for Mitigation

Typical New Electric Transmission Line
Reauiring New R/W (Steel)
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Detail nen
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Detail "8n
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New 12' wide access road
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12' Wide access road
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for every mile of right-of-way
Detail "A"

Refer to Table 7.4 for Mitigation
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Typical New Electric Transmission Line

in Existing R/W (Wood)
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Detail "A"
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- Typical steel reconductor ( 4 mile length)

1J

- One temporary wire pullng site per each
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Ti

- Disturbances limited to temporary impacts
in wire pullng sites
Refer to Table 7.4 for Mitigation
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Wire pullng pad
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- One temporary wire pullng site per mile
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Refer to Table 7.4 for Mitigation
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in Existing R/W (Wood)
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New access road
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Typical Electrical Transmission or Distribution Repairs
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Area of Construction Repairs: i.e.
Erosion Control Matts. Grading.

Rip-Rap Rock Placement etc.
Temporary Construction Work Area.
Area for Excavated Material.
Backhoe Equipment. etc.

Typical Corrective Streambed Repair
to Protect Gas Pipeline
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5 Relation to Other Regional
Habitat Conservation Plans
As of ealy 1995, a number of subregional and subarea comprehensive habitat and

multiple species conservtion plans proposed in southern Caiforna by varous local
goverents, loca bodies, and private entities are nearg the implementation phae of
their plan. Included among these plans are the Multiple Species Conservation Plan

generated as a par of San Diego's Clean Water Progr, San Diego Association of
Governents (SANAG's) Multiple Habitat Conseration Progr the South Orane
County NCCP Subregiona PLan the Riverside County Habitat Conservation Plan, and
the County of San Diego's Multiple-Habitat Conservation and Open Space Plan. With
limted exceptions relating to Preserve Areas in such plan, as described in Section 6. and
cert thatened or endagered species with highy restrcted habitat as descrbed in
Section 3, th Subregional Pla will be fuly implemented independent of such other

plan.
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6 SDG&E Activities Withii

Habitat Conservatioi

Piai Preserves
Activities Within Preserve Area
ths Subregional PLan SDG&E Activities wi
As generaly descrbed in Secion 2 of
include the maintenance, repai, and replacement of existing Facilties as well as the
new Facilties. Existing Facies are
installation, maitenance, repai, and replacement of
and new Facilties may be expected to be, in par, located within established Preserve
Habitat Conservation Plans (Reps), state, federal, or local preserve area
including public and private lands or other areas set aside for the protecion of plants and
Area of

anmals. SDG&E's Actvities, particularly those related to new Facilties, are responsive
to the growth and servce needs of SDG&E customers within the Subregiona Plan Area.
However, SDG&E is not able to predict with any reaonable degree of certaity what the
grwth and servce nees of its customers will be dunng the tenn of this Subregional Plan

or what Facilties will be needed to meet those needs.
As a par of its efforts to coordinate the implementation of ths Subregional Plan with any

effective HCP which may be afected by SDG&E Activities, the following agreements wi
be adhered to for Actvities occumng or proposed to occur in presere area.
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Existing Facilties

6.1 Maintenance, Repair, and Replacement of

Without her authori ion from USFWS or CDFG, SDG&E may

conduct all necessar matenace, repai, and replacement Activities with

respect to all existig Facilties which are now or may hereafer be located
with a Preserve Area of an HCP, if conducted in accordace with the
provisions of

ths Subregiona Plan.

6.2 Instalation, Maintenance, Repair, and Replacement of

New Facilties

6.2.1 New Gas aDd Electric Transmission Facilties

As a resut of the extensive, rapid, and contiuig development
with the Subregiona Plan Ara, existing and propose Preserve
Area are or wil be dispersed among and in some caes

surounded by develope aras. USFWS and CDFG recogne tht
as a public utilty SDG&E is obligated to provide safe, reliable,
effcient, and cost-effective electrc and gas servce thoughout the
developed ar of its servce terrtory in compliance with the
Public Utities Code and subject to the jursdiction of the

Californa Public Utilties Commssion. Unavoidaly, therefore,
the constction of new electrc and gas trssion Facilities

though or with Preserve Ar will be necessar in cert

cirumstces to meet the serce requiements of developing
areas. Where SDG&E determes tht new electrc or gas

tranmision Facilties are necessar with par of a Presere
Ara, it will coordinate with USFWS and CDFG in accordace
with the procedure set fort below to plan and constrt such new

Facilties in a maner which avoids or minis any impacts to
Covered Speies and their habitat, to the extt possible, wlue not
impaig SDG&E's abilty to meet the serce demands of its
customers in accordace with its responsibilties as a public utility.

Whenever SDG&E deteres tht it is necessa to intal a new
electrc trssion line, or electrc substtion, or to intal a new
gas trsmssion lie, or gas reguator station in any par of a
Preserve Area, SDG&E sha provide USFWS and CDFG with
wrtten notice of

its intent to intal such Facilties which shal

conta a detled descrption of such Facilties and of their
location, along with a map of the area At a mium the
inormtion contaed on the pre-activity suey form is required.
USFWS and CDFG may request a tour of the proposed site and a

st meetig to discuss it. With twenty (20) workig days of its
receipt ofSDG&E's notice, USFWS and CDFG shal prvide

SDG&E with their wrtten resons settg fort any objections to
the Facilities with the Preserve

and altertives to the location of
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receiving the objections of
Area. Within ten (10) workig days of
USFWS of CDFG, or both, SDG&E shal provide USFWS and
CDFG with its wrtten reply to their response. Within ten (10)
working days of receivig the SDG&E reply, USFWS and CDFG
shall approve or deny SDG&E's proposed location for the Facties

witlun the Preserve Area. If no objections are received by SDG&E
from USFWS or CDFG witlu twenty (20) workig days of
SDG&E's notice, USFWS anclor CDFG shall be deemed to have
concurred with the Activity described in SDG&E's origina notice.
IfUSFWS and CDFG denies the location, SDG&E may, with ten
(10) working days of
consisting of

receiving such denial appea to a review panel

Regional Director, USFWS, Director, CDFG, an

SDG&E, whose decision shal be final for purposes of ths
Subregional Plan. The appeal conference must be held withi

twenty (20) working days.

6.2.2 New Gas and Electrc Distribution Facilities
The project proponent, other than SDG&E, that is requestig the
extenion of distribution facilities to serve hisler projec sha
obtain approval of

project approval.

Al ri n: i 00
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said extension offacilties as part of

their overal

1 Miligadon
The basic formula for addressing the impacts of SDG&E Activities in sensitive resource
aras is first to attempt to avoid impact to Covered Species and their habitats, second to
mini1)i7,e necessa impacts to Covered Species to the extnt feasible, and thrd to
mitigate for those unvoidable impacts. The biologica mitigation for anticipated impacts
of SDG&E Actvities taes th form:

. SDG&E agrees to conduct Activities in an envionmentaly sensitive maer in
accordace with adopted Opertiona Protocols.
SDG&E's Operationa Protocols are behaviora and coDSctontechnques whch,
when employed in the field, represent an envionmentaly sensitive approach to

conscton and maitenace. The protocols are prarly based upon impact
avoidance an mition and recogn th often mior adjusents durg

plang, constrction, or maitenance activities ca yield major benefits to the
envionment. Operational Protocols are discussed in detal in Secton 7.1
. SDG&E agees to allow cert fee-owned rights-of-way to be used for wildlife and
habitat preservation.

SDG&E will resct the use an development of cer lad owned by SDG&E
underlying specifc electrc trsmiion facilties and otherwse comprising a par of
SDG&E electrc trssion rights-of-way, whch conta haitat, connect
frented habitat areas, or which may contrbute to the habita cag capacity of
Presere Aras maaged as a par of other conservation plan. SDG&E wil restct
such land to SDG&E's,utity activities as described in
th Subregiona Pla though a prohibitory easement grte in favor of USFWS and
the us and development of
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ths Subregiona Plan and subject to
the term and conditions of the Implementig Agreement.
CDFG, as more fuly descbed in Section 7.3 of

. SDG&E agrees to cause the conveyance of cert high quaty habitat land to
USFWS, CDFG, or their designee, as fuer mitigation measure for unvoidable
impact to Covered Species or their haitat as a resut of Activities covered by the
Subregional Plan. These lands will comprise the SDG&E Mitigation Credits.
Mitigation Credits wil be reuced as they ar usd for mitigation in accordace with
Mitigaton Credit to be conveyed
the ratios set fort in Section 7.4. The amount of
ha been predicted for the initial ter of ths Subregional Plan (25 years) based upon
the expected impacts to habita whch wil resut from the Activities covered by the
Subregiona PláI as more fuy described in Secton 4. The use of

Mitigation Credits

wil not be necessa where habitat enhcement meases have been successfu as a
mitigaton mease.
Mitigaton Credits which are unused at the expiration or termtion of the

Subregiona Plan shal rem available for utiliztion, as appropriate, as mitigation
for any project or action which may be required under CEQA, NEP A, or other
envionmenta or natu resource law, as more fuly descrbed in the Implementig
Agreement.
As more fuy described in the Implementig Agrment, USFWS, CDFG, and SDG&E

agee tht, absent Unforesee Circumces, the mitigation meaes provided in ths
Subregiona Plan constute the only mitigation meaes tht sha be requied for any
activity covered by the Subregional Plan where it results in an impac to a Covered

Species or its habitat.
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1.1 Operational Protocols
Operational protocols represent an envionmentay sensitive approach to

trtiona utiity consction, maitenance and repai Activities recogng tht
slight adjusents in constrction technques ca yield major benefits for the
envionment. The approprate Operational Protocols for each individua project

will be determed and documented by the Envionmenta Sureyor. The
inormation regarg the quaifications and responsibilities of the envionment
sureyor is contaed in Appendix B. The followig mitigation meaures shal be

adher to by SDG&E.
7.1.1 General Behavior for Al Field Personnel
i. Vehicles mus be kept on access roads. A is mile-per-hour sped limit shall be obsered

on dir access road to allow reptile spies to dispere. Vehicles mus be tued around
in estalished or designated aras only.

2. No wildlife. includig rattesnakes. may be hared. except to protect life and limb.
3. Firea shall be prohibited on the rights-of-way except for those used by securty

personnel.
4. Feeding of

wildlife is not allowed.

5. SDG&E persnnel are not allowed to brig pets on the rights-or-way in order to
wildlie and to prvent the introduction of destrctve
minimiz harent or kiling of
domestic anim dieases to native wildlife populations.

6. Paing or drving underea oak tres is not allowed in order to protect root strctes
except in estalished trc aras.
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7. Plant or wildlife species may not be collected for pets or any other reaon.

8. Littenng is not allowed. SDG&E shall not deposit or leave any food or wase on the
rights-of-way or adjacent propert.

9. Wild Fires shal be prevented or minimid by exercising ca when drvig and by not
high

parking vehicles where cataytic converters can ignte di vegetation. In times of

fire had, it may be necessary for trcks to carr water and shovels, or fire

extngushers in the field. The use of srnelds, protectve mats, or other fire prention
methods shal be used durng grnding and welding to prevent or minimize the potetial
for fire. Care should be exhbited when smoking in natu habitats.

10. Field crews shall refer environmenta issues includig wildle relocation, dea or sick
wildlife, hardous wae, or quesons about avoiding envionmenta impact to the

Environmenta Sureyor. Biologists or exprt in widlife hadling may need to be
brought in by Environmenta Sureyor for assistance with widlife relocations.

7.1.2 Training

11. AIl SDG&E personnel working within the project area shal partcipate in an employee
trng program conducted by SDG&E, with annual updates. The progr wi consist

of a brief discuion of endagered spcies biology and the lega protectons aforded to
Covered Species; a discussion of the biology of the Covered Speies protecte under tls
Subregiona Plan~ the habitat requirements of

these Covere Speces~ their sttu under

the Endagered Speies Acts; meaes being taen for the protecon of Covere
Speies and their habitats under ths Subregiona Plan; and a revew of

the Opraona

Protocols. A fact sheet conveyng ths infonnation will also be distbuted to al

employees workig in the project are.
12. Designted SDG&E staf will conduct selected revews of SDG&E operations. Any
proposed modifcations to Operational Protocols, procedures or conditions wi be
promptly provided to CDFG and USFWS for their review and input for require pennt

or Subregional Plan amendments.
7.1.3 Preactivity Studies

13. The Environmental Sureyor shal conduct preactvity stdies for all acvities occung

off of access roads in natural ar. The scope of these stdies is included in Appndi
A. The Environmental Surveyor wil complete a preactivity stdy fomi contaed in

Appendix A, includig recommendations for revew by a biologist and consction
monitoring as appropriate. Biologist should be caed in when ther is the potential for

unavoidable impacts to Covered Species. The form are for infonntion only, and wi
not require CDFG or USFWS approval. These form shal be faxed to CDFG and
USFS. along with phone notication, who will reply with 5 workig days.
indicatig if they would like to review the projec and/or sugges recommendaons for
post project monitoring. If a biologist is required, he/she will be contated concurnt
to notication to CDFG and USFWS. SDG&E's projec may proc durg ths tie if
nec, in compliance with the recommendations of the biologist (For naow

endemic spcies see mitigation IV following Table 3.1). USFWS suey protocls

performed by quifed biologist will be required for new projects which are defed as
projects requiring CEQA review.

In those situations where the Environmental Sureyor caot mae a deftive speces
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identication, an on-cl biologist will be brought in. When the biologist is caled he or

she will be contacted concurrently with CDFG and USFWS. The biologist will mae the
determnation of the species in queston and recommend avoidace or mitigation
approaches to the Environmenta Surveyor and a decision will be made. In those
situtions where more than one visit may be necessa to identi a given species, such

as certn bird, no more than th site visits shal be required. It is expected tht the

tyica USFWS seach protocols will not be utilizd in most situtions due to the Plan's
avoidace priority. Backgrund infonnation necessa to complete the anua report
shall be collected on the preactivity stdy fonn and used by SDG&E to prepar the

anua report.

14. In order to ensue that habitats are not inadvertently impacted, the Envinment
Sureyor shall detennne the extent of habitat and flag boundaes of habita which
mus be avoided. When necesa, the Environmenta Sureyor should al demak
appropriate equipment laydown ar, vehicle tu around ar, and pads for placement

oflarge constction equipment such as cranes, bucket trcks, augers, etc. When
appropriate, the Environmental Sureyor shal mae offce and/or field presentations to
field st to review and become famliar with natul resources to be proteted on a

project specific basis.
raTe plant locations known to SDG&E occurg
withn eaements and fee owned propertes. "Known" mea a veried populon,
either ell1at or documented using recrd data. Informtion on known sites may come
from a varety of recrd data sources including loca agency Habitat Conservon Pla,
pre-activity sueys, or biological sueys conduct for envionmenta compliane on a
project site (e.g. initial stdy), but there is no requiement for development of origi
biologica data. Plant inventories shal be consted as par of pre-actvity suey

15. SDG&E will mantan a libra of

proceur.

Facilities

7.1.4 Maintenance, Repair and Construction of

16. Mantenace, repair and conscton Activities shal be designed and implemented to

mimie new distrbance, erosion on maufacted and other slopes, and off-site
degrdation from accelerated sedimentation, and to reduce mantenace and repai

cost.
17. Routine mantenace of all Facilties includes visual insections on a reguar basis,

conducted from vehicles drven on the access roads where possible. If it is necesa to
inst areas which canot be sen from the roads, the inection shall be done on foot,

or from the air.

18. When the view of a ga trnsmission line marker becomes obscued by vegetation on a
reguar basis requirng repeted habitat removal, consideration sha be given to the
replacement of markers with taller versions.

19. Erosion will be mimid on accss roads and other loctions priy with water
bar. The water bars ar mounds of soil shaped to direct flow and prevent erosion.

20. Hydrologic impact will be minied through the use of stte-of-the-ar technca
design and constrcton technques to iiniiize pondig, elimnate floo hads, and
avoid erosion and siltation into any cree, steas, rivers, or bodies of water by us of

Best Management Practices.
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21. When siting new facilties, every effort will be made to cross the wetland habitat

perpndicular to the watercour, spanng the watercourse to minize the amount of
disniance to ripar area (See Figue 4).

22. Gas and other facilities cross streabeds and require maintenace and repai. Durng
such times water may be temporarily diverted as long as afer distance natu

drnage pattern are restored to minimize the impact of the distce and help to

reesblish or enhnce the native habitat. Erosion control durg consction in the
fonn of intermittent check dams and culvert should also be considered to prevent

alteration to natual drge pattern and prevent siltation.
23. Impact to wetlands shall be minimied by avoiding pushing soil or bruh into wahes or

ravies.
24. Durng work on facilties, all trcks, tools, and equipment should be kept on exstg
accss roads or cleaed area, to the e~1ent possible.

25. Envionmenta Sureyor must approve of activity prior to working in sensitive area

where disturance to habitat may be unvoidable.
26. Insator waslùng is allowed from access roads if other applicable protocols ar

followed
27. Broh cleag around facilties for fire protection shal not be conducted from Mah
though Augu without prior approval by the Environmental Sureyor. The
Environmental Survor will mae sue tht the habitat contans no actve nes,
burows, or dens prior to cleang.
28. In the event SDG&E identies a covered species of plant withn a 10' radius around
power poles, which is the are. required to be cleared for fire protecton puroses,

SDG&E shal noti USFWS (for ESA listed plants), and CDFG (for CESA listed
plants), in wrting, of the planr's identity and location and of the proposed Activity,
which will resut in a Take of such plant. Notifcation will occur ten (10) working days
prior to such Activity, durig which time USFWS or CDFG may remove such plant(s).
If

neither USFWS or CDFG have removed such plant(s) with the ten (10) workig

days following the notice, SDG&E may proceed to complete its fire cleag and cause a
Take of such plant(s).

When fire cleang is necessary in instces other than around power poles, and the
potential for impacts to Covered Species exist, SDG&E will follow the preactvity stdy
and notication procedures in Operational Protocol number 13.

29. Wire stnging is allowed year round in sensitive habitats if conductor is not allowe to
drg on ground or in bnish and vehicles remain on accss roads.

30. Mantenace of cut and fill slopes shall consist primarily of erosion rer. In situtions

where revegetation would improve the succes of erosion control, planting or seeg
with native bydrosed mix may be done on slopes.

3 1. Spoils created durng mantenace operaüons shall be dispose of only on prevously
distud ar designted by the Environmenta Sureyor or used immedately to fil
eroed area. aeaed vegetation shal be hauled off

dispsal location.
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the rights-of-way to a penntted

Plan approval, environmentally sensitive tree trmmg loctions
will be identied in the tree trm computer data base system utilized by tree trm
contractors. (Ts data base also trcks the date of each tree trm. tye of tree, where
theatening dogs reside, etc.). The Envinmental Sureyor should be contacted to

32. Witln 6 months of

perform a preactivity survey when tnmnung is planned in ènviromnentaly sensitive
ar. Whenever possible, trees in environmentaly sensitive area (determed by

CDFG and SDG&E) will be scheduled for tnmmng in the non-sensitive times.
33. No new Facilties and Activities shall be planned wruch dist vern pools, their

watersheds, or impact their natura regeneration. Continued histonc matece of

existng infctue utilizig existing access roads is allowed to contiue in ar
contaning vern pool habitat. New consction of overhead incte whch
span vern pool habitats is allowed as long as the placement of

facilties or th

asociated consction activities in no way impact the vern pools.
34. If

any previously uidentied dens, burows, or plats are locted on any projec site

afer the preactivity suey, the Enviromnental Sureyor shall be contacted
Environmenta Surveyor will detennne how to best avoid or DUnimize impactg the

resource by considenng such methods as projec or work plan redevelopment, equipment
placement or consction method modication, seasonaltime of day limitations, etc...
35. The Environmenta Sureyor shall conduct mOIUtonng as recommended in.the

preactivity survey report. At completion of work, the Environmenta Sureyor sh
check to venf compliance, including observng tht flagged area have ben avoided
and tht reclamation has been properly implemented. Also at completion of work, the

Envionmenta Surveyor is respnsible for removing all habitat flaggg from the

consction site.
36. The Environmenta Sureyor shall conduct checks on mowing procedures, to ense tht

mowig is limited to a IZ-foot wide area on stight portons of the road (slightly wider
on radius tus). and tht the mowing height is no less th 4 inches.

37. Supplies or equipment where wildlife could hide (e.g., pipes, cuvert, pole holes) sh

be inscted prior to moving or working on them to reduce the potential for injur to

widlfe. Supplies or equipment that canot be inected or from which ans could
not be removed shall be capped or otherwse covered at the end of each work day. Old
piping or other supplies tht have been left open, sha not be capped witil insed and
any spcies found in it alowed to espe. Ramping sha be provided in open trenches
when necessa. If an ammal is found entrpped in supplies or equipment, suh as a
pipe secton, the supplies or equipment shal be avoided and the an(s) lef to leave

on its own accord, except as otherwse authonzed by CDFG.
38. All steep-walled trenches or excavations used dunng conscton shal be inted
twce daly (early morning and evening) to protect agains widlife entrpment. If

wildlfe are located in the trench or excavation, the Environmenta Sureyor shal be

called imediately to remove them if they cannot escape unmpeded.
39. Large amounts offugitive dus could interfere with photosythesis. Fugitive dus

created dunng clearing, grading, ear-moving, excavation or other consction
activities will be controlled by reguar watenng. At all times, fugitive dus eiissions
'wil be controlled by limiting on-site vehicle spe to 15 miles per hou.
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40. Before using pestcides in ares where burrowing owls may be found, a pre-activity

SUey will be conducted.

7.1.5 Maintenance of access roads shall consist of:
41. Repair of erosion by grding, addition offill, and compactng. In each cae of repa,

the tota area of distuance shall be mimized by caefu access and us of
appropriately sized equipment. Repairs shall be done afer prectvity sueys conducted
by the Environmenta Sureyor and in accordance with the recommendaons regarding
consction monitoring and relevant protocols. Consderation should be given to
sour of erosion problem, when source is withn control of SDG&E.
42. Vegetation control thugh grdig should be used only where the vegetation obsces

the insection of facities, acces may be entirely lost or the theat of Facilty faiur or
fire had exst. The graded accss road area should not exceed 12'-wide on stght

portons (radius tu may be slightly wider) (See Figue 23).

43. Mowing habitat ca be an effective method for protecting the vegetative understory
while at the sae time creating accss to a work area. Mowig should be used wheii

perment access is not required since, with time, tota revegetation is expeced. If

mowing is in resons to a pennanent access need, but the alteative of grding is
undesirable becaus of downtream siltation potential, it should be recgnze tht

periodc mowing wil be necessar to maintan perment access.
44. Maintenance work on accss roads should not cX"pand the existng road be (See
Figue 23).
45. Maerial for fillng in road ruts should never be obtaned from the sides of the road

which contan habitat without approval from Environmenta Sureyor..

7.1.6 Construction of new access roads shall comply with the following:
46. SDG&E access roads wi be designed and conscted accordig to the SDG&E Guide
for Encroachment on Transmission Rights-ol-Way (4/91).
47. Access roads will be made available to managers of

the regiona preserve system subject

to cordition with SDG&E.

48. New access roads shall be designed to be placed in previously distrbed area and area

which require the leat amount of grading in sensitive areas durng conscton
whenever possible (See Figure 5). Preference shall be given to the use of stb roads

rather th lining facilities tagentially.
49. SDG&E wil consider providing access control on access road leadig into the regiona
preserve system where such control provides benefit to sensitive resources.
50. New access road conscton is allowed year round. Ever effort shal be made to avoid
consctig roads durig the nestg seon. Durg the nestng sen. the presence

or absence of nesng spies shal be deteTnned by a biologist and approprite
avoidace and minimition recommendations followed.
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7.1.7 Construction and Maintenance of Access Roads Through

Stream beds
51. Construction of new access roads though steabeds requies a Streabed Alteration
Engineers.
Agreement from CDFG andlor consultation with the Any Corps of
52. Mantenance or constrction vehicle access through shalow creeks or st is
allowed. However, no filing for access purses in waterways is allowed without the

insation of appropriately sized cuverts. The use of geotexte mattng should be

considered when it would protect wetland species.
53. Stagig/storage area for equipment and materials shall be locted outside of riparan
area. (See Figue 23).

7.1.8 Survey Work
54. Brush cleang for foot path or line-of-sight cuttng is not allowed from Mach though
August in sensitive habitats without prior approval from the Environmenta Sureyor,
who wil ensre that activity does not adversely afect a sensitive species.

55. SDG&E suey personnel must keep verucles on existing access roads. No clearg of
brush for panel point placement is allowed from Mach though Augu without prior
approval from the Environmenta Surveyor.
56. Hing off roads or paths for surey data collection is allowed year round so long as
other protocols are met.

7.1.9 Emergency Repairs

57. Durng a system emergency, unnecessar caelessness which resuts in environmenta
daage is prohibited.

58. Emergency repair offacilities is required in situations which potentialy or imedately
thten the integrty of

the SDG&E system, such as pipe lea or downed lies,

slumps, slides, major subsidence, etc. Durng emergency repairs the Oprationa
Protocols contained in ths Subregional Plan shall continued to be followed to fuest

e"1ent possible.

59. Once the emergency has stbilized, any unavoidable environmenta dage wi be

reponed to the Environmental Surveyor by the forem. The Envionmental Sureyor
will develop a mitigation plan and ensue its implementation is consistent with t1s

Subregional Plan.
7.1.10 Activities of

Underlying Fee Owners

60. Most SDG&E rights-of-way are held in eaement only. The actvities of

underlyig fee

owners canot be controlled by SnG&E and are not covered by ths Subregiona Plan.

61. When sensitive habitat exist on either side of a utility right-of-way, SDG&E wil not
oppose underlying fee owners dedicating said propert to conservation purs.
Underlyig fee owners are e~,:peced to comply with applicable federaL, stte, and loc

regulations.
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NOT THIS

THIS

CONSTRUCTION STAGING/STORAGE AREAS SHOULD BE LOCATED OUTSIDE OF STREAMS

~-- ~~
NOT THIS

THIS

ACCESS ROAD MAINTENANCE SHOULD NOT EXPAND THE EXISTING ROAD BED

FIGURE

Operational Protocol Diagrams
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1.2 Habitat Enhancement

Measures
this section is to describe the technques and permt the substitution of
habitat enhancement measures when it is more beneficial than the use of mitigation credits.
biological resources in an impacted area,
Habitat enhancement increases the value of
thereby improvig the value orthat habitat for Covered Species. Habitat enhancement
actvities shall occur under the direction of a Habitat Restoration Specialist. Al disturbed
areas, whether inside or outside of preserves, and which do not nee to be maintained in a
cleared state, shall be enhanced, either through vegetation restoration, habitat reclamation,
techniques.
the two. Vegetation restoration entails a range of
or a combination of
The purpose of

For SDG&E Activities occurrng within the Preserve, and for SDG&E Activities afecting
nparianwetland areas, the paricular enhancement methodology wil be proposed by

SDG&E, with USFWS and CDFG concumng prior to implementation. For al other areas
the Preserve, SDG&E has discretion over the enhancement method selected,
although it is expected that a standard coastal sage scrub seed mix will be used for
outside of

reseeding many distrbed areas. For impacts both within and outside Preserve, ifhabitat
enancement is not seleced, or is not successful according to the crteria specified in the

mitigation flow chart (Figure 24), then a deduction from the SDG&E Mitigation Credits
contained in Section 7.4. For all temporar
shall be made in accordance with ratios
impacts greater than 500 square feet, acreage not meeting success crteria shall be
deducted from SDG&E mitigation credits at a 1'1 ratio. For areas ofless than 500 square
feet, success criteria will not be required to be met. In such areas, refer to erosion control
measures contained in Section 7.1.

7 .2.1 Vegetation Restoration
Cogh Cl 1995 Sa Diego Ga
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The Habitat Restoration Specialist has a range of vegetation restoration
technques from which to choose:

Hydroseeding
Vegetation restoration will tyically be done using a native seed nux obtained
from a commercial seed provider and shall be applied by hydroseeding. For
hydroseeding inside the Preserve areas, seed will be obtained from the local
gene-pool and similar composition to the reference site.

Vegetation restoration shall be conducted from mid-November through midraiy season precipitation, and should not'be
artificialy irgated.
January to take advantage of

Seed mi specifcations and application technques shall be provided by the
Habitat Restoration Specialist, who will be an acknowledged specialist in

native habitat restoration or a plant ecologist with experience developing native
restoration plans in Southern Californa. The Habitat Restoration Specialst
wil be responsible for restoration plans withi the Preserve.
If restoration lands contain areas used for temporar roads, staging areas, or
other intensive activities, the soil may become so compacted that revegetation

is diffcult. In cases such as tils, disking and plowig the compacted soil will
hydro
seed revegetation. Disking may
weeds
also foster weed growth and should only be used where an inux of
would not adversely afect adjacent native plant communities.
loosen it and improve the success of

Consideration shall be given to supplemental planting of species of concern in
areas where it is desirable to expand existing colonies. For example,
supplemental planting may be highJy desirable in areas contaiIUg chollas or

prickly pear cactus. Supplemental planting and plant relocation should only be
done in disturbed areas that are thought to be suitable. Habitat conversion and
impacts to extant native vegetation should be avoided.

Hand-Seeding
Seed may be applied by hand and raked into the top inch of soil. Tlus method
is best suited for smal areas and areas that are inaccessible to a hydroseed
truck.

Coght Cl 1995 Sa Dieg Ga 8r Elecc Compy 1 i 2
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Imprinting
smooth-walled V-shaped furrows in
beneficial mycorrhial
fungi into the soil surface. This method is best suited for areas that are
accessible by bulldozer and where there is a potential problem with weeds.
Impriting is the mechanical formation of

the soil surface, application of seed and injection of

Soil and Plant Salvage
Native vegetation from the area to be impacted should be removed, mulched
and stockpiled separately. Top soil should also be removed and stockpiled

separately. Following construction activities, the top soil should be replaced
and covered with the mulch. The top soil and mulch both have native
propagules and the mulch reduces the erosion potential. This method is well
suited for temporary roads, staging areas, or other intensive activities.
Quality Assurance

Morutonng, involvig visual inspection, shall be conducted on restoration sites
afer one year. A second application may be made. If, afer one more yea,

restoration is deemed unsuccessful, the wildlife agencies, in cooperation with
SDG&E, wi determine whether the remaining loss shall be mitigated through
a deduction from the SDG&E Mitigation Credits, or a thid application would
better achieve the intended purpose.

Coverage standards will be based on compansons with established stands of

the target vegetation, or another reference area. The means of determng
success should be based on estimates of cover by native species, cover of
exotic species, and diversity of native species. The cover of native species
should increase and the cover of weed species should decrease, eventualy
approximating the reference area. The reference areas should be a nearby stand
of

vegetation that the restoration is attempting to emulate. It should have a

similar aspect, slope, and soil type.

Cover for the restoration and references areas should be estimated using
repeatable cover classes. One tested system is as follows:

Cover Class
% Cover
MeaD Cover

1

0-5
2.5

2

3

4

5

6

5-25

25-50
37.5

75-95
85

95-100

15

50-75
62.5
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97.5

SUCCESS CRITERI MILESTONES

Criteria * Year 1

Year 2

Cover by Exotic Species** 140%

130%

Cover by Native Species 60%

70%

(trees shrbs and herbaceous species)
*Values are relative to reference area
**Percent total cover
7.2.2 Habitat Reclamation

Habitat reclamation techniques should be considered when re-seeding would
be an ineffective habitat enhancement due to the presence of stronger and more
prolific exotic vegetation in the proximity.
Habitat reclamation involves the elimination of existing exotic vegetation

(weed abatement) to faciltate the natural re-colonition of a native habitat.
An example of

where habitat reclamation would be appropriate is in wetland

areas containng tamarisk or giant reed.
wetland and riparian habitat, exotic species should
In order to avoid net loss of
be removed at a 2:1 ratio. Exotics should be removed from the site and
disposed of off-site. Soil should be prepared for new native growth to occur.
In areas larger than 500 square feet, reseeding will supplement the recovery of
native vegetation

Reclamation shal be limited to intial removal and one-time removal of new
growth within one year if necessary. In certain cases, such as with Arndo
removal, it may be necessary to clear invasive vegetation a thrd time. Once
weeds are controlled, if extensive reclamation is undertaken, supplemental
planting may be necessary to keep weeds out.
The habitat reclamation shall be done under the direction of

the Habitat

Restoration Specialist who wil determne the abatement technque to be used
and the area in the vicinity of the project site on which abatement would be
most effective in faciltating reclamation on the project site.
7.2.3 Procedure

(Refer to Figure 24).Figure 24 -- Mitigation Flow Diagram
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Project Impacts
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Basic Site Remediation

Concurrnce from CDF&G
& USFWS on Mitigation
Method Required if Project is in
Preerve or in Riparian/etJand
Area.

Draw down
Mitigation Credit

Reclamaton
i

Aftr 1 Year

I

Aftr 1 Year

Removal of
New Growt

and
Possible
Re-8eeding

Aftr 1 Year

oncurrnce om
USFW on 3rd Application or
Deducton of Area Which
Has Not Had Successfl

Restoration from SDG&E's
Mitigaton Creit

Mitigation Documentd for Annual Report

Project Mitigaton Complete

saGE

SDG&E Mitigation Flow Diagram
(For Temporary Disturbances)

Subregional Natura! Community Conservation Plan

FIGURE

~

1.3 Fee-Owned Rights-ofWay
Certai ofSDG&E's electric transmission rights-or-way consist of
fee by SDG&E. Such fee owned rights-of-way are of

real propert owned in
various widths and cover a varet

the fee-owned rights-of-way may serve as the foundation for the
creation by USFWS and CDFG of valuable wildlife corrdors between Preserve Areas.
The fee-owned rights-of-way subject to this subsection are identified on Figure 25a and
25b.
of

habitat tyes. Some of

As a further mitigation measure, SDG&E will restrict the use and development of such
lands to those SDG&E activities covered by this Subregional Plan. Subject to the terms

and conditions of the Implementing Agreement, SDG&E shall effect such use and
development restriction by granting a prohibitory easement in favor ofUSFWS and
CDFG, or their designee, to be recorded in County Recorder's Offce for the County in
which such land is located.

these corrdors, SDG&E agrees that it wil not, and that it wi
not allow any other person, to use such rights-of-way for any purpose other than for
SDG&E Activities conducted in accordance with this Agreement, the Permts and the
To 'assist in the creation of

Subregional Plan. SDG&E' s agreement to limit its use of such rights-of-way shall remain

effective for so long as USFWS and CDFG continuously uses such rights-of-way in
combination with other real propert rights acquired by USFWS and CDFG in adjoing
which is subject to similar limited or restricted uses, to establish
propert, the use of
functional and effective corrdors for Covered Species between separated Habitat and
Preserve Areas, and, for so long as such corrdors are properly functioning and necessary

Al righ re 116
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such
rights-of-way will be memorialized in a negative or open space easement in favor of
USFWS and CDFG, or their designee, and recorded in the County Recorder's Offce for
the county in wmch such nghts-of-way are located. Such easement shal be substantially
for the conservation of

Covered Species. SDG&E's agreement to lit the use of

in the form of the easement' attched hereto. However, in the event that any of such

rights-of-way shal cease to be an essential element of a properly functioning, effective and
necessa conidor, al easement nghts conveyed by SDG&E afecting any such right-ofway shall termate and revert back to SDG&E without limitation or reservation.

To the extent SDG&E rights-of-way extend over land in which it does not hold an
undivided fee ownership interest, SDG&E agrees to approve of and when appropriate,

encourage the conveyance, grant or dedication of such land by the fee owner to any
relevant Habitat Conservation Planning Management entity for wildlife conservation
purposes; provided, however, any such conveyance, grant or dedication shall be subject to
the authoriations and Permitted Activities granted by USFWS and CDFG to SDG&E

herein and to the rights of SDG&E to use such property for public utilty purposes to the
extent SDG&E held such rights, in law or in equity, at the time of such conveyance, grt
or dedication. SDG&E further agrees, where the company's land rights allow, to prevent
the underlying land owner from removing habitat withi rights-of-way of significant
habitat value to the extent feasible.
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1.4 Mitigation Credits
SDG&E will provide the USFWS and the CDFG with funds to enable the procurement of

high quality habitat land. The provision of such funds wi
create a conservation ban in favor of SDG&E in which SDG&E wil hold approximately
Mitigation Credits for impacts to covered species or their habitats wmch
240 acres of
result from SDG&E Activities. Mitigation Credits associated with the SDG&E
Subregional Plan will be drawn upon and deducted from available Mitigation Credits to
mitigate for unavoidable impacts associated with SDG&E Activities. Habitat
enhancement opportnities may be available and pursued prior to such deductions being
taken from the SDG&E Mitigation Credits as discussed in Section 7.2.
approximately 240 acres of

The habitat associated with the SDG&E Mitigation Credits is of

very high value. The

location and confguration ofthe land wiIl playa critical role in meeting region-wide
conservation goals. As such, the Mitigation Credits serve as mitigation for both in-kid
and out-of-kid covered species and habitat impacts, without regard to the tye of habitat
the habitat impacted, except with regard to wetlands faling
and the biological value of
withi the jurisdiction of the Ary Corps of Engineers pursuant to Section i 0 of the
the Clean Water Act.

Rivers and Harbors Act and Sections 403 and 404 of

this PLan the general
the
habitat
assoicated
with
the
Mitigation
Credits
wil be discussed, with
condition of
special attention paid to changes in the habitat such as from stochastic events lie fies and
drought. The Report wil also include a table showing how many credits were used from
the Mitigation Credits (expressed in acres) and how many are left.
In the Anual Report wluch wil be prepared as a condition of

Also in the Anual Report will be an analysis jointly prepared by SDG&E, CDFG and
USFWS on the performance of the management entity who are overseeing the day-to-day
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operations of

the habitat associated with the Mitigation Credits. It may be necessary

based on the outcome of that reporting to transfer control to CDPG or USFWS, if all of
the pares agree.

The ratio between impacts from Activities and corresponding deductions from the
Mitigation Credits are as follows:
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Table 7.4

ni:(WiWmi

.¡::i::::telølâ.tQrJ.I¡'::::¡:::: Mli:~ml,t~t:¡¡: :¡¡:::!::illmÎfl¡ii::¡t:

New Facilities

Inside Preserve*
Inside Preserve

Permanent

2:1

Temporar
a c

Maitenance of

Existing

Outside Preserve
Outside Preserve
Inside Preserve

2:1

Facilities
Outside Preserve

(a) Tempora impacts are mitigated through basic site remediation which, includes native bydrose
for erosion control. However, if roots are not grbbe during tempora impacts, the bydroseg
may not be necessa. Tls applies to area greater th 500 squae feet, and only where grbbing

occued. For all tempora impact greater thn 500 squae feet, acreage not meetig success
crteria sha be deducted from SDG&E mitigatión credits at a 1:1 ratio.
(b) Impacts assoated with mantenance of existing facilties are mitigated for the term of

the permt

by SDG&E's agreement to restrict development other th SDG&E activities on fee-owned rigbtsof-way which contan habitat, connect frgmented habitat area or contrbute to the haitat
cang capacity of the Preserve Areas in the region. SDG&E agrees to linut its use of such rightsof-way to uulity activities_
(c) Same as (a), except tht any porton oftlie temporarly impacted ara which doe not revegetate in

accordace with Secton 7.2 and the Mitigation Flow Cha attched as Figue 24, then acreage not
meeting succss criteria shal be deducted from the SDG&E Mitigation Credits.
*The term "Peserve~ in Table 7.4 means the area encompassed by the MSCP's Multi-Habitat

Planng Area (MA) map (as cuently defined or ultimtely adopted), the equivalent maps for
the MHCP and WlCOS program in San Diego County, the South Orage County NCCP
Subregiona Plan reserve area and the Riverside County Conservtion Agency Core reserve area.

If no preserve areas are formly delineated those areas which are designted moderate, high, and
very high quaity habitat on habitat on evaluation maps prepared for the respctive planng area

are considered the "Preserve."
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8 Alternatives
With its servce terrtory, the demands of customers for electrc power and natu gas
ar met by SDG&E. As a public utility, SDG&E is requid by Public Utiities Code
Section 451 to provide these utility services in a safe and reliable manr. The CPUC ha
the authority under Public Utiities Code Sections 701, 761 and 762 to requie public

utlities to estblish and mainta the facilities and propert rights which are necessar to
provide safe and reliable servce. In addition, SDG&E sets corprate goals in an effort to
att the highest quaity and dependabilty of servce at the lowest rates it ca achieve.

These cusomer demands, legislative mandates, reguatory controls and corporate goals

requie tht SDG&E inta new facilties necessar to meet the growig demads of its
cusomers, and tht such new facilties and all existing facilties be adequately mataed
and repaied to ense safety and reliabilty. Ths Subregiona Plan addresses such

instalation, operation, maitenance, and repair Activities and their potential to impact
Covered species or their habitat.

The curlment of any aspect of the SDG&E Activities would render SDG&E's public

utility servces, to a greater or lesser extent, inadequate to meet demad, ineffcient,
unafe, and wieliable.

An alterntive to ths Subregional Plan is to do no conservation plan at al. The no plan
alternve would mea tht the SDG&E Activities described in the Subregiona Plan
would remai subject to "tae" prohibitions ofESA and CESA. Incidenta Take pets
would be requied for such Activities on a project by project and species by species basis.
The cae by cae process of permittg is cumbersome. It ha the potential to miss or to

indequately exame protective and conseration issues and measures, which may be too

Al ngl reed i 23
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il defined, unecognzed or vague to enable a clean and meaigf impact anlysis or to
arculate needed mitigation meaures. Ths Subregional Plan addresses such issues from

an ecosystm or habitat basis, wherein such protections or conservation meaures are
afected, whether or not defied, as a fuctioning asect or par of the protected and

covered ecosystem or habitat~ Because ths Subregiona Plan provides comprehensive
multiple species and habitat co.nsrvation, and is not lited to listed species, it provides a
net benefit to the environment in tht it protects and conserves spcies in a maner which

may prevent any futue listg of such species. In addition, the Subregiona Plan provides
SDG&E with long term predctabilty concernng the natue of its operations for which in
tags are permttd, avoidig cumbersome procedures and potenti facility

compromising delays.
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9 Funding
Funding requirements must be guaranteed in order for this Plan to be implemented.
Therefore, SDG&E must be solvent enough to provide the financial confdence that wi
consttute such a guartee. SDG&E has served the San Diego area for over i 14 yeas.
The Company's evident stability is reflected in an A+ Stadard & Poor's bond rating, an

Al bond rating by Moody's, and by the lústoncal fact that SDG&E has not missed a
dividend in 84 years. In 1994, SDG&E's operating revenues exceeded operatig expenses
by $321,916,000.00. The fiscal health is such that SDG&E was able to declare a dividend
its 116,484,000 shares of common stock for a 9.1% return on
of$1.52 for each of
common equity. These figures, along with the Company's financial history should provide

adequate assurance that SDG&E has the fiscal soundness to fulfill its fiancial
commtments with regard to the implementation of tlus Plan.
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Appendix A

Scope of Preactivitv Study
The purose of the preactivity study is to determe the presence or absence of senitive
resources on or in the vicinty of a project area. Preactivity stdies may be appropriate
for any tye of SDG&E field operation in a natual area. Pror to actvities off of access
roads in natu area , -the Environmenta Sureyor conducts a preactivity stdy and

the stdy on the Prectivity Study Form (See Figu 26, pages i
and 2). The preactivity stdy documents inormation such as:

records the findins of

. Type, location, and size of project

. Date, tie, weather, and suroundin land uses
. Evaluation of

ty and quaity of

habitat

. Work description and metods which will be used to avoid or min ground
distuance, including biological monitorig durg constron
. Anticipated impact (if any) and proposed mitigation, i.e., enhcement or deduction
from mitigaton credits
. Map of location of work ara

Ths Envionmenta Sureyor's recommendaons regardig how to complete the prject

whie avoidig or mig distbace to envionmenta resources is detaled verbally
to field personnel and followed by wrtten documentation. The preativity stdy wil be
conduct no ealier th 30 days before the surace dibing activity. If sur

distuance has not commenced with 30 days, the Envionmenta Sureyor wi conduct
a venfcation stdy. The Envionmenta Sureyor's verbal and wntten recommendaons
will be submitted to the field crew with 1 week of conductg the stdy and prior to the
activity.
Cogh Cê i 995 San Dieg Gas & Elec Copa 128
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The Preactivity Study Form is also faxed to CDFG and USFWS, along with telephone
they would like to review
the project. When a project can be completed avoiding impacts to natural resources,
notifcation ofCDFG and USFWS is for information only, and will not require approval,
notication who will reply within 5 working days, indicating if

SDG&E's project may proceed during this time ifnecessar.

However, when the project cannot be completed without impacts, thus necessitatig
rrtigation, CDFG and USFWS concurrence is required on the need for post-project site
enhancement and on the enhancement method. For all new Facilties and related
Activities, if

Habitat cannot be avoided, a qualified biologist shall be called in to perform

the Preactvity
Study F 011 CDFG and USFWS has 15 working days to concur with the enhancement
metod. If CDFG and USFWS concurrence is not conveyed withi 15 workig days, the
need for post-project enhancement and the enhancement method will be conducted in
accordance with the enhancement method specified in the notice.
surveys following methodologies accepted by the Servce. Upon receipt of

In both cases, the data recorded on the Preactivity Study Form is then entered into a

SDG&E computer data base which is used to develop SDG&E's anual report to the
CDFG and USFWS.
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Preactivity Survey Form

LPPM Field ID #:
Date Request Rcvd:

Project Name:

Address/Lcation:
Project Type:
Originating Dept:

Requestor:
Requestor Phone #:

LPPM Field Rvw:
LPPM FId Rvwr Phone #:
Project Budget #:

Const #/Work Order:
Account #:
Function Code:

Date of Field Survey:
Weather Conditions:
Site Elevation:

Thomas Bras Rer#:
APN:

Field Survey Start Time:
Field Survey Stop Time:

Hours Spent in Field:

Linear Feet:
Square Feet:

Biologist Required?:

Total Hours
Spent on
This Request:
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Preactivity Survey Form (sheet

2 of2)

Project Name

Field ID#
Surounding Land Use/abitat

Nort
South

East
West

Proposed Work Descnption

Habitat Evaluation

Reviewer Recommendation

131
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Appendix B
SDG&E Environmental Survevor

Program CenificaUon
GOAL
the NCCP Subregiona Plan
(plan) by utlizng a professional sta famiar with land use plang and envinmenta
SDG&E shall implement and comply with the term of

protection technques.

DEFITION OF STAFF
SDG&E st is defied as employees of SDG&E or its independent agents, contrctors,
consultats practicing land use plang, biology, or simar profession and capable of
implementig the term and goals of the Plan.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES TRNG PROGRA
To ensure adequate trg, stff shall be trained and tesed by a recogn indepndent
envionmenta consultat with experience in envionmenta biology. Speific focus sha
be to enur tht all of the species of plants and anals covered by the Plan ca be
identied and protected durg opetion, maitenace, and new consction activities.
The consultat shal provide a certfication for "Environmenta Sureyor" to sta
members successfuy fufillig the requiements of the trg progr.
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Specifically, traig for SDG&E sta shall consist of a 10-week, 40-hour course called
the "Comprehenive Biological ResoW"ce Traig Progr." The Program's curculum,

goals, and objectives are atthed as "Exhbit A." From tie to time in consultation with
the wildlife agencies, the program curculum will be revised and updated.

TESTING
SDG&E shall test an wil continue to test its st periodically for competency in
relevant environmenta science and field work experise.

STAF SKILS REQUIMENTS
SDG&E st shal be capable of implementig the followig:
A) Priorm maintenance activity. SDG&E operations. or proect constcton:

. Conductig preliminar site visits to detenine the extent and location of native
vegetation communties and native widlfe with each project ara.

. Assess the potential for the presence of sensitive haita, plants or widle
species on the site; especially spcies listed as theatened or endagered at the
state or federal

leveL.

. Review existg databases and gener references to compile known records of
sensitive speies in the vicinty of

the site.

. Determe the need for fuer biologica assessment by exper biologists.

B) In cases where no fuer analysis (by e~ert bioloiists) is required:
. Document the existg vegetation communties and representative wildlfe

species.
. Determe the extent and location of project impacts.
. Advise field crews on methods for proceedig, which avoid impacts to senitive

areas, and implement other Oprationa Protocols as appropriate.
. Recommend specific mitigation measures to offset unvoidale impacts.

. Monitor consction or matenace activities to avoid impacts to sensitive areas.
. Prepar follow-up reports descrbing the work completed and effect of project on

biological resoures.
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C) In cases where furter analysis is required by biolo~icai expers:
. Work with expert biologist to ense comprehensive anysis is completed.

STAFF CERTIFICATION
SDG&E shal provide an updated list of quaifed sta and copies of

the Envionmenta

Cercation durg the month of Janua each yea to CDF&G and USFWS for review

and record keeping. Copies of classroom work and testig shal only be submitted at the

their
Envionmenta Sureyor certfication shal be provided on a yealy basis. Additiona
quaifed st members may be added to the list durg the yea by submitting copies of
fit certfication of each quaified sta

member. Thereafer, only copies of

their class work, testg results and Environmenta Cercation.
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EXHIT" A"
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTC COMPAN

ENVRONMNTAL TRAG PROGRA
CURCULUM I

GOALS AN OBJCTIS
1) Establish a broad overview of ecology, ecosystems, and the science of

conservation biology.
a) Describe the flow of energy, nutrents, and water thoug an ecosystem

includig role of autotrophs, hetrotrophs, nitrogen fixation, photosynthesis,
and energy break down. Identify exaples of these basic processes in
southern Californa ecosystems.

an ecosyst (priar producer,

b) Describe the baic components of
consumer, tear consumers, etc.) Identify exaples of

these trophic levels

in southern Calorna's ecosystems.
c) Descrbe the genera effects of development on natu ecosystems including
removal of

native diversity, disruption ofna systms (eutrphication),

and the benefits of

habitat restoration.

d) Defie the physical and biological factors that make souther Californa an

unusua region.

2) Use standrd biological references andfield guides to identif vegetation
communities, and plant and wildlife species common to southern California
ecosystems.
a) Identify the domiant indicator plant species for common vegetation

communties with southern Californa.
b) Identify the common reptile, bird, and mammal species in soutern
Californa's ecosystems.

c) Be able to prepar detaled vegetation map of a parcul ar and identify

domiant plants in eah communty,
d) Undersd how to use dichotomous keys for identifyg common plants of
coas sae scrb, chapma, and riparan habitats.
e) Create a libra of

natu histry field gudes including stdads gudes for

plants, reptiles, birds and mamals.
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f) Create a matrces of habitats and key indicator species.

3) Use range maps, species accounts, existing biological resources assessments, and
data bClses to determine the general biological setting and determine the potential
for a particular area to support sensitive habitat, plants, or wildlife.
a) Define what habitats and sensitive species may occur in a paicular ar of

interest before intiatig a field surey.
b) Determe the appropriate references for acquig additiona inormation on
specific biological resources.

4) Identif tyical habitat tyes for federally listed an State listed wildlife species

throughout southern California with a focu on the coastal California
gnatcatcher, lease Bell's vireo, southern willow flycatcher, southwestern aroyo
toad, and Pacifc pocket mouse.

the coas Californa gntcatcher,leae Bell's

a) Understd basic biology of

vireo, souter willow flycatcher, aroyo toad, and Pacifc Pocket mouse,

including biology, habitat requirements, and potential impacts to these
spcies associated with SDG&E's actvities.

b) Be famliar with the diversity of senitive spcies thoughout the region
(Species of Concern) with emphais on those plants and wildlie species
tyically encountered in coas sae scrb habitats.

c) Determe the appropriate seaon for sesitive spcies sureys.
d) Determe the need for professiona biologist to conduct focused sureys.
5) Understand basic principles of conservation biology focusing on the viabilty of
local extinction.

populations an the process of

a) Compar and contr the genetic, stochatic, demogrphic, and
envionmenta factors afectig the stbilty of a population.
b) Defie the effects of

habitat frgmentation and the importce of

wildlife

movement corrdors to maitang stble populations.

c) Descrbe Soule's "extction vortex" an how it may apply to smal and
frente(l-populations in souther Californ.
d) Identi widle movement corrdors by topogrhy, vegetation, and

suoundig urbantion.
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6) Understand the history of state and federal

laws affcting wildlife management

with a focus on Sections 4, 7, 9, and 10 of the federal Endangered Species Act and

the Natual Community Conservation Plan. Understand how the Endangered
Species.Act works in conjunction with CEQA, NEP A, and the Fish and Game
Code (including CESA).

a) Descrbe the evolution of and need for wildlife magement laws from the
Lacey Act, Migrtory Bird Treaty Act, and Endagered Species Act.
b) Descrbe basic components of the federa Endagered Species Act.

c) Descrbe "tae" as it pertns to souther Caiforna with reference to
hasment, removal of potentially occupied habitats, and diect removal of
occupied habitats.
d) Descrbe the listig process and Candidate system and why ths system is

curntly under review.

e) Compare and contr the Section 7 and Section 10 processes.
f) Describe the components of a Biological Assessment and Habitat

Conservation Plan.

g) Describe the NCCP and how habitat-based conservation plan differ from
the single species conservation.

h) Describe perent projects, decisions, and controversies suounding the
federa Endagered Species Act.
7) Understand the basic component of Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and

Section 1600 of the Fish and Game Code with emphais on determining the need

for professional delineation of wetlands and stream courses through an area.
Identif wetland versus upland vegetation, hydric soil tyes, an "unusual"
wetland such as vernal pools an ephemeral streams.

a) Defie the basic component of Section 404 and Secton 1600.
b) Create a checklist for wetlands, includig soils, hydrology, and vegetaon.

c) Identify common wetland indicator spcies.

d) Use the basic method and reference material pertg to offcial wetland

delineations.
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e) Understad need for professional advice on determning ful extent of
"wetlands" in xeric habitats.

habitat restoration and revegetation in
coastal,sage scrub and wetland habitats into biological mitigation programs.

8) Incorporate the various methods of

a) Compare and contrt the basic methods of coasta sage scrub revegetation,

includg hydroseedg, native regrwt, and contaer plantig.
b) Compare the contrt the basic methods of wetld restoration for southern
Californa's ripaan ecosystems with emphais on mulefat scrub and willow
scrub habitats.

c) Detere the projects requig ingation and those tht may fuction well
without iigaton.

d) Undertad ecologica benefits of erosion, control meases, removal of
weed (especialy giant reed grs), cowbird trpping, controlled hum
access, fencin, interpretive sign, and other mitigation measures.

e) Descrbe mitigation bang and site-specific measures and how these

methods ca work together.
9) Establish the forms, methods, and review system for Preactivity Surey and

conduct a Preactivity Surey.
a) Crete a field surey form identifyg all pertent ascts of

th biologica

settg requig review durg a Preativity Surey.

b) Conduct a Preactivity Surey to determe the extent and location of native
vegetation communties and the potential for the ar to support sensitive

biological resurces, including sensitive habitats, corrdors, plants, and
widlife.
c) Detee the need for fuer biologica assessments by a professiona

biologist.
d) Incorprate photodocumentation into report preparon.

e) Prepare an anua report pertining to all area sureyed under the progr.
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